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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

The bulk of Bentham's writings has passed into not

unjust oblivion. It would be impossible to renew the

life of works so voluminous, so technical, and so

frequently disfigured by oddities of thought and style.

But it would be unfortunate if those works which most

adequately represent Bentham's peculiar genius and

which have left a mark upon speculation in England

were to remain buried under the weight of dead,

unprofitable matter. These works may the more easily

be made available inasmuch as they are few and not of

great length. Chief amongst them are the Fragment

on Government, and the Principles of Morals and

Legislation. The latter treatise has already been re-

printed by the Clarendon Press. The Fragment on

Government, which has long been out of print, is now

offered to the public. The Introduction prefixed aims

at shewing the place of Bentham in the history of

thought, and the significance of the Fragment as a

contribution to political philosophy.

F. C. M.
Oxford : December, 1890.
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^' INTRODUCTION.

ERRATA.

Page 6, line 32,

for " Bowood in the Lakes "

read " Bowood in Wiltshire "
;

Page 82, last line but one,

for " mutually qualifying proportions "

r«(Z(/" mutually qualifying propositions."

{Montagttis 'Bmthain,^

seemed to me a model of perfect virtue.* ' That romance,'

he added, ' may be regarded as the foundation-stone of my
whole character ; the starting-post from whence my career of

life commenced. The first dawning in my mind of the prin-

)

ciples of utility may, I think, be traced to it.'

The too early seriousness betrayed by this recollection ^

was natural to Bentham. He wanted the robust health

and overflowing spirits which make childhood delightful.

He suffered from petty ailments and nervous terrors, but he

was not unhappy, for his father and mother seem to have

B

f*



2 Life of Bentham.

been uniformly kind and aifectionate. Hjp father had no

strong literary taste or clear insight into the child's character.

Yet he renewed his Greek studies in order that he might

himself act as his preceptor. The little boy contrived also to

read novels and poems, which he enjoyed the more for their

rarity. 'When I got hold of a novel, I identified myself

with all the personages, and thought more of their affairs

than of any affairs of my own. I have wept for hours over

Richardson's "Clarissa"; in "Gil Bias," when very young,

I took an intense interest; I was happy in the happiness,

uneasy in the uneasiness, of everybody in it. I admired

" Gulliver's Travels" ; I would have vouched them to be all

true ; no romance, no rhodomontade, but everything painted

exactly as it happened. The circumstance of his being

condemned to death for saving the capital was excellent. I

was very anxious in his behalf, particularly when chained

down by the pigmies. I was sad when I saw the Laputans in

such a condition ; and I did not like to see my own species

painted as Yahoos'.' Many other children have gone through

like experiences, but few children would feel the grievance

which little Bentham cherished against Moliere and Johnson,

that they afforded him no facts. Men of full age are apt to

read back into childhood their matured qualities. Yet these

[
childish impressions seem natural to one who in after-life

J was equally remarkable for affection and humanity on the

/ one hand, and on the other for a lack of imagination which

V,would not let him enjoy art or understand history.

When seven years of age Bentham was sent to West-

minster School, where he remained five years. His was not

an eventful school life. He was never flogged, and only

once, by the kind offices of friends, was he brought to the

point of fighting a schoolfellow. Little vexations and little

misdoings rankled in the mind of the morbid little boy. He
did not care for boyish sports. He was too weak to enjoy

cricket, although he belonged to a cricket club in which Mitford,

* Bowring, 'Memoire.'
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the future historian of Greece, was an honoured member.

He found nobody among the masters who understood his

tastes or tried to develope his talents. In after-life he looked n
back to his school-days as little better than wasted time. Yet /

he wrote Greek and Latin verse so well that other boys often/

employed him to do their tasks. At the age of ten he was

able to indite an epistle in Greek as well as Latin to Dr.

Bentham, Sub-Dean of Christ Church, Oxford, and at the age

of twelve he was considered fit to proceed to the University.

He matriculated at Queen's College, Oxford, on the 28th of

June, 1760.

If Bentham was unhappy at school he was hardly less so at°)

College. His troubles began with his very matriculation ; for

he had to sign the Thirty-nine Articles, and he felt that he

could not honestly do this unless he were satisfied of the

truth of all that the Articles assert. He signed ; but he

signed with precocious indignation, and in works written

many years later he recurred with intense bitterness to what

he regarded as the enforcement of hypocrisy, or at least

of indifierence to truth. The troubles of matriculation might

be got over. But Bentham's allowance was narrow and

he could not live without getting into debt. Worse still,

Bentham continued very diminutive and looked very sin-

gular in the short breeches and skirted coat of manhood.

Nor did Bentham find either among the senior or the

junior members of the University many persons whom he

could like or esteem. Bentham hated his tutor, a certain

Mr. Jefferson, 'whose only anxiety about his pupil was to

prevent his having any amusement,' and who made him read

again Tuliys ' Orations,' which he knew by heart. Jefferson

professed to give lectures in geography. ' This was one ofhis

lectures—" Where is Constantinople ? " and then he touched

the part of the map where Constantinople is with a wand ^.'

The elements of logic Jefferson taught with the help of

Sanderson and Watts. From Sanderson's book Bentham

' Bowring, ' Memoirs'.

B 2



4 Life of Bentham.

owned that he had drawn some instruction; Watts' book he

regarded as ' old woman's logic' But Jefferson took no pains

to find what his pupils knew or what progress they made.

Bentham took up the study of mathematics without his ap-

proval or even his knowledge. Jefferson's sullen temper

was his own; his apathy was general. The tutors mostly

' spent their mornings in useless routine, and their evenings

in playing cards.' Bentham's conclusion respecting the

senior members of the University generally was that some

were profligate, others were morose, but most were insipid.

In his acquaintance with undergraduates Bentham was not

more fortunate. Many were free livers and hard drinkers.

Bentham tells us of a fellow-pupil called Crop whose evil

courses incurred rebuke from their tutor Jefferson. Jefferson

told the lad that he would bring down his father's grey hairs

with sorrow to the grave. ' No, I shan't,' said the culprit, ' my
father wears a wig.' A gentleman commoner asked Bentham

to sup with him, and after a magnificent supper, waylaid him

on his return home, assaulted him, and gave him a severe cut

over the eye. After this specimen of wit we are not shocked

to hear that another undergraduate used to take him by the

heels and hold him head downwards, or that another and a

gentler spirit insisted upon dressing his hair every morn-

ing. Mitford he met again in Queen's College ; but he

thought Mitford commonplace. Almost the only person who
won his regard at this time was a Reverend Mr. Darling, who
was a curate near Andover. Despising the studies and
disliking the persons of all around him, Bentham spent in

(Oxford a wretched unprofitable time, which he ever afterwards

recalled, not with Gibbon's gay courtly malice but with dogged
sullen indignation. ' Mendacity and insincerity—in these I

found the effects—the sure and only sure effects of an English

University education ^' Perhaps the University of Oxford
has never sent out into the world another distinguished

man who so heartily disliked her. This period of Bentham's
' 'Church of Englandism.'
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life helped to confirm the peculiarities of his disposition.

It confirmed the lesson taught at school, the lesson of in-^

difference or contempt for old institutions, and of sanguine

hope of possible reformation. Implanted by nature, but

strengthened by education, these feelings gave a peculiar

impress to all Bentham's thoughts and writings.

In 1763 Bentham entered at Lincoln's Inn, and took his

seat as a student in the Court of King's Bench, where Lord
Mansfield presided. Mansfield, whom he afterwards de-

nounced as 'the great Ultra-Tory,' was then and for some
years continued to be 'the god of his idolatry.' In the same
year Bentham returned to Oxford and attended Blackstone's

lectures on the laws of England. He tells us that even then

he had discovered several of Blackstone's fallacies. In 1766

he proceeded Master of Arts, thus closing his University life. -

He was now eighteen years of age and therefore hardly

older than the average freshman of to-day. He took up his

abode in town and attended the courts, but had neither the

passion to rise nor the overbearing energy of the successful

advocate. The first and almost the only brief which he ever

received was for some small cause in equity ; and he advised

his client to come to an arrangement with the party opposed,

and thereby save the money at issue. But if careless of the^

practice he was studious of the theory of law. He was more '

and more impressed with the defects of English law as it then

stood. He began to ask himself if there were any general test

whereby to try the worth of every particular law. In reading\

Hume^s 'Essays ' he came upon the test which he wanted, the

iSrinciple of utility. Hume taught that the characteristic i

quality of moral action was its tendency to produce happiness; I

but that men as social creatures derive pleasure from the!

happiness of others, and therefore ought to take for their end!

of action the pleasure as well of others as of themselves.!

This was the doctrine elaborated by Bentham into thej

utilitarian system of morals. It had not yet, however, as-J

sumed a precise form in his mind.



6 Life of Bentham.

Bentham's first published writings dealt with things of less

consequence. When about twenty-three years old he ad-

dressed two letters to the 'Gazetteer' in defence of Lord

Mansfield, who had been assailed by some fooUsh scribbler.

Some years later, in 1776, he wrote to his father that he was

at work upon a treatise entitled ' The Critical Elements of

Jurisprudence,' the same which long afterwards appeared as

'An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation.'

In the same year he published anonymously the ' Fragment

on G6vernrhent,laa essay cafied forth by certain propositions

of STFWilliam Blackstone in the Introduction to his Com-

mentaries on the Laws of England, Unknown as was the

-author, and tediously minute as are some of its criticisms, the

Fragment achieved a considerable success. It was ascribed

to more than one eminent man; to Lord Mansfield, sto Lord

Camden, and to Dunning, afterwards Lord Ashburton. Mans-

field praised it, according to Bentham, because he disliked

Blackstone. It brought Bentham a visit from Lord Shel-

burne, the accomplished statesman, and this visit was the

beginning of a warm friendship which was broken only by

Shelburne's death.^ Bentham frequently stayed at Shel-

burne's seat of Bowood inythe* Lakesj^where he was Intro-

duced to a wide circle of able men and charming women.

'Though not its existence,' he wrote long afterwards, 'my
attachment to the great cause of mankind received its first

development in the affections I found in that heart, and the

company I found in that house.' The respectful regard of

such a man as Shelburne would naturally be a spring of hope
and confidence to the shy, nervous young man, who was so

little fitted to impose himself upon the world. His making
Shelburne's acquaintance was thus a turning-point in Bent-

ham's career. About the same time he began to cor-

respond with distinguished foreigners, such as Morellet and
D'Alembert. Gradually he formed a circle of intimate friends

who regarded him as a teacher. Among these early disciples

were Lind, Wilson, and Romilly. In the year 1780 he had
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completed and printed, but without publishing, the 'Principles

of Morals and Legislation.' His own reflection as well as

the criticism of friends detected various shortcomings, and he

resolved to keep back the book until they had been made
good. He had taken a copy of the unpublished treatise to

Bowood, and could not hinder Shelburne from treating the

ladies with it at the breakfast-table. Shelburne also showed
the proofs to Camden and to Ashburton, who seem to have

found it more abstruse than did the ladies.

Between 1785 and 1787 Bentham made a long tour on the

Continent. His youngest brother Samuel, the distinguished

naval architect and engineer, had been for some years in the

employment of Catharine the Second of Russia. This cir-

cumstance led Bentham to visit Russia, whither he travelled

by way of France, Italy, the Levant, and Constantinople.

He lived in Russia for nearly two years, which he spent

chiefly at his brother's establishment near the town ofdrichoff.

Whilst residing there he wrote his 'Defence of Usury,' the

best known of his short tracts. But Bentham found little to

interest or amuse him in Russia. The vision of a barbarous

people civilized by the ukase of a philbsophic empress grew

fainter when looked into. The curiosity which engages

students in the examination of primitive usages and ideas

was entirely wanting to Bentham. He became weary of his

long sojourn, so far from everything which he relished, and,

as he said himself, stole out of the Russian dominions. He
reached Berlin in December of 1787, and returned through

Holland to his native country. It is characteristic of Bent-""

ham that the years of travel in which he made the circuit

of Europe hardly appear to have affected his way of thinking,

and have left hardly a trace on his published writings. He
was all his life an analyst, not an observer.

Soon after his return to England, Bentham made the^

acquaintance of Dumont, who did so much to extend his

fame and power. Dumont was a citizen of Geneva, who had

been forced by political dissensions to become an exile. He
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was introduced to Bentham by Romilly. Without being an

original or profound thinker Dumont had a remarkably quick

receptive genius, and that art of methodic yet lively exposition

which belongs pecuUarly to minds nourished upon the lan-

guage and literature of France. Fame he could not have

conquered for himself, but he justly partook of the celebrity

of the two great men whom he served, Bentham and Mira-

beau. In 1789, Bentham finally published his ' Introduction

to the Principles of Morals and Legislation,' which he had

-meditated for fifteen years. The Preface announced that the

Introduction was to be followed by a series of works treating

in detail each of the principal branches of law. Although

Bentham found a long life too short for the execution of the

scheme suggested, the Introduction was itself sufficient to put

_his authority and reputation upon a sure footing. About this

.time the States-General of France began their ever-memor-

able sessions. Frenchmen were as yet warm with visions of

a perfect state, and insatiable of projects of reform. Bentham

readily entertained the hope that some of his favourite ideas

ofimprovement might at length be executed upon a magnifi-

cent scale. Through Dumont Bentham's writings were made
known to Mirabeau. Brissot made the personal acquaintance

of Bentham, who received his flattery with paternal conde-

scension. Bentham supplied his French correspondents with

copies of several of his works, particularly a treatise on

Political Tactics, or the Procedure of Legislative Assemblies.

This work, already promised in the Preface to his 'Principles

of Legislation and Morals,' might seem likely to be of especial

use in France, where parliamentary inexperience was doing

much to confound yet more the political chaos. Mirabeau

and other competent critics praised the book, but it never

_had the chance of being received as a manual of practice.

Sometime afterwards Bentham offered to the National As-

sembly his project for a model prison and poor-house, offering

to assist in person and without reward both in its foundation

and in its management. The project and the offer were
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graciously acknowledged by a bestowal of French citizenship,

but nothing more was done in the matter. Frenchmen were

too much excited for such tame matters as a reform ofprisons

;

Bentham was wise or lucky enough not to settle in France,

and before long his hopes of peaceful reform were dashed by

a reign of violence peculiarly abhorrent to his gentle disposi-

tion.

Shortly after publishing his ' Principles of Morals and

Legislation * Bentham conceived a strong desire to enter

Parliament. The subject had been discussed between him

and Lord Lansdowne (then Lord Shelburne), and Bentham

had understood Lord Lansdowne to have offered him a

pocket borough. Finding that no step was taken to carry

out the supposed offer, he addressed to Lord Lansdowne a

letter of remonstrance extending to sixty pages. Lansdowne

wrote a friendly reply, explaining that he had not meant

to make such an offer, and that he had not understood Bent-

ham to desire a seat in the House. Bentham accepted the

explanation and abandoned the thought of a political career.

Perhaps he shrank on reflection from a step which might

appear to compromise his independence. Perhaps instinct

told him that as a writer he was powerful,, whilst in the House

of Commons he would have been powerless. Another project

took possession of his mind and employed his industry for

many years. This was the plan of a model prison, which he~j

called the Panopticon. Its distinguishing feature was an
|

internal arrangement so contrived as to make every part and J

every inmate visible to a person placed at the centre. With

thisgroundplan,derivedfromtheingenuity ofSamuel Bentham,

were combined many improvements in details of construction

and management. Bentham had originally meant his Panop-

ticon to serve as a prison ; but he thought that a similar plan

might be adopted for workhouses and other public institu-

tions. What he wrote to explain and recommend this inven-

tion forms a considerable part of his published writings.

The plan was at first well received. In 1792 it was discussed
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'\ in Parliament. In 1794 a bill to establish a prison upon

^ Bentham's model was passed into law ; a spacious site was

purchased and everything bade fair for the experiment when

it was broken off, it is said, by the obstinate opposition of

George the Third. Bentham received a large sum from the

Treasury in recompense of his time and trouble spent on the

project of the Panopticon, but this could not make amends

for the disappointment which he had undergone. He had

built extravagant hopes of public good upon the adoption

of his plan, and when it had to be abandoned, he could not

bear to look at his papers on the subject. ' It is like opening

a drawer where devils are locked up/ he said, ' it is break-

ing into a haunted house.'

Bentham never married, and his father's death in 1792 left

him in easy circumstances, free to push without interruption

his labours for the improvement of law. His way of working

was peculiar. He would attack a subject with intense energy,

and persevere until he had provided all the materials for a

treatise in form. Then the spirit of criticism would suggest

new doubts and new refinements; the toil of composition

would deter him from preparing the work for the printer;

and the unfinished manuscript would be held back for years,

often to be re-written three or four times, and in the end not

published. Had Bentham depended upon his own efforts

this way of working must have prejudiced both his influence

Cand his reputation. But he found in Dumont an assistant

who supplied his shortcomings. Dumont would take the

rough papers, fill up the many large gaps in the argument,

abridge the tedious analysis, simplify the intricate distinc-

tions, drop the harsh unfamiliar terms, soften down the

oddities of thought, impart a dash of sentiment, and present

to the public a treatise wide in its scope, orderly in its expo-

sition, and rhetorical in its style. What Bentham created,

Dumont made popular. But Dumont wrote in French, and

thus it came to pass that Bentham's ideas were better known
and appreciated in foreign countries than at home. His
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name was familiar both in America and in Europe. He
liad friends and admirers among the official class of

Russia, among French, Spanish, and Portuguese Liberals,

among the Americans as well of Southern as of Northern

America. The Emperor, Alexander I, requested Bentham's ~]

assistance in reforming the Russian Codes. Bentham prof-

fered assistance in a similar undertaking to the King of

Bavaria. At a later date he addressed a denunciation of

monarchy to the Greek insurgents, and tendered the draft of

a constitution to Mehemet Ali. It would be hard to say

what was the positive result of this interchange of civilities.

But it served, at all events, to make Bentham feel that he was

understood, and to sustain him in labours which brought

no personal emolument.

In his own country he found less encouragement. Hel
began to feel the effects of age, and conceived the desire of

emigrating to a more genial climate. He sought permission

from the Spanish government to settle in Mexico. After-

ward he thought of taking up his abode in Venezuela. This

gentle philosopher had a genius for running into places where

chaos was going to prevail, but fortunately he never pro-

ceeded to carry out any of his schemes of emigration. He
was not really unhappy in England. He retained health

sufficient for the prosecution of his work. Although he

hardly ever went into society, he kept up and increased the

number of his friends. It is true that by Lord Lansdowne's

death in 1805 he lost the powerful and faithful admirer

who had first discovered and who never deserted him. But-^

in 1808 he made the acquaintance of James Mill, next to
'

Dumont the most effective of all his disciples. Mill' and

Bentham speedily became close friends, although their

friendship was not unruffied. Mill was a poor proud Scotch-

man, conscious of high abilities and unwilling to be patron-

ized. Bentham, whilst helpful and affectionate, was sensitive

and hard to be humoured. He winced under Mill's austerity,

and thought that if Mill was a democrat, it was less from love
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of the many than from hatred of the few. The friends found

that it was better not to associate too constantly, and once

or twice Mill seemed ready to break off the connection

altogether. But matters never came to a downright quarrel.

Beyond the unwearied prosecution of his self-imposed

labours, there was little to mark Bentham's later years.

He became a partner in Robert Owen's establishment at

New Lanark, which was intended to harmonize the well-being

of the operative with the wealth of the employer. He per-

suaded some friends to help him in setting on foot a school

of a new contrivance, which should impart useful as distinct

from literary knowledge, and which he proposed to call the

Chrestomathic School. But the Chrestomathic School never

came into being. When Lord Sidmouth took office he con-

sulted Bentham upon legal reforms, and Bentham replied

with an offer to draw up a penal code. But nothing came

of this correspondence. The course of public affairs had

hardened the hearts of most English statesmen against large

projects of improvement.

Disappointed by their obstinate conservatism Bentham
jiext threw himself into the agitation for reform. He was

for radical as opposed to whig reform of parliament, and all

the radicals looked to him as to an oracle. He corresponded

with Major Cartwright and Sir Francis Burdett, who replied

in terms of extravagant adoration. He became the friend of

O'Connell, who led the party of Catholic emancipation, and of

Brougham, who busied himself with the reform of law. He
does not seem, however, to have had any real influence upon
the politics of the day. His eccentric way of expressing

himself would alone have unfitted him for persuading the

general public. The politicians who flattered him were not

likely to take lessons from a recluse student. But his long

labour for the amendment of the law began to bear fruit as

the influence of Eldon waned. Brougham lent his untiring

energy and florid eloquence to the cause of legal reform.

Peel carried out extensive reforms in the criminal law.
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That which was proposed, much more that which was enacted,

seemed wretchedly inadequate to Bentham. The work of

transforming the law of England then begun, has now gone

on for more than sixty years, and is still so imperfect that

what has been done looks little in comparison with what

remains to do. Nevertheless, Bentham had the satisfaction,

denied to so many reformers, of seeing his doctrine bear at

least the firstfruits of practice.

In 1823 the ' Westminster Review ' was founded at Bent-

ham's expense, and with a staff almost entirely composed of his

disciples. Bowring was editor for the political, and Southern

for the literary, department. James Mill, and afterwards his

son John, were frequent contributors. Next to Dumont'i

versions of Bentham's researches, the articles in the 'West-

minster Review' were the chiefmeans of spreading Bentham

ite doctrines among the general public. Bentham himsel

wrote little for the Review. Although remarkably vigorous

for a man of seventy-five he was absorbed in the labour of an

immense correspondence, which at this time embraced many

of the most distinguished liberals in every part of the world,

and in remodelling and issuing long-considered works upon

legislation. His peculiar mode of working has already been

described. In his old age he had numerous assistants in

preparing his works for the press, and among these assistants

was young John Mill, who edited the bulky treatise on the

' Rationale of Judicial Evidence.' Perhaps Bentham was at

no time more happy or more influential than in these his latest

years. When he visited Paris in 1825 he received the most

flattering attentions. On one occasion when he entered a

court of justice, all the barristers rose in sign of respect, and

the president seated him at his right hand. General Foy

introduced himself to Bentham with a true Gallic compli-

ment :
' Vos mceurs et vos Merits sont pelnts sur votre visage.'

So cheerful and affable was Bentham, that he had hardly a

personal enemy, even among those who disliked or ridiculed

his ideas or his language. He rarely lost a friend
;
yet some
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years before his death he was alienated from Dumont.

Dumont seems to have let slip some discourteous remarks,

which Bentham so keenly resented, that when Dumont called

at his house in April of 1827, Bentham refused to see him.

He doubted Dumont's orthodoxy, detected in him symptoms

ofWhiggism, to abstract minds so much more abhorrent than

Toryism, and said a little ungratefully, ' Dumont does not

understand a word of my meaning.'

After completing his eightieth year Bentham began to

experience a rapid decay. His sight had already become so

weak that he feared total blindness ; his memory was much

impaired, and his other faculties suffered though in a less

degree. For some months he had been expecting his end,

when on the 6th of June, 1832, he expired without pain or

struggle. One circumstance of his last hours is too charac-

teristic to be left out. When he knew that death was near,

he said to the friend who was watching him, ' I now feel that

I am dying; our care must be to minimize the pain. Do
not let any of the servants come into the room, and keep

away the youths ; it will be distressing to them and they can

be of no service.. Yet I must not be alone
;
you will remain

with me and you only ; and then we shall have reduced the

pain to the least possible amount.'

Bentham was not buried. Agreeably to his own wish his

body was embalmed and presented to University College,

London. There it still remains, although it has long been

screened from the eyes of the public.

n. Characteristics.

Before going on to speak particularly of Bentham's writings

upon the subject of legislation, it may be well to note some of

his most marked moral and intellectual characteristics. He
was a man of calm and cheerful temperament. When once

he had grown out of his sickly dwarfish boyhood into health

and strength, he no longer suffered from gloomy or morbid
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feeling, although he remained highly nervous and sensitive to

physical pain. He preserved his vigour by extreme temper-

ance, and by a habit of regular exercise. Although no sports-

man he enjoyed life out of doors, and continued to be a brisk

walker almost to the end of his life. He was so severe an

economist of his time that he rarely went into society or read

a criticism upon his own writings. During half a century he

commonly wrought eight or ten hours a day. As soon as he

was up he took pen in hand, and his average day's work varied

from ten to fifteen folio pages of manuscript. A certain seclu-

sion was necessary in order to maintain this rate of production,

yet there was nothing really unsocial about Bentham. Bash-

ful and awkward in intercourse with strangers, with those

whom he knew well he was frank and expansive. As a

host he was cordial and attentive, liking to see others enjoy

themselves at his table, and taking particular pains to gratify

the tastes of his company. He was warm in his friendships,

if somewhat apt to take offence where none was intended. A
little prone to selfconceit, he suffered in later years from the

adoration of a few clever disciples, who screened him from

independent criticism and fed him with coarse flattery.

But his sterling worth and goodness were never deeply

impaired.

Bentham was remarkably quick to pity and relieve suffer-

ing. The depth of his benevolence towards mankind is

attested by his lively interest in everything which he thought

conducive to their welfare, and by his prolonged labour in the

cause ofreform ; labour which brought him neither money nor

preferment, whilst it exposed him to much ridicule and some

abuse. But his tenderness extended itself almost equally to

the lower animals. He once owned that he loved everything

with four legs. Several cats enjoyed his peculiar regard.

Among these a certain Sir John Langborn was cherished by

Bentham as fondly as Hodge had been cherished by

Johnson. Even mice would come to Bentham, when working,

to be petted and to eat crumbs out of his lap. These little
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traits may serve to show that Bentham was not a mere arid

pedant, but a man distinguished for gentle feelings and for

^ sympathy.

Sympathy, however, is an ambiguous term. In one

sense it is much the same as humanity. This sort of

sympathy is a moral virtue and has often been conspicuous

in philanthropists, who were remarkable for the largeness of

their hearts rather than of their heads. In another sense

sympathy is much the same as insight into human nature.

This sort of sympathy is an intellectual virtue, a species of

imaginative reason which has been possessed in an eminent

degree by certain ruthless statesmen and dissolute men of

letters. Now Bentham's power of sympathy was rather of

the first than of the second description. He abhorred cruelty

and loved mercy. He rejoiced in the pleasures and grieved

for the pains of his fellow-creatures. But he was deficient

in the power which enables us to understand minds unlike

our own. A symptom of this defect appears in his dislike of

poetry, almost the only branch of literature which busies

itself with representing men as they really are, untrimmed

by decorum, and unshackled by formulas. A graver symptom

was his utter failure to understand any ideas, any feelings,

any customs or any institutions which were not conformable

to the way of thinking prevalent in the eighteenth century.

^Thus he denounced the English procedure and English

case-law with an undistinguishing and unmeasured violence.

"^Thus he described the English constitution of his own day,

a constitution faulty enough, yet the best which had ever

prevailed for a long time among a great people, as never

having been anything better than 'a cover for rascality.'

The revolution of 1688, which gained for England the

greatest advantages ever gained so cheaply, had in Bentham's

opinion merely ' substituted Guelphs to Stuarts, and added
corruption to force.' Extravagances of this kind are sure

marks of an absence of intellectual sympathy, which is the

only basis of rational criticism.
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Another symptom of the same shortcoming appears in the ^
harshness of the judgments passed by Bentham upon other J

men. Like most reformers of clear narrow mind, he saw

certain abuses so vividly and resented them so fiercely that

he judged every one who upheld the institutions in which

these abuses occurred to be not only stupid and bigoted

but also false and corrupt. He disliked judiciary law.T

Accordingly he asserted that the judges in making law were

guilty of a deliberate usurpation of legislative power ; a

usurpation committed in order to satisfy the greed and

ambition of lawyers. Yet it is certain that judiciary law is

only one mode of that development of law by experts which

takes place in every progressive community. It is also

certain that judiciary law would have been much better than

it is had judges been more ambitious of legislating and less

timidly anxious to cover themselves with the authority of

their predecessors. But not official classes only, eininent

individuals as well felt the license of Bentham's invective.

Dr. Johnson was 'the miserable and misery-propagating

ascetic and instrument of despotism.' Burke was a madman,

an incendiary, a caster of verbal filth, and possessed by the

unqualified thirst for lucre. In some passages of this

kind Bentham combines the worst faults of Burke and of

Cobbett with a literary impotence to which they were never

liable. For Bentham, in his most abusive fits, leaves the

reader unmoved. His reckless denunciation of all who""!

differed from him respecting moral and political questions
|

had not the excuse of irritability and suffering which we

may allow for Burke, nor the excuse of low birth and

chance education which we may allow for Cobbett. It may

best be excused by remembering that he had brooded

over his ideas until they had got within him to a passion

which was denied its vent by prejudice or indifference.

Something may be pardoned to a defective sense of humour

and something to a life of almost unnatural seclusion. Say

what we will, this scurrilous temper gives deep offence

c
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and helps to make Bentham's later writings extremely un-

readable.

/"The same lack of imaginative insight which led Bentham to

Icondemn without reserve led him to hope without sobriety.

\The passion of the eighteenth century, the passion for mak-

ing all things new, was strong in Bentham. He was prepared

to construct out of the resources of his own mind a totally

new legal system and a totally new legal language. He
was full of ingenious projects, and from their execution he

expected the most astonishing results. It is hardly possible

to read without laughter Bentham's exposition of the bless-

ings which were to flow from the adoption of his prison

model, the Panopticon. The right construction and manage-

ment of prisons is a very important matter and has been

much advanced by the writings of Bentham. But even with

a perfect system of prisons the world would still be full of sin

and misery. A sanguine temper is doubtless necessary to the

reformer, whose task is always thankless. But the disposition

to hope from mechanical improvements a new heaven and a

new earth is the sure sign of a somewhat contracted mind.

Bentham's extravagant , aversions and extravagant hopes

show all the more oddly bjncontrast with his hard common
sense, his logical power and^l^s practical ingenuity. Com-

pared with many of the reformers of the eighteenth century,

Bentham amazes us by his shrewdness. He understood

the force of the remark that the only possible way to go on

loving mankind is to expect little from them. His theory of

human nature is much more chargeable with meanness than

with exaltation. He held that men can only pursue their

own happiness ; that each man's interest is the aim of all his

endeavours. If he looked for something like a millennium he

expected it not from an ecstasy of brotherly love, but from an

ingenious social arrangement which should make the advan-

tage ofthe individual coincide with the advantage of the pub-

lic. Such an arrangement is not possible, and the perfect

society which it would produce would be rather a shabby one.
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But the philosopher who built his hope upon it could not

be charged with ignoring human selfishness. Once at all

events, namely in his Anarchical Fallacies, Bentham showed

an insight into the frailty of men almost unparalleled among

writers of his way of thinking.

'The things that people stand most in need of being

reminded of are, one would think, their duties—for their

rights, whatever they may be, they are apt enough to

attend to of themselves'.' And in the same vein he else-

where condemns all vague and indefinite declarations of

rights as apt to excite passions that know no law. 'The

great enemies of public peace are the selfish and dissocial

passions—necessary as they are, the one to the very existence

of each individual, the other to his security. On the part of

these affections, a deficiency in point of strength is never to be

apprehended ; all that is to be apprehended in respect of

them is to be apprehended on the side of their excess.

Society is held together only by the sacrifices that men can

be induced to make of the gratifications they demand ; to

obtain these sacrifices is the great difficulty, the perpetual

task of government. What has been the object, the perpetual

and palpable object, of this declaration of pretended rights ?

To add as much force as possible to these passions, already

but too strong—to burst the cords that hold them in—to say

to the selfish passions, there, everywhere is your prey! to

the angry passions, there, everywhere is your enemy ''.'

Burke himself could not have denounced with more fervour

the mischief of proclamations so vague that they practically

encourage every man to claim the right of doing whatever he

pleases. - It is true that Bentham occasionally falls into the

,

error which he here denounces, the error of trusting too

much to the passions of the natural man. The glorification

of the natural man was a prevailing fallacy of the eighteenth

century. It was natural to an age of spiritual revolt against

the orthodox doctrine of original sin and of practical revolt

Works, Vol. II. p. S"- ' Works, Vol. II. p. 497-

C 2
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against the stupidity and harshness then so often noticeable

in pohtical institutions. Only experience could show, and

not everybody could be taught by experience, that the natural

man is, like any other animal, uniformonly in theviolence of his

impulses, which are often genial, often cruel, sometimes means

to his preservation and sometimes fatal to his existence. That

Bentham should sometimes have lent himself to the illusions

of the time is not surprising. More surprising is his general

bent towards hard matter of fact. His most frequent mistake

lay in supposing that men are uniformly guided by a clear view

of their own interest. He did not allow enough for the

influence either of generous virtue or of blind appetite.
""^

With this prosaic common sense Bentham joined an un-

-usual logical power. His distinguishing faculty was the

faculty of sustained analysis. This contemner ofold-fashioned

learning had the intellect of a mediaeval schoolman. In

reducing confused materials to methodic order, in exposing

the vagueness of current formulas, in bringing to light

jallacies of language, he was most persistent and most

skilful. In distinction, definition, and classification he was

inexhaustible. He saw every subject as it were in tabular

form. All knowledge was for him an endless reproduction

of the Porphyrian tree. Every intellectual process was for

him a chain ofsyllogisms. The slenderness of his premisses

and the copiousness of his reasoning are equally unmistak-

able. His bent of mind is as remote as possible from the

half literary, half scientific bent of Bacon's mind towards

observation and induction. His outlook is contracted and
makes the reader feel the atmosphere of a model prison,

comniodious indeed and healthy, but still walled and moated.

Nevertheless Bentham's rigid system-making mind has done
for the reform of English law more than a larger mind might

have accomplished. Bentham was the first EngUsh writer

/who viewed law as a whole or criticised English law as

i_a_system. He was the first to test English law by a logical

standard. In his more laboured treatises, such as the Ra-
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tionale of Judicial Evidence, he has brought whole branches

of law under a criticism as methodical as it is microscopic.

Every flaw is brought to light; every gap is pointed out"J?

every redundancy is noted. Such treatises can never bel

readable and are seldom opened after they have accomplished

their purpose of reform. But they remain available as last-

ing refutations of legislative error. The work which haS

been done in these treatises will never need to be done agaird

To this dialectical aptitude Bentham joined another

talent hardly less useful in his vocation ; a talent of in-

vention. He constructed a new technical language which <

has rightly been allowed to drop, but which has enriched /

living speech with some useful words, such as minimize,

codification, international. He revelled in devising little \

practical improvements in the economy of public institutions. I

This inventive turn was associated in him, as in many other

men, with a taste for physical science, especially for chemistry.

His brother Samuel displayed the same inventive talent in

his profession of artillerist and shipbuilder.

HI. Contributions to Theory of Legislation. [/

The life of Bentham affords a remarkable instance of the

concentration of great powers upon a pursuit of no personal

or selfish interest. The reform of law was the one object of

all his labours. The study of the theory of legislation led

him, indeed, to undertake researches in many other branches

of political and moral science. It is hardly possible to define

the aim and method, of legislation without having formed

clear and distinct ideas as to the nature of political society

and of sovereignty. Upon this subject Bentham bestowed

long iiieditation ; and his principal conclusions are embodied

in the work here republished, in his Fragment on Govern-^

ment. It is difficult to imagine a theory of legislation which

does not rest upon some theory of social and individual

well-being ; and Bentham painfully elaborated a doctrine of
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morals, which has ever since been associated with his name,

although its first premisses were derived from earlier and

more strictly philosophical writers. It is impossible to

perfect the law of crimes or of torts without first making a

careful analysis of the various states of mind which issue in

breaches of the law, without a precise definition of conscious-

ness and motive, of intention and heedlessness, of negligence

and malice. Accordingly Bentham was led into those minute

psychological inquiries which take up a great part of his

' Principles of Morals and Legislation.' It is impossible to

adapt law to the needs of commerce and of industry without

having recourse to economic science ; and Bentham wrote a

' Manual of Political Economy ' and one or two economic es-

says. Lastly, the systematic exposition of law finds a potent

instrument in formal logic; and on this account Bentham

produced some studies of logic in its more formal aspect.

But in all these inquiries, political, moral, psychological,

economical and logical, Bentham was impelled chiefly by the

wish to throw light upon the one true subject of his lifelong

labour—upon the methodic reform of law. He is not to be

regarded as strictly a moralist, a psychologist, an economist

or a logician. He cannot be judged by the standard which

we should apply to them. He must be judged as a theorist

upon legislation.

The little sect of worshippers which gathered around
Bentham in his later years described him as having at once
discovered and perfected the philosophy of legislation. But
this foolish and exorbitant flattery is only misleading. Bent-

ham certainly did not perfect the philosophy of legislation
;

still less did he discover it. Not to speak of remote ages or
of Greek Utopias, the theory of legislation was one of the

favourite studies of the eighteenth century. The abatement
of the religious warfare which had distracted the two previous
centuries had left men at leisure to consider schemes of
secular reform. The immense accumulation of old laws
which had never undergone revision pressed with a stifling
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weight upon the energies of a new age. Long before

Bentham began to write,' the theory of legislation had been

actively canvassed on the Continent of Europe. It had

been associated with names that are still famous ; with

the names of Montesquieu and of Beccaria. A criticism of
,

Bentham would be incomplete without a brief reference to

these great writers. For although Bentham borrowed little

from them and made what he borrowed truly his own, yet he

owed much to their inspiring zeal, and his own method can

best be illustrated by comparison with the methods which

they followed.

Charles Louis de Secondat, Baron de la Brede et de

Montesquieu, was born in the January of 1689, almost

exactly at the date of the English Revolution, and died in

the February of 1755, when Bentham was yet a child. He was

a noble, but he was also a lawyer. During ten years he

held the office of president a mortier in the parliament of

Bordeaux, and by subsequent writers he is often referred to

as the President Montesquieu. His first influential work,

the 'Lettres Persanes,' published in the year 1721, was a

criticism of the religion, politics and morals of Europe, put

into the mouth of a philosophical native of Persiawho travels

in order to acquire knowledge. In the year 1734 he pub-

lished his 'Considerations on the Greatness and Decline of the

Romans.' These works may still be read with interest. But

the masterpiece which supports his fame, and which alone

belongs to our subject, is the ' Esprit des Lois,' which was

published in the year 1748. The ' Esprit des Lois,' though

still criticised, is so seldom read that its scope and purport are

almost forgotten. They are stated by the author in a passage

so remarkable that it deserves to be quoted at length. It sounds

the first note of historical inquiry into the nature of law.

' Law in general is human reason in so far as it governs all

the peoples of the earth ; and the political and civil laws of

each nation ought to be only the particular cases to which

this human reason is applied.'
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'They ought to be so closely adapted to the people for

which they are made, that it is very improbable that the laws

of one nation can ever be suited to the wants of another

nation.'

'The laws must harmonise with the nature and the

principle of the government which has been established or

which it is desired to establish, whether they serve to con-

stitute it as do political laws or to support it as do civil laws.'

' The laws ought to be relative to the physical character of

the country; to its climate, whether frozen, burning, or

temperate ; to the fertility of the land, to its situation and to

its extent ; to the prevailing mode of life among each people,

accordingly as it is agricultural, pastoral, or ehiployed in the

chase ; they ought to be relative to the degree of liberty which

the constitution can bear ; to the religion of the inhabitants,

to their tastes, their riches, their numbers, their commerce,

their morals and their manners. Finally, these laws are

related mutually to each other; they are related to their

origin, to the object contemplated by the legislator, to the

order of things upon which they are founded. They must be

considered in all .these lights. To do this is my aim in the

present work. I shall examine all the above relations ; they

form in their totality what may be styled the spirit of the

Laws.'

The work thus described illustrates by contrast the works

of Bentham upon legislation.

In the first place Montesquieu's method is historical.

Montes(juieu recognizes truths which Bentham hardly

grasped, that in each community the several laws must be

relative to the entire political organization, and that the

political organization must be relative to the character and
circumstances of that community.- ' Laws,' says Montesquieu,
' ought to be so closely adapted to the people for which they

are made that it is very improbable that the laws ofone nation

can ever be suited to the wants of another nation.' This
proposition is perhaps too strongly worded, but it expresses
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a profound truth. The constitution of a state is not a matter

of arbitrary choice ; it is not a suit of clothes into which and

out of which the nation can step as it pleases. It must ex-

press the character of the people for which it exists. If it has

lasted long, we may be sure that it is or was in some way,

however obscure, suited to the capacity and to the needs of

that people. Further, since every society has a constitution

of its own, each individual law must be fitted to this con-

stitution. Private law as well as public law must bear the

stamp of national individuality.

By enforcing and illustrating these truths Montesquieu in

some degree anticipated that method of historical inquiry

which in recent times has enabled us to interpret the in-

stitutions of foreign peoples and of remote ages. Montes-

quieu's power of interpreting history is, for a writer of

that time, little less than miraculous. This feeling for the

lessons of history imparted a sobriety to his suggestions for

reform. Something of his caution was inspired no doubt by

fear of those penalties which in France awaited even the

candid and moderate critic of established abuses. But in the

main we may ascribe to it a nobler source. Montesquieu,

with his generous experience of affairs enlarged by a wide

historical survey, remembered how much that was valuable

even the institutions of France contained. He would

denounce particular abuses, but not an entire social fabric.

He had hopes for the future, but not hopes of a millennium

such as exalted the followers of Rousseau. This lucidity of

mind lessened his immediate reputation and narrowed his

immediate influence, but it has earned the admiration of all

who understand the infinite difficulties of political creation.

In the second place Montesquieu's work lacks unity,

coherence and thoroughness. / In his use -of the historical

method he is often rash and unskilful. He is often credulous

in admitting testimony and inaccurate in stating facts. Often

he uses historical records to support a theory taken up almost

at random, and in so applying wholly misinterprets the mean-
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ing of these records. Often he forms excessively simple and

symmetrical conceptions of the various types of society and

government. Often misled by the passion for antithesis and

epigram, he tries to distinguish things not distinct and to

oppose to each other things not mutually opposite. He is

always apt to stray beyond the bounds of his subject, and

even when he keeps within those bounds follows no precise

order. He is usually brilliant and suggestive, often unsatis-

factory, and sometimes quite childish.

AUke by his merits and by his failings Montesquieu was

led to blend the history with the criticism of institutions.

He sometimes proposes, but oftener insinuates measures of

legal reform. Many of his ideas have since found accept-

ance in France and elsewhere. But Montesquieu modified

the course of subsequent legislation not so much by definite

proposals as by infusing a new generation with his own
spirit of free criticism and large humanity. What he ac-

complished for the reform of law is to be measured by the

achievements of his disciples.

The best known among these disciples, and the next

celebrated writer upon the Theory of Legislation, was

Caesar-Bonesana, Marquis de Beccaria. " Beccaria was born

at Milan on the 15th of March 1738 and died on the 28th of

November 1794. Although an Italian by birth and educated in

the Jesuit College at Parma, he drew his first inspiration from

Montesquieu's 'Lettres Persanes,' and in later life became

a disciple of the Encyclopaedists. He wrote various works

on legislation and political economy, but only one which we
need notice, the ' Treatise of Crimes and Punishments.' As
he ran some risk in criticising the institutions under which

he lived, he first read this treatise in portions to a society of

learned men in Milan and then by their request published it,

but did not add his name. It came out in the year 1764.

Its success was extraordinary. In eighteen months it went

through six editions in Italian. It was translated into all the

languages of Europe, including Greek. Catherine II of
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Russia had the treatise transcribed into her Code. At the

same time it raised a furious outcry among certain lawyers

and divines which alarmed Beccaria, and perhaps deterred

him from producing any other memorable work upon legis-

lation.

Let us consider for a moment the famous 'Treatise of

Crimes and Punishments.' At first sight we may be sur-

prised at the fame which it acquired and the effect which it

produced. It forms a small volume divided into many short

chapters, with no pretence of logical method or exhaustive

learning. But it had the merit of expressing boldly and

freely the growing indignation against those absurdities and

cruelties which then defaced every system of criminal law.

' If we look into history/ says Beccaria in his Introduction,'

' we shall find that laws which are or ought to be conventions

between men in a state of freedom have been for the most

part the work of the passions of a few or the consequences of

fortuitous or temporary necessity; not dictated by'X^cooF

examiner of human nature, who knew how to collect in one

point the actions of a multitude and had this only end in

view, the greatest happiness of the greatest number.' This

sentence might have been prefixed to a collected edition of

Bentham's writings, and its closing words were adopted by

Bentham as the motto of his lifelong labour. Beccaria

reverts to the same thought in a later passage. 'Good

legislation is the art of conducting men to the maximum of

happiness and to the minimum of misery, if we may apply

this mathematical expression to the good and evil of life.*

Here we have the suggestion of the calculus of pleasures"?

and pains so minutely elaborated by Bentham. But the

'

resemblance between these writers is still more striking in

their particular proposals.

Beccaria proposes to form a scale of crimes; the first

degree to include those crimes which immediately tend to

the dissolution of society, and the last degree to exclude the
j

smallest possible injustice done to any of its members. For
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crimes are to be measured only by the injury which they do

to society. As the skeleton of such a classification Beccaria

suggests the following :

—

1. Crimes immediately destructive of society or its repre-

sentative (i. e. the various forms of treason).

2. Crimes which attack the life, property or honour of

individuals.

3. Crimes contrary to the laws which relate to the general

good ofthe community. (Qu., regulations of health and

police ?)

Beccaria then proposes to make a scale of punishments

j:erresponding to the scale of crimes. His theory of punish-

jment differs little from Bentham's. His first principles are

the same. Pleasure and pain are the only springs of action

in beings endowed with sensibility. Punishment is merely

preventive and is effective in any given case, if the evil it

occasions exceeds the good expected from the crime.

Punishments should be so contrived as to produce, with the

least possible pain to the culprit, the greatest possible effect

upon other persons. In order to secure this advantage

everything should be done to strengthen the association of

ideas between the crime and the punishment. One means

of effecting this is to make punishment certain. Another is

~^to make the punishment follow as immediately as possible

*-tipon the offence. A third means is to make the character

lof-the punishment imitate the character of the crime. Most

readers will think that Beccaria made too much of the good

effects of this analogy between crime and punishment. He
did not indeed apply it to cases of murder ; for Beccaria, like

Bentham, disapproved ofcapital punishment. But for crimes

against the reputation of a citizen he proposes the pen-

alty of infamy. For crimes against property he proposes

amercements in money. Since however robbers seldom

have property, the most proper punishment for them will

be 'that kind of slavery which makes society for a time
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absolute master of the person and labour of the criminal, in

order to oblige him to repair by this dependance the unjust

despotism which he usurped contrary to the social compact.'

In this sentence we seem to trace the germ of systems of^

penal servitude. For robbery with violence Beccaria would
inflict corporal punishment. The disturbance of public tran-

quillity he would visit with banishment. But the penalty of

confiscation he "condemns. He sums up his theory in these

words: 'In order that a punishment may not be an act of

violence of one or of many against a private member of

society, it should be public, immediate and necessary; the

least possible in the case given, proportioned to the crime I

and determined by the laws.'

Beccaria disapproves of a power of pardon vested in the^

sovereign, which may serve to palliate the mischief of bad

laws, but can only impair the wholesome effect of good laws.

In this doctrine we trace the same belief which appears

everywhere in Bentham, that the law can be made equal

to the needs of every particular case ; a belief natural to

merely theoretical writers upon law, Beccaria justly observes

that the forgiveness of the injured party is no logical reason

for letting the offender go unpunished. The lapse of a con-

siderable time he would allow as a bar to prosecution for

small offences, but not for great ones. Sanctuaries, which

in his time were still numerous in Catholic countries, he

thought pernicious to the general good. But he was inclined

to allow the lawbreaker who fled the country the right of

asylum in a neighbouring state. Conventions between states,

for the mutual surrender of criminals, he thought of doubtful

utility until their criminal law had been thoroughly reformed.

The deeper the barbarism of a people, the greater he thought

should be the severity of the criminal law,

Beccaria seems to have studied English institutions with

some attention. He considers trial by jury an admirable"

institution and strongly approves the right of challenging

jurors. He condemns secret accusations and secret trials,
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even then unknown in England, although frequent on the

Continent. He condemns the use of torture as a means of

obtaining evidence.

'Tjpon the functions of a judge and the credibility of

witnesses he held the same views which were so persever-

ingly taught by Bentham. Judges, he held, had no right to

Linterpret the laws, in the way of restrictive or expansive

interpretation. 'In every criminal cause,' he writes, 'the

judge should reason syllogistically. The major should be

the general law ; the minor the conformity of the action or

its opposition to the laws ; the conclusion liberty or punish-

jnent.' Here again we note the same belief as above in the

possibility of an all-sufficing law. With respect to the credi-

iiility of witnesses he agreed with Bentham in the general

principle that no witness should be absolutely excluded

because of special circumstances affecting his credibility.

The credibility of a witness should only diminish in propor-

tion to the hatred, friendship or connexions subsisting be-

tween him and the accused. Beccaria held that the credi-

bility of the witness becomes less the more atrocious the

crime sought to be proved, for the greater the atrocity the

greater the improbability. He also goes so far as to say

that where the question relates to the words of an accused

person the credibility of a witness is null. This maxim, like

his other maxim that one witness is not sufScient to support

a conviction, would tend rather to defeat than to ensure justice.

Montesquieu and Beccaria had thus called the attention

of thinkers to the reform of law before Bentham had pub-

lished anything on that subject. Bentham was of course

Jamiliar with their writings. Yet he is entitled to the honours

oi an original inquirer. With Montesquieu Bentham was

really out of sympathy. Montesquieu's bent was towards

the study of history ; Bentham scarcely regarded history as

anything better than an almanac out of date. In his Essay
on the Influence of Time and Place in Matters of Legis-

lation Bentham indeed recognizes the value of Montesquieu's
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historical method. 'Before Montesquieu a man who had a

distant country given him to make laws for, would have

made short work of it. . . . Since Montesquieu, the number

of documents which a legislator would require is consider-

ably enlarged. " Send the people," he will say, "to me or me
to the people ; lay open to me the whole tenor of their life

and conversation; paint to me the face and geography

of the country; give me as close and minute a view as

possible of their present laws, their manners and their

religion \" ' Praise more judicious or better expressed could

not have been given to Montesquieu. But in the Essay on

the Promulgation of the Laws, Bentham passes upon Montes-

quieu a criticism of a very different kind and much more

congenial to his own habits ofthought. ' The science of legis-

lation, though it has made but little progress, is much more

simple than one would be led to believe after reading Montes-

quieu. The principle of utility directs all reasons to a single

centre; the reasons which apply to the detail of arrange-

ments are only subordinate views of utility ".' This passage

expresses the ruling thought of Bentham's own writings ; that_

the abstract maxim of utility is in almost every case a sufficient

guide to the critic of institutions. It is the exact opposite

of the thought which governs the treatise of Montesquieu.

By the opposite bent of their minds Bentham was drawn

to the logical ideal just as Montesquieu was drawn to the

historical fact. Bentham complains, not without reason,

that 'Montesquieu sets out upon the censorial plan, but

long before the conclusion, as if he had forgot his first de-

sign, he throws off the censor and puts on the antiquarian '.'

This inconsistency Bentham did not commit. He too

heartily despised existing systems to forget in describing

them the perfect system which he firmly believed himself to

have discovered. Bentham again saw that many of Montes-

quieu's explanations of strange institutions were quite arbi-

trary and fanciful. Indeed Montesquieu often exhausted inge-

' Works, I. 173 note. ' Works, I. 163. ° Works, I. 150 note.
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nuity in explaining institutions which had never existed exc

in the imagination of confused, or credulous, or lying travell(

With Beccaria, Bentham was in fuller sympathy, for I

caria, like himself, was above all things a reformer. I

caria's treatise Bentham described as ' the first of any acco

that is uniformly censorial.' To Beccaria Bentham i

indebted in a great degree for his first principles and for

method of legislation. He honourably acknowledged tl

like all his other intellectual debts. But we should wr(

Bentham if we took advantage of his candour to dispar

his originality. He was no mere copyist, no mere elabc

tor of little details left unfinished by his predecessors. I

caria had indicated certain axioms with the light touch of

essayist ; Bentham grasped them with astonishing firmn(

gave them their sharpest definition, and developed them i

numberless consequences. Beccaria had confined him

to the discussion of criminal law ; Bentham embraced

whole of law in his projects of reform. The debt of Bent!

to Beccaria was only that debt which every student, howe

capable, must acknowledge to students who have gone bel

him in his walk of science.

Now let us turn to Bentham's own work in the theor

legislation. His efibrts were directed to the furtheranc(

two great reforms ; reform in the substance of the 1

reform in the shape of the law. The substance of the

he endeavoured to rectify by the application of his unive

test of institutions; aptitude to produce the greatest happii

of the greatest number. The shape of the law he sough

reform by insisting upon codification. Two points then h

to be considered by the critic of Bentham ; one, the e;

nature of the test described in general terms as the grea

happiness of the greatest number and its value for purp(

of legislation : the other, the value of codification as un
stood by Bentham. The multifarious changes in d(

suggested by Bentham cannot be dealt with in the limit

a brief essay.
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The criterion of existing institutions and the norm of new
ones was according to Bentham the principle of utility or of

the greatest happiness. To him this was the ruhng principle

as well of ethics as of legislation. He never published a full

statement of his moral theory, and his Deontology was edited

by Bowring from papers which had come to him as Bentham's

literary executor. Whether the Deontology is in all respects

an exact representation of Bentham's viev\(s has been doubted

and is not very important for us to determine. The first

principles of his moral philosophy are known beyond all

dispute. These alone are of consequence as axioms of

legislation. And Bentham was in the first place a reformer

of law ; only in the second place a moralist. The niceties,

therefore, of his moral system, could they be precisely stated,

would not concern us here.

Bentham's adoption of the test of utility has brought him

much undeserved praise and much undeserved blame. He
has been lauded as the discoverer of the principle of utility,

but he certainly did not discover it. Since the world began ij,

utility or happiness has been a recognized aim both in public

institutions and in private morals. He has been reviled as

the teacher of a coarse theory of conduct. But he was not

the first to lay down the axiom that happiness means the

greatest .possible amount of pleasure together with the least

possible amount of pain. This axiom was fundamental with

the whole English school of psychology. That man's only

possible end of action is happiness was a truism with the

whole English school of moral philosophy. From these

premisses it follows that dispositions and actions are to be

judged accordingly as they tend to produce pleasure or pain.

Hume gave the name of utility to the tendency ''to produce^

happiness, and pointed out that men's social instincts lead

them to judge the utility of a course of conduct by its effect

upon the happiness of others as well as upon their own. i

Here we have all the elements of utilitarianism. Nothing

remained for Bentham but to embody Hume's theory in
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_Beccaria's formula. The formula of the greatest happiness

.of the greatest number, which we have seen adopted by

Beccaria ^, was again employed by Priestley, in his Essay on

Government, to describe the proper object of all political

institutions. This pamphlet appeared in the year 1768.

Bentham, whocame up to Oxford in that year, to give his vote in

the election of a member for the University, got a copy from

a little circulating Jibrary attached to Harper's coflfee-house,

close by Queen's College. It made a lasting impression

upon him. ' It was by that pamphlet and this phrase in it

that my principles on the subject of morality public and private

were determined. It was from that pamphlet and that page

of it that I drew the phrase, the words and import of which

have been so widely diffused over the civilized world. At

the sight of it, I cried out as it were in an inward ecstasy, like

Archimedes on the discovery of the fundamental principle of

hydrostatics, Eupij™. Little did I think of the corrections which

within a few years on a closer scrutiny I found myself under

the necessity of applying to it ^'

Bentham described his principle sometimes as the principle

of the greatest happiness of the greatest number, and some-

times as the principle of the greatest happiness simply. He
tended by preferring the latter formula. But he seems to

have been guided in this preference rather by the desire of

clearness in expression, than by any change in his first

principles. Regarding happiness as the supreme good, he

regarded the greatest amount of happiness as the true object

of law and morality. That the greatest amount of happiness

might take the form of an intense happiness enjoyed by a

smaller as opposed to a diffused happiness enjoyed by a

greater number, he would have admitted to be possible in the

abstractyand in ceasing to talk of the greatest number, he

"seems to have been influenced by the thought of this abstract

' Mr. Bonar has pointed out to me that the phrase ' greatest happiness
of the greatest number' had been already used by Hutcheson in his

Enquiry into our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, p. 185 (ed. 5, published 1753).
" Deontology, Vol. I. p. 300.
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possibility. But he always held that in practice the greatest"

amount of happiness was attainable only by taking measures

for the happiness of the greatest number. He must have

thought therefore that for guidance in practical life the briefer

formula and the fuller formula were equivalent. The fuller

formula is certainly the one which has been oftenest repeated

and has exercised most power. These considerations may
justify us in using both interchangeably for the purpose of the

present discussion.

In reality it is misleading to dwell so long upon Bentham's

moral philosophy. His moral philosophy is in its essence

neither more nor less than the current moral philosophy of

the time. The ethics of that time present a composition at

first sight inexplicable of selfishness and benevolence. They
repeat in a thousand forms the frank avowal of Bentham in

the Deontology :
' It is in fact very idle to talk about duties

. . . because every man is thinking about interests.' Yet

the same ethics earnestly insist upon kindness and generosity

to our fellow-creatures. Every logical endeavour to over-

come this inward contradiction is more or less strained and

unsatisfactory. But systems of morals which gain a wide

currency and exert a powerful influence upon affairs are

never scientific. They are popular because they are super-

ficial, and powerful because they express the strongest in-

stincts of a particular time. In the eighteenth century the

most active instinct was that of reaction against theological

tyranny and against social injustice. Hence the fashionable

moral theory was that which asserted, in the crudest form, the

right of man to enjoy himself in this life and the right of

every man to an equal chance of enjoyment. This doctrine,

like those of earlier ages, produced its own prophets, martyrs,

persecutors, and moral lunatics. With those doctrines it also

may rest in peace. We need not abuse Bentham because,

living when he did, he took it for granted.

In his writings upon legislation Bentham does not argue

for the Utilitarian system of morals ; he assumes it as proved

D 2

'/
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But the proposition that the legislator should aim at the

greatest happiness of the greatest number is too vague to

afford much practical guidance. It is necessary to have some

means of calculating pleasures and pains. Bentham clearly

saw that his theory was incomplete without the discovery of

some such calculus. The endeavour to establish a moral

calculus, an arithmetical computation, of pleasures and pains,

is far more characteristic of Bentham than any of his general

statements about happiness as the end of action. Yet we

have seen that in the attempt to form this calculus Bentham

vvas not without forerunners.

' It was from Beccaria's little treatise on crimes and punish-

ments that I drew as I well remember the first hint of this

principle (i.e. of computing pleasures and pains) by which the

precision and clearness and incontestableness of mathematical

calculation are introduced for the first time into the field of

morals—a field to which in its own nature they are applic-

able with a propriety no less incontestable, and when once

brought to view manifest than that of physics, including

its most elevated quarter, the field of mathematics '.' For

this computation data are necessary, and these Bentham

presents in the form of tables of pleasures and pains

and of causes affecting sensibility. The idea of these

tables seems to have been suggested by Hartley in his work

on Man, published in the year 1749. But they have never

been so elaborately worked out as by Bentham. For the

purposes of his calculation Bentham takes account solely of

the quantity as distinct from the quality of pleasures and

"pains. He avoids the inconsistency into which most utili-

tarians have fallen, the inconsistency of thinking that one

pleasure is higher than another. What are called the higher

pleasures often have a certain quantitative superiority. They

are not injurious to body or mind, they do not breed remorse,

they do not excite the hatred or contempt of our neighbours.

Of these advantages Bentham might and did take account

' Works, Vol. III. pp. 286-7.
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But he did not refer pleasure, which in his system is the end

of action, to a standard based upon considerations which have

nothing to do with pleasure. Pleasure for pleasure, he said,

push-pin is as good as poetry. By taking this view he

rendered his calculus of pleasures and pains somewhat

less impossible than it would otherwise have been.

But impossible any calculus of pleasures and pains in the
'

strict sense must remain. No accurate results can be ob-

tained by means of such a calculus, inasmuch as pleasures

and pains do not admit of arithmetical valuation. They have ;

nothing determinate or constant about them. They are never '

simple. Most of them are unspeakably complex. Not only

are their elements manifold, but their composition is quite

other than mechanical. Artists tell us that in flesh-colour

red, white, and yellow are blended ; but this statement would

not give a lively idea of our complexion to an inhabitant of

Saturn. Psychologists tell us that the pleasure of doing a

kind act includes the gratification of tender emotion, of the

desire of a good name, of the instinct to put forth power ; but

this information would be useless to enlighten a man without

conscience or human feeling. The knowledge, meagre as it

is, which we have of the feelings of our fellow-creatures, is not

derivable from any computation of factors. It is drawn from

the consciousness of our common nature, from the experience

of life, from observation, from reading and from sympathetic

reflection. It is a kind of tact partly inborn and partly

developed by obscure processes which we cannot fully explain.

Without this tact no man is competent to legislate upon a

great scale. With this tact a man already possesses far more

knowledge of human sensibility than any list of primary or of ,

secondary influences, any lists of motives or any quantitative

measures of feeling can supply. Such aids to legislation are at

best subsidiary, mere memoranda, which may now and then

avert an oversight or an exaggeration. There is no com-

pendious method of being wise, and genius begins where

computation ends.
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Between the assertion of the maxim that the legislator

ought to aim at ensuring the greatest happiness of the

greatest number, and the correction of a subordinate rule in

the law of contract or in the law of evidence, there remains a

gap so wide, that to bridge it over for practical use is no easy-

matter. What effect the maxim will produce upon legislation

depends largely upon the nature of the mediating principles

which the legislator sees fit to adopt. Bentham adopts (for

in this context we may regard Dumont's Theory of Legisla-

tion as expressing his views) the mediating principles of

security and equality. The legislator who wishes to ensure

happiness will do so by maintaining security and by favouring

equality. Should the claims of security conflict with the

claims of equality, the former, according to Bentham, are

I
always to be preferred. SecuQty is to Bentham the first, the

I all-important condition of human happiness. It is this

profound sense of the need of security which in Bentham's

writings to some extent makes good the lack of historical*

'' insight. This preserves him from the revolutionary spirit so

natural to impatient logicians and philanthropists. This

r~inclines him to prefer such new institutions as by their

gradual working tend to remove what he considers injurious

to the commonwealth. Thus Bentham trusted chiefly to free-

dom of acquisition and equal division upon the death of the

proprietor to bring about that more equal distribution of

wealth which he desired. Thus he condemned with emphasis

many of the measures so clamorously demanded in our time,

taxation intended less to supply the wants of the state than

to impoverish certain classes of citizens, the confiscation of

certain species of property, the suppression without any
indemnity of offices and employments deemed no longer

necessary. Such expedients he regarded as mischievous for

two reasons ; mischievous because the suffering endured by

j

the individuals ruined far outweighs the happiness which

! the rest of the community may derive from a small abatement

in their burthens ; mischievous because you cannot infringe
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the principle of security in any particular without weakening
it in every particular, and when it is weakened, wealth and
every other condition of happiness disappears,. Security is

absolutely necessary if man is to form any plan of life, or to

undertake any labour which has not an immediate result.

' It is not enough to secure him from actual loss, but it is

"

necessary also to guarantee him as far as possible against

future loss. It is necessary to prolong the idea of his security

through all the perspective which his imagination is capable

of measuring.' Without security of expectation, as Bentham
would call it, man will do nothing and make nothing.

When the law has once sanctioned expectations it is

bound to uphold those expectations. If it sets them aside
|

it is bound to indemnify the disappointed individual.

Should an improved morality demand the abolition or re-

straint of any species of property, the whole society should

share with the proprietors the loss of the reformation ; for it

is hypocrisy to punish men for not being better than the laws

of their country. Bentham's utterances leave no doubt that

he approved of compensating the owners of slaves for the

emancipation of their slaves by the State. Nor would

Bentham have taken refuge in the paltry artifice that since

the constitution of the State differs at different periods, the

persons now invested with power have nothing to do with

expectations arising out of laws passed by the persons who
preceded them. This principle once admitted, it would follow

that every change in any one of the innumerable particulars

which go to make up the constitution of a State would justify

the disregard of every expectation based upon the actual law at

the moment of change. To punish men for not trying to

ascertain who have the best claim to rule in a State osten-

sibly un^er its lawful and accepted governgient ; to punish

them for not coming to the conclusion justified by the test of

success ; to punish them for not being able to surmise what

laws would be made by a government whose subaeauent

existence could hardly have been guessed ; all this mixture
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of cruelty and hypocrisy Bentham would have denounced as

strongly as it could be denounced by the most interested

Conservative.

To preserve and strengthen the feeling of security is

therefore the first object of the Benthamite legislator. His

second object is to further equality in so far as consistent

. with security. Everybody in the calculations of the legislator

is to count for one and nobody for more than one. Bentham

/ would not have maintained that men as a matter of fact are

; exactly equal; for he takes, pains to. enumerate the causes

' \vhich increase or diminish sensibility to pleasure and pain.

The operation of these causes must render one man more

capable of happiness than another. Since men differ in the

degree of happiness to which they can attain it is conceivable

that a legislator who took particular care of sensitive people,

might do more for the general felicity than a legislator who
was rigorously impartial, just as a gardener who affords

to his fuchsias and camelias the shelter which he refuses to

his hollies and snowdrops does more for the general well-

being of the garden than if he took all plants into the

conservatory or exposed all plants to the weather. It may
be doubted whether in all times and places equal laws would
have been the best laws. It may be doubted whether, for

instance, Athenian civilization would have been possible under
the rule of equality. But these doubts did not perplex a writer

who turned his back upon history. Bentham's concern was
with the huge states of the modern world, in which the

number of the citizens makes it impossible for the legislator

to discriminate fairly between the sensibilities of individuals.

'Assume,' says. Sir Henry Maine, 'assume a numerous and
tolerably homogeneous community—assume a sovereignwhose
commands take a legislative shape—assume great energy, ac-

tual or potential, in this legislature, the only possible, the
only conceivable principle which can guide legislation on a
great scale is the greatest happiness of the greatest number '.'

' Early Hist-ory of Institutions, p. 399.
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Bentham could the more readily adopt equality as a ruling

principle in legislation, because he strictly limited the sphere

of the legislature. He did not, like Plato of old or like the

Socialists of to-day, propose to regulate by positive law the

education, the work, the amusements, the domestic life and the 1

social intercourse of his fellow-citizens. He was prejudiced,

'

if at all, in favour of letting things alone. As an Englishman, I

he had an instinctive liking for personal freedom. As a philo-

1

sopher of the eighteenth century, he believed in nature's)

spontaneous tendency to perfect all things. Thus when he

,

demanded equality it was not an equality of condition, but an

equality of opportunity. It was such an equality as he saw

realized in the United States of America. Not foreseeing

the evil or the discontent which might exist side by side with

such an equality, he did not seriously attempt to decide how
far the State may wisely interfere with the free play of social

forces.

Bentham, in his later years, became an eager partizan

of absolute political equality. He then advocated a repub-

lican constitution with a single legislative chamber to be

elected annually by universal suffrage ; and this constitution

he apparently thought suitable to. almost any commonwealth

from England to Mexico. To these opinions he seems to

have been brought chiefly by discontent with the indolence

and timidity, as he esteemed them, shewn by the British

Parliament of his own time. In Great Britain, as elsewhere,

the panic inspired by the Jacobin reign of terror had

benumbed the desire of improvement, and a reformer

like Bentham found that even the most judicious advice^

often failed of acceptance. In despair he adopted poli-

tical principles which were not quite conformable to the

caution of his temperament. But he never seems to have

had any foresight ,of the results which would follow their

adoption. Thus he did not foresee that political equality

strengthens the demand for equality of possessions. He
could not sufficiently express his scorn for the apprehension, i
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that under a purely democratic constitution property would

be insecure. In order to prove that this fear was fanciful

Bentham always referred to the example of the United States,

An objector might at that time have urged that most of these

States had a restricted franchise, and that all had legislatures

consisting of two Chambers and not renewed every year.

With more force such an objector might have urged the

futility ofcomparing little commonwealths ofyeomen and shop-

keepers scattered over a country of unspeakable natural riches,

and nearly all professors of some strict religious creed, with

the populous states of Europe, combining extremes ofpoverty

and riches, agitated by a ceaseless struggle for existence on a

stinted space, and including many citizens who cannot be

said to have any rule of life whatsoever. But objections of

this kind never convince a zealot and would probably have

made little impression upon Bentham.

Even after every effort has been made to give precision to

such a canon of law as Bentham offers us in the principle of

utility, the possibility of using it may be seriously disputed.

Bentham sought to employ it in generating an ideal body of

law. ^He did not content himself with piecemeal suggestions

for the correction of this or that abuse in English law. He
did not content himself even with going through English law

systematically and noting every deviation from strict obedience

to the principle of utility. He did indeed bestow much
study upon the law of England. But he seems to have

regarded that and all other systems in force as too defective for

amendment. He devoted the best part of his life to the con-

struction of ideal systems, derived, as he thought, directly and

entirely from his ruling principle. | Was he wise in taking

this course? Did he realize his own ideal of a complete,

consistent and rational body of law, and has he succeeded in

supplanting, in whole or in part, any system which he found in

existence ?

Neither of these objects did Bentham attain. His own
ideal system exists only in fragment?, although these fragments
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are so many and so large as to give us a perfectly adequate

idea of what the whole would have been. Nor has Bentham

supplanted, either in whole or in part, any historical and prac-

tical system. He has furnished many most valuable hints and

amendments which have been or will be adopted into English

law. But he has neither replaced nor even reconstructed

English law as a whole.

The truth is that such a principle as the principle of utility

is valuable not as a creative, but as a critical principle. It is^

valuable as a test, not as a germ. Its true potency is negative/

a potency to lay bare injustice, to unravel sophistry, to cancel

verbiage. For such purposes it is most efficacious. Is a law

really and not merely apparently partial ? is it an instru-

ment for aggrandizing a class of citizens without any reference

to the common weal ? If so, it will not bear to be tried by a

standard which requires the legislator to seek the happiness

of the greatest number and of each individual equally with

every other individual. Is a law incapable ofbeing explained

or justified except by merely technical arguments, by profes-

sional petitio principii or professional pedantry? If so,

it will not bear to be tried by a standard which makes

happiness the object of all legislation. Is a law upheld merely

by force of habit or tradition, irrespective of the needs of

the present time ? If so, neither will it bear the applica-

tion of the standard of utility. This test of utility sweeps"

away much injustice and mach absurdity, simply because it is

a test which involves a recognition of the rights of every citi-

zen and the recognition of a solid practical aim in legislation.

But for purposes of creation any single axiom, even the

axiom of utility, is utterly inadequate. However fully con-

^

vinced that he ought to aim at the greatest happiness ofy

the greatest number, the legislator cannot advance a step(

without knowing wherein consists their happiness, and this

knowledge he cannot obtain without a mature study of human

nature generally and of the character of his own people

in particular. Now the character of a particular people
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is always an affair of history. What they will like, what

they will dislike, cannot be divined by any process of abstract

reasoning. By what process of abstract reasoning could any

person ignorant of history have guessed that the Norseman

would think it misery to die in bed, or that the Hindoo would

think it damnation to die without leaving somebody qualified

to perform the family rites ? By what process of abstract

reasoning could such a person divine the Englishman's pre-

ference for individual liberty or the Frenchman's preference

for a vigorous administration ? By what process of abstract

reasoning could he realize the Irish peasant's a'ppetite for

land or the American's passion for adventurous speculation \

Yet these differences in national character are all-imj)ortant

to the legislator. Were he to make laws solely to further

happiness in the abstract, he would make his people very

unhappy in the concrete.

As the legislator must get the content of his practical code

chiefly from the circumstances of his commonwealth, so the

theorist must get the content of his ideal chiefly from the

moral and political notions current in his own day. In vain

he tries to build upon some principle ofabstract reason, always

and everywhere unchangeable and self-evident ; he can use

this principle only in the form in which it is known to him
;

and in . this form there is necessarily much that is local and,

transient, accidental and arbitrary. In vain does Bentham

try to deduce each particular of his system from a considera-

tion of the happiness sought after by all men. The happi-

ness really present to his mind is happiness as conceived by
an Englishman born in the eighteenth century and in the

middle class, formed by a certain culture and possessed by
certain ideas then new and fascinating-. The happiness to

which Bentham so often refers is not in all points the happi-

ness which most men now desire. Still less would it satisfy

a people penetrated by religious enthusiasm, like the Scotch at

the period of the Covenant ; or a people imbued with the love

of arts and letters, like the Athenians of the age of Pericles;
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or a people fired with the passion of victory and empire, like

the Romans of the age of Caesar. And as Bentham's con-]

ception of happiness is not the conception necessarily formed
(

by every human being, so the laws suggested by that concep-/

tion are not applicable to every community. They would

grate upon the religious enthusiasm of one people, the con-

quering energy of another, the romantic or splendid tastes of

a third. But the reason of their restricted applicability is one

with the reason of their practical influence. They have had

influence upon their time because they were products oftheir

time. Had they been less abstract, they would have been

more powerful. Had they been more closely related to English

ideas and institutions, they would have told more upon Eng-

land. They are not, as Bentham seems to have thought, uni-

versally appropriate ; but they are not so appropriate to the

condition of any one commonwealth as they might have been.

Bentham misunderstood the scope of the theory of legisla-

tion because he misunderstood the lessons of history. He
had little sense for the mysteries of organic life, little patience

to watch the slow process of growth, little sympathy to adjust

his new ideas to ancient prejudices. To Bentham nations

were merely aggregates of men, and a man was a machine

scarcely more complicated than a watch. Some watches are

made in Geneva and others in London, but any competent

craftsman in the one place can regulate any watch made

in the other. What can be done to one watch can be done

to a million of watches. But man is not a watch, he is a live

animal, and an animal exhibiting every degree of conscious

life from the lowest savagery to the highest culture. Nations

are not mere aggregates of men, but subtly-fashioned organ-

isms in which every member receives from the whole as much

as he renders to the whole. Thus the peculiarities of a body

politic are of its essence. These peculiarities, if it is not to

suffer convulsions and perhaps death, can be changed only by

degrees and by the blended action of many causes. A priori

legislation upon a vast scale must always prove either im-
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practicable or mischievous. What is both practicable and

desirable is an unbroken process of amendment inspired by

a scientific spirit. Bentham's misunderstanding upon this

subject did not prevent him from accomplishing great results

;

but it led to his wasting a great deal of labour.

Similar to the problem just discussed, yet distinct from it, is

the problem to what extent laws and institutions which are or

have been in actual use in one community are capable of

- being usefully adopted in any other community. Were we
to press to the utmost the conclusions above suggested, we
might question the possibility, at least the advantage, of such

adoption. We might repeat the sentence of Montesquieu

already quoted :
' Law ought to be so closely adapted to the

people for which it is made that it is very improbable that the

laws of one nation can ever be suited to the wants of another

nation.' But in maintaining the impossibility of naturalizing

laws in any country in which they have not been originally

developed, we should be obliged to deny some of the most

memorable facts in history. Not that such a view is incon-

sistent with the violent revolution effected by a conqtuering

race which crushes the conquered and extirpates their laws,

if not their lineage. For in these cases there is no blending

of institutions. Nor is such a view inconsistent with the

occasional acceptance by one people of a legal rule invented

by another people. For individual rules of law may turn

upon considerations of convenience as universally valid as

those which induce men of all races and creeds to make use

of railways and telegraphs. But such a view is really incon-

sistent with the successful appropriation of vast masses of

legal rules by peoples for whom they were not devised. Thus
it is inconsistent with the acceptance of the revived civil law

by the major part of Christendom. It is inconsistent with

the successful attempts of several modern States to copy the

constitutional law of England. It is inconsistent with the

apparent facility of adopting so many institutes of English law

which is observable among the civilized inhabitants of India.
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These facts serve to show that the dictum of Montesquieu

can be accepted only with certain weighty reservations.

The first of these reservations must be made in behalf of

that power of free self-determination which is never totally

wanting to a human society and grows with its growth,

although it always remains more or less limited. It is only

in their earliest years, whilst they are yet childlike and un-

conscious, that nations follow their instincts absolutely without

thinking or yield themselves without reserve to the natural

conditions around them. Conscious life gradually stirs in

the nation as it stirs in the man : and with conscious life come

new powers of criticism, of invention and of self-control.

Like the individual, the commonwealth, or at least the

thinking and ruling part thereof, begins at a certain stage of

growth to conceive comprehensive ends of action and to

contrive means for their fulfilment. This stage once gained,

adaptation of foreign rules of law becomes possible. The

ends of practical life are everywhere so similar as to

suggest uniform modes of action for their attainment and

uniform regulation of a uniform activity. Thus among

nations standing in the same grade of industrial progress,

commerce assumes a character much the same everywhere,

and whole institutes of commercial law which have answered

among one people, may often be beneficially copied by its

neighbours.

A second reservation may be stated thus. Where a group"^

of nations, in spite of many vital differences, are yet partakers I

in a common history and a common culture, they may have
j

been prepared for a degree of uniformity in law which would 1

otherwise have been out of the question. When the nations

of Western Europe appropriated the private law of Rome,

they had derived from Rome, and they had in common with

each other, much besides legal formulas. They were scarcely

foreigners to Rome, and they considered themselves more

Roman than they really were. When the same nations

appropriated the constitutional law of England, they were
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borrowing from a people united to them by a common

civilization, borrowing something whereof the rudiments had

existed among themselves. But constitutional law savours

more than does commercial law of the mysterious personality

of a people. The limited monarchy of England was success-

fully imitated in Belgium and in Italy, but it could not be

adapted to the circumstances of France, and in Prussia it

took a form unknown to modern England. Beyond the

circle of Christian nations, the incompatibility is still

more glaring. No man of Bentham's talent and sincerity

would now repeat Bentham's proffer of a constitution to an

Eastern despot like Mehemet All, What we call the

constitution is only the crowning story of the social struc-

ture ; and where the lower stages are utterly different the

uppermost stages must also differ.

In reference to this subject the truth appears to be in a

mean between those philosophers of the eighteenth century

who are represented by Bentham and those philosophers of

the nineteenth century who are represented by Spencer.

As against Bentham it is true that every man and every

commonwealth is a link in a chain of evolution. As against'

Spencer it is true that every man and every commonwealth

is capable of consciousness and therefore capable of adapta-

tion to an end conceived by reason as well as to conditionsx

imposed by nature. The limitation and the freedom of man-

kind are alike attested by its history, but who shall say where

precisely choice ends and necessity begins? Certainly the

determination is not so simple that any general rule can be

laid down to guide legislators in borrowing from the law of

States other than their own. This is what practical men
mean when they say that philosophy is useless in politics.

But philosophy is a spirit of truth, not a rule of thumb.

Those who seek for wisdom find it, and wisdom is justified

of all her children.

Thus far we have been concerned with the method and the

possible bounds of reform in the substance of a legal system.
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But Bentham's suggestions for the improvement of last

were not confined to its substance. The form of the law

was to Bentham hardly less important. To Bentham law/

was imperfect until expressed in the form of a code. In his^

writings and in his correspondence the demand oftenest

repeated is the demand for codification. Why was this so ?

What did Bentham understand by codification? What
practical good did he expect from it? How far was he

justified in his expectations ? To what extent and with what

success have actual systems been codified ? Without an

attempt to answer these questions a sketch of Bentham's

treatment of legislation would be too grossly imperfect.
^

In order that the authoritative statement of any given body

of law should form a code, in Bentham's sense of the term, it

would have to satisfy the four following conditions. In the

first place it must be complete, that is, it must set forth the \

whole of the law with such fulness as to need no supplement
(

in the form of commentaries or of reported cases. In the
)

second place it must consist of rules stated with the utmost/

generality attainable in each instance, or, to put the same

thing in other words, of the fewest possible rules in which the!

whole of the law can be expressed. In the third place these

'

rules must be enunciated in a rigorously logical order.

Fourthly and lastly, these rules must be enunciated in a ;

rigorously uniform terminology, affording one and only one-^

term accurately defined for everything which there is occasion

to name in the course of the work. An exposition of law

which should meet these requirements would be a code in

Bentham's sense. An exposition of law which falls short in

one or more of these requirements would be but an imperfect

approach to a code as understood by Bentham. No more

need be said to show that hardly any extant codes approxi-

mate to Bentham's standard of perfection, whilst the great

majority of codes mentioned in history fall so far short of it

as hardly to deserve the name of code at all.

Bentham's ideal of codification, then, is hard of attainment. \

£
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The advantages of attaining it were in his opinion twofold

;

an advantage in assisting the study of the law and an ad-

vantage in assisting the administration of the law. First, as

regards the study of the law, Bentham believed that law once

codified would be brought within the grasp of laymen as well

as of lawyers ; that every person of sound mind would be

able to understand and to remember the provisions of the law.

Secondly, as regards the administration of the law, Bentham

believed that law once codified could be administered with

certainty, with speed and with economy, since there would

be little for judges to do when the application of law had

been made so simple, and less for lawyfers to do when every

man would be able to conduct his own case. Codification,

therefore, would make the knowledge of the law attain-

able by all, and the remedy for wrong endured accessible

to all, and thus in one word perfect the legal development of

society.

Such an ideal offered to our hopes naturally provokes the

question how far Bentham was justified in thinking it prac-

ticable. What would be gained by codification of English

law is a question much debated ever since Bentham made it

familiar and rarely answered in a spirit so confident as

Bentham's. Here, as elsewhere, the truth appears to be in

a dull insipid medium. To those who doubt or deny the

usefulness of codification one or two concessions must

-certainly be made. It is the nature of reformers to overstate

their case and Bentham in this respect was a true reformer.

He overrated the degree of completeness possible in a code.

No code can be framed so complete as to afford sure and

easy answers to all the legal problems which occur even in

^the course of one year after it has been published. Far less

Gan a code anticipate all the legal problems of the unbounded
future. The best code that can be made must be imperfect

^
with reference to the present and liable to be superseded in

after ages. Since the best code must be incomplete, not even

the best code will enable the public to do without lawyers by
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profession. Since a code, however well arranged, however
well expressed, can provide directly only for a certain pro-

portion of the cases which arise in the administration of

justice, provision must be made for the remainder by
processes of analogy and inference which mediate between

the general rule and the particular application. Now these"

processes of analogy and inference are in all but the simplest

cases so much better performed by disciplined than by un-

disciplined reasoners, that, so long as mankind shall need law,

there will always be some work which can be done only

by professional lawyers. This conclusion is borne out by

the experience of countries which have codified their law.

The knowledge of a code may be widely diffused among the

laity ; but it is always somewhat superficial ; and merely to

have got by heart a number of general rules is quite another

thing from correctly applying their principle to cases which

they do not exactly cover.

What has been said thus far assumes that thejfnly doubts

which arise in the administration of justice-arg^^^gbte as to

the law. But doubts as to the facts are far more common.

The business of the courts usually includes two distinct

processes ; the ascertainment of the truth as to the facts in

dispute and the application of the law when the truth of fact

has been ascertained. The second of these processes is per-

formed with most ease and precision when the law has been

put into the best possible form. But the first of these pro-

cesses is left untouched by codification. And it is this

process which oftenest presents grave difficulties and which

constantly tends to become more difficult. For, with the

progress of civilization, the intercourse of men takes forms

more and more complex. In a great commercial cause, such

as often occurs at the present day, the facts present an

intricacy which could not have been conceived— I will not

say by barbarians, but—even by the subjects of Edward the

Third or of Elizabeth. In the decision of such a cause

delay and expense are caused far less by the obscurity

E 2
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of the law than by the obscurity of the facts. The obscurity

of the facts implies crowds of witnesses, sheaves of affidavits,

libraries of account books and the elaborate processes of

skilled examination, cross-examination and presentment froni

opposite points of view which can be accomplished only

by men of high natural ability and of prolonged technical

training. If these men are to be employed they can

jiommand and they will require a very ample remuneration.

Codification, therefore, does not altogether forestall the

occurrence of difficult questions of law. It has no tendency

to forestall the occurrence of difficult questions of fact.

These considerations limit its usefulness even to a society

more or less stationary. But since no society is quite

stationary and many pass through rapid processes of change,

the usefulness of a code is still further limited by the proba-

bility, not to say the certainty, that in time it will become

jobsolete. This danger Bentham hardly realized, because he

i
did not allow enough for the unstable character of all human

association. He did not see that, even if a code such as he

desired had been enacted in England, the course of English

history would insensibly leave it behind the wants of later

generations. Consideration of the changing wants of man-

kind forbids us to hope for a final code, just as consideration

of the variety of legal problems forbids us to hope for a

complete code, and the consideration of the perplexity of

disputed facts forbids us to hope for a code uniformly certain

and easy of application.

, The hopes which Bentham built upon codification were

therefore immoderate ; but the advantages of codification are

- real and considerable. Codification well performed does

assist the public to know the law ; does assist judges and

counsel in applying the law. It carries us a little way,

although but a little way, towards the point of universal legal

knowledge and immediate legal decision. In the ordinary

course of things the growth of law is irregular. Most legis-

lation is fragmentary, and what from time to time is added is
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seldom nicely adjusted to that which already exists. Judi-

cial decisions are given not necessarily on those points which

are of most interest to the student of law, but on those points

which litigants bring under the notice of the Courts. The
series of decisions upon any given subject, as it lengthens

itself out through centuries, is often qualified by so many
changes in thought and in outward circumstances that its net

result remains uncertain. New decisions limit, qualify,

gradually undermine and at length altogether break down

the force of old decisions. Many decisions preserved in the

older reports become obsolete. Many which are not clearly

obsolete are of doubtful validity. Many, if not actually

doubtful, are certain to be restricted as much as possible in

their application. Thus judge-made law admits of many

degrees of authority, degrees which may be ascertained by

the tact of the experienced lawyer, but cannot be safely

computed by anybody else. Even that part of judge-made

law which is of the most unquestionable authority is rendered

excessively bulky and hard to be mastered by the implication

of its general principles with the details of particular cases.

These disadvantages attach, although in a far less degree, to

law embodied in the writings of commentators. In their

commentaries also we come across law which has become

obsolete, law which is becoming obsolete, and law which is

being restricted in its application. There also we find

unnecessary amplitude and repetition in the statement of

really valid law. But we find less of the lumber of facts and

a more complete discussion of difficult questions.

Such are the defects of form attaching to a body of law

which has never undergone methodic revision. A code

tends to remedy these defects, partly by extracting the real

law from the mass of doubtful or antiquated matter in which

it lies buried
;
partly by stating this real law in a terse, clear

and connected form. It thus assists the lawyer at once in

grasping the law as a whole and in referring to a particular

rule. Nor need the codification of law preclude its develop-,
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Iment either by commentaries, by judicial decision or by

'legislation. As a code never can contain more than state-

ments of principle, the detail of the law must after codification

pe developed by the same agencies as before. As a code

cannot even state principles in a final form, its periodical

revision by legislative authority is almost a necessity. Only

a code intended to be unalterable and worshipped with

superstitious veneration can really paralyse the growth of

law. A code rightly conceived, and rated at no more than its

actual worth, would rather assist that growth by ridding it of

the encumbrance of dead matter. In England at the present

day, as Professor Pollock has pointed out, the mass of undi-

gested material is so unmanageable that few legal writers

attempt more than a compilation of authorities.

As to the work of codification which has been accomplished

in the various states of the Continent few possess enough

legal learning to speak with authority and any adequate

statement would run to a great length. Ever since the dose

of the middle ages essays in codification have been made by

one or other among these states. When despotism had been

firmly established upon the ruins of local liberties and

feudal privileges, when the prince had become the common-
wealth and the prince's word had got the force of law, then

there had been evolved all the conditions necessary for

direct legislation upon a vast scale. Very sweeping legis-

lation was suggested by the rapid changes then going on in

European society. Accordinglywe find the Emperor Charles

the Fifth publishing a criminal code, known ever since as the

Caroline Constitution, and Lewis the Fourteenth at Colbert's

suggestion publishing codes ofsome of the principal branches

of French law. A fresh impulse to the enactment of codes

was given by the new movement of thought which marked
the eighteenth century. The growing disregard of usage and
tradition, the taste for uniform method and logical exposition,

above all the increased interest in the theory of institutions,

helped to further the remodeUing of law. To have issued
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a code became as it were the badge of a philosophic ruler.

Frederic the Second of Prussia, Maria Theresa of Austria,

and Catherine the Second of Russia, with other sovereigns of

inferior note, signalized their reigns by codifying great part of

the laws of their respective states. In France the Revolution

led to a re-casting of the law, which was accomplished by the

famous Code of Napoleon. Its novelty, whether in general

design or in particular details, and its intrinsic excellence,

have sometimes been much over-rated. Yet it found warm
acceptance in several of the adjoining regions conquered by

the French, and it gave a powerful impulse to the codification

of law in the other Latin states, in their colonies, and in the ^

semi-civilized countries subject to their influence.

The Code of Napoleon may be described as the latest and

most remarkable product of the spirit of legislative reform as

manifested in the eighteenth century. With the opening of I

the nineteenth century that spirit became less aggressive and
|

more critical. Swayed possibly by an instinct of antipathy

to French influence, as well as by a strong historic feeling,

Savigny, the greatest name in German legal literature, opposed

himself to any abrupt codification of law in Germany. Since

the time of Savigny, however, the German states have codi-

fied many branches of law, and some of the German codes

have been highly commended by competent critics. The

work of codification is now far advanced in every part

of Christendom not occupied by English-speaking peoples.

Bentham's ideas transfused into Dumont's writings have

contributed something appreciable to this general remodelling

of law in foreign countries. Among his own people and
j

their offshoots his advocacy of codification has had but partial ij

results. In England' a draft criminal code never passed into/

law, a code of the rules relating to negotiable instruments,]

and a number of consoUdation acts in bulk and elaboration!

approaching to codes, are all that we can boast. In our

colonies and in the United States the chaos of laws is worse

than it is here.
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Only in British India has English law been largely codi-

fied. The circumstances of British India gave redoubled

weight to Bentham's arguments in favour of codification.

There at all events it was necessary that English law should

be readily understood and readily applied. For it had been

introduced into a great country inhabited by peoples to

whom it was absolutely unfamiliar. It was in many cases

administered by men who were not professional lawyers and

had no access to libraries of professional books. And whilst

there were peculiar reasons for attempting to codify the

English law adopted in India, codification was made easy by

the de^otio character of the Indian government. It began

with Macaulay's draft of a Penal Code, which was executed

in the year 1837, and, with amendments, became law in the

year i860. Since then chapter after chapter of law has

been codified, and the Anglo-Indian codes in Mr. Whitley

Stokes' edition fill two handsome volumes. Here at least

Bentham's teaching has borne fruit. Had Bentham done

nothing more than point out the way in which the law of

England could best be applied to the needs of India, he

would have rendered a distinguished service to his country

and to mankind.

In the history of the East, the Anglo-Indian codes may
prove hardly less mome-ntous than did Justinian's recension

of Roman law in the history of the West. Like the

Roman law in the West, the English law in the East

presents itself to imperfectly civilized nations as an inex-

haustible source of refined legal rules. Like the Roman
law in the West> the English law in the East appears clothed

with a majesty of empire which recommends its principles

and its methods of reasoning even in cases where its specific

dictates are not enforced by the arm of power. Like the
Roman law in the West, the English law in the East offers

itself with the charm of a new science to gifted races which
are beginning to feel the first sharpness of scientific curiosity.

Should the English empire in India prove durable, the
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Indian codes will do much to transform Indian civilization.

Even should that empire pass away, these codes will remain

the first successful essays towards the recasting of English,

law. .^
In summing up this incomplete criticism of Bentham's ')

writings upon the theory of legislation, it may be said that,

they are highly characteristic of that remarkable age of
,

thought which is commonly styled the eighteenth century,

but which really extended from the cessation of the wars

of religion to the outbreak of the wars of the French

Revolution, They display all its most striking attributes ;
"1

its immense hopefulness for the future joined with ex-
j

travagant contempt for the past; its generous humanity
\

alloyed with a somewhat sordid conception of human
nature ; its venturous scientific spirit suffused with the most

arrogant dogmatism; its grotesque pedantry blended with

the shrewdest common sense. Their criticism of English

institutions is often superficial or unfair. ' Bentham,' as Mr.

Justice Stephen observes, 'was too keen and bitter a critic to

recognize the substantial merits of the system which he at-

tacked ; and it is obvious that he had not that mastery of the

law itself which is unattainable by mere theoretical study.'

But the law of England had been worshipped with so blind,

so undiscriminating an idolatry, that only an audacious critic

would have dared to censure it and only violent censure

would have awakened the reason of its devotees. In positive

suggestion these writings are sometimes rash, impracticable,

nay ridiculous. But against their few absurdities must be set

an infinitely greater number of wise projects and ingenious

expedients. Alike in their critical and in their positive^

aspects Bentham's writings upon legislation have stood the

test of time and experience. When we recollect how much

that Bentham condemned has since been abrogated, and how

much that Bentham proposed has since been adopted, and

when we consider how generally, in either instance, the

results have justified his counsels, we must allow that for
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industry, for acuteness, and for an enlarged love of his kind,

he takes one of the highest places among those who have

discussed the theory of legal reform.

IV. The Fragment on Government.

The essay reprinted in this volume, the Fragment on

/ Government, we owe to the publication of William Black-

/ stone's Commentaries upon the Laws of England. Black-

stone had been appointed in 1758 to the Vinerian Professor-

ship in the Law of England, recently founded in the Univer-

sity of Oxford. The lectures which he gave as Professor

formed the basis of his Commentaries, the first volume of

which appeared in the year 1765. The Commentaries

/-deserved and gained general applause. Hitherto the law

of England had been accessible only in meagre reports or

; in crabbed treatises, written by men better acquainted with

f^
law than with their mother tongue. Now the iaw of England

! was presented in a moderate compass, and in an intelligible

\ order, by an easy, elegant and perspicuous expositor. ' To
^Blackstone,' said Bentham, ' we owe such an arrangement of

the elements of Jurisprudence as wants little perhaps of

being the best that a technical iiomenclature will admit of.'

The same severe critic added that Blackstone 'first of all

Institutional writers has taught Jurisprudence to speak the

language of the scholar and the gentleman.' Such merits,

joined with a very respectable knowledge of his subject,

ensured the fortune of the author and the popularity of his

work. But on dfte side, at least, Blackstone's work was open

j
to attack. Blackstone was an able man and a sound lawyer,

] but he was not a historian or a philosopher. When he

discussed speculative subjects, he was usually satisfied with

the notions of the day and the optimism of his profession.

His superficial turn betrays itself in the second part of his

/ Introduction, wherein he examines the nature of laws in

V general. This second part provoked the polemic of Bentham,
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who hated Blackstone as a dogmatist and sworn enemy of all

reformation. To confute the second part of Blackstone's

Introduction Bentham wrote his Fragment on Government.

The Fragment on Government is primarily a criticism.

If it were nothing more, it would have no interest for later

generations, which do not regard Blackstone as an authority

upon speculative questions of politics or history, and there-

fore do not need to have Blackstone's theories corrected or

disproved. But in criticising Blackstone's views, Bentham
necessarily expounds his own. As Bentham is one of the

few English writers of mark upon the theory of political

institutions, and as his doctrine forms a link in the chain

of English political philosophy, we still read the Fragment

on Government in order to see, not how far Blackstone

was wrong, but how far Bentham was right.
^

The true scope of the Fragment on Government may best

be expressed by calling it an^ essay upon Sovereignty, The
term sovereign is used in several senses, which may be dis-

tinguished as the courtly, the legal and the philosophical.

In the courtly sense, the epithet of sovereign is applied only

to an individual who holds for life the supreme rank in an

independent state. To such an individual it is applied with

no nice discrimination as to the degree of actual power en-

joyed by him or as to the degree of actual independence

enjoyed by the state over which he presides. It is applied

to a constitutional as well as to an absolute monarch, and to

the monarch of a few thousand square miles of territory as

well as to the monarch of half a continent. But the epithet

of sovereign is never bestowed on the temporary hTad of a

state, however ample his authority or however great its con-

sequence. Thus the courtly application of the term sovereign

is arbitrary but clear. What persons ought in courtesy to be

styled sovereign is neither a difficult nor a momentous ques-

tion.

More difficult and more momentous is the application of

the term sovereign in its legal sense. Lawyers give the desig-
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nation of sovereign as well to an entire body politic as to its

ruling part. Lawyers describe as sovereign every state which

is not in permanent and formal subjection to some other state.

With respect to states which have circumscribed their own

independence by entering into a federal pact, lawyers seem to

hesitate whether or no to allow them the style of sovereign.

A corresponding hesitation may be traced in the language of

lawyers respecting a federal body in its entirety. Whilst

they continue to recognize the sovereignty of each member,

they are somewhat slow to recognize the sovereignty of the

whole. When they cease to insist upon the sovereignty of

each member, they begin to conceive ofthe whole as sovereign.

But lawyers would not allow the epithet of sovereign to a state

which is in recognized dependence upon a power external to

itself such as Bulgaria, which is a dependant of the Sultan,

or the principalities of Rajputana, which are vassals of the

British government in India.

When the whole body politic is sovereign in the legal

acceptation, its ruling part is also sovereign in the legal

acceptation. When the whole body politic is dependent upon

some external power, then its ruling part is not sovereign.

Thus sovereignty in the legal sense is an affair partly of fact

and partly of form. Supreme power which has been recog-

nized as lawful constitutes sovereignty as understood by

lawyers. But it is clear that such power may have long

to wait for formal recognition, and that such power once

recognized may dwindle almost to nothing without being

formally set aside. A people may have asserted its indepen-

dence long before it has been acknowledged as independent

by its seniors in the family of nations. A state long acknow-

ledged as fully sovereign may sink into the most abject

dependence upon some external power which asserts no

explicit superiority. Similarly a person or body of persons

may actually govern a commonwealth, although never ac-

knowledged as rulers in the enactments of the legislature

or in the decrees of the courts. A person or body of persons
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acknowledged as legally supreme may be mere puppets of

some power wholly unknown to the law. Thus legal sove-

reignty and actual supremacy may be partially or totally

severed from each other. Seldom are they absolutely con-

joined in the same hands. For the legal formula is rigid

whilst the political fact is mutable. Things change fast

whilst names change slowly. The two factors of legal

sovereignty are united only to be separated anew. Thus

the true seat of legal sovereignty must often be doubtful, and

the language of lawyers respecting sovereignty must often be

obscure or inconsistent.

Sovereignty in the philosophical sense is simply an affair of ^

fact. The sovereign of political philosophy is the de facto

governing power in the community. The titular sovereign

may be in himself the governing power ; or he may be one

of the persons who jointly constitute that power, or he may
be excluded from any place in that power. The Czar of

Russia governs Russia in so far as the body and mind of

one -man are equal to such a task ; the German Emperor

is the most influential member of the body which governs

Germany ; the Doge of Venice was almost wholly excluded

from the government of Venice. Again the sovereign

recognized by law is generally the governing power in the

community and therefore the sovereign recognized by

political philosophy. The Czar of Russia is sovereign in

both senses. The Imperial Parliament of the United

Kingdom is sovereign in both senses. But law and political

philosophy often differ in their analysis of a governing power

acknowledged by both. Thus for the lawyer the three mem-

bers of the Imperial Parliament, the King, the Lords and the

Commons, whilst differing in their respective spheres, partake

on equal terms of sovereign power. In so far as the law

recognizes any disparity between them, it gives pre-eminence

to the King. But for the political enquirer the King, the

Lords and the Commons are not equally sovereign; for

their shares of power are unequal, and the pre-eminence
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rests with the Commons, for their share of power is the

greatest.

I At the same time the sovereign of political philosophy is

\ always a determinate person or body of persons. A governing

body may contain any number of persons or bear any nu-

merical ratio to the entire community. Thus a body compris-

ing all the males of full age and sound mind may be as truly

sovereign as any smaller and more manageable body. But

a determinate character, a qualification for membership and

an organization of the members are necessary to a sovereign

body, because without these it cannot have the unity which is

indispensable for action. A sovereign body therefore must

be distinguished from those confused multitudes which in

times of anarchy sometimes give a new turn to public affairs.

It must also be distinguished from that large but uncertain

portion of the community which makes what is known as

public opinion. Public opinion may control and a mob may
overthrow the sovereign ; but neither public opinion nor a

mob can in the literal sense of the term govern. But a

sovereign is simply a governing authority ; and the theory of

sovereignty is the theory of governments.

Thus far everybody would agree. A sovereign is an organ

necessary to every political society, and there can be no

political society without a sovereign. But in the further

investigation as to the origin, the nature and the possible

forms of sovereignty, either of two different methods may
be adopted. The one method would begin by considering

political society as a whole and would then proceed to

consider the sovereign member of the body politic. On
behalf of this method it may^fairly be said that he who would
understand the nature of the several parts must first have

attained to an accurate conception of the entire organism.

The other method would begin with isolating sovereignty

from the other elements of social life, and would explain it by
a comparison of the various known species of sovereignty.

On behalf of this method it may fairly be said that for
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purposes of study we must break up the whole into its parts

and for a time consider each part out of relation to the others

and to the whole. Both methods are in truth imperfect and

each must be employed to correct the results given by the

other. The method which insists upon the unity of the

political organism may obscure the distinguishing attribute

of the sovereign, namely the possession of power. The

method which treats sovereignty as an ultimate fact will do

full justice to this distinguishing attribute; but it is apt to

turn away attention from every other attribute of a sovereign

however momentous.

The latter of these methods has been adopted by most of

the English writers who have discussed the theory of

sovereignty, by Hobbes and by Locke, by Bentham and by

Austin. These eminent men fixed their attention almost

exclusively upon sovereignty in abstraction from the other

facts of political and social organization. The reason why
they did so may perhaps be found in the history of modern

Europe, particularly in the history of England. When the

middle ages closed, the ideas of corporate political life and

civic freedom had been not obliterated but obscured by

several potent influences. The religious doctrine that rulers

are of Divine appointment, although capable of a rational

interpretation, had been often construed in the despot's

sense. Feudal morality had merged the idea of patriotism

in the idea of loyalty, and had thus invested the prince with

that sanctity which in other ages had attached to the com-

monwealth. Feudal law had given a proprietary character

to political power, had blended the conception of a sovereign

with the conception of a landowner, and had confused a

kingdom with an estate. Finally the dissolution of mediaeval

society had left all the material instruments of force in the

hands of those rulers to whom religion, morality, and law

had already given an ascendant over the minds of men.

The mediaeval hierarchy of power made place for resistless

sovereign sway. The king was exalted to an immeasurable
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height above his people, and the contrast between sovereignty

and subjection appeared in its most glaring colours.

But the age of personal government was also an age of

audacious criticism. In England, at all events, the royal

supremacy provoked a formidable reaction. Unwise rulers

chafed the strongest instincts of human nature, the instinct

of property and the instinct of religion. Unskilful en-

deavours after reconciliation were followed by a well-fought

civil war, and from the civil war sprang a military despotism

which ended in military anarchy. Such extraordinary revolu-

tions could not fail to suggest reflection upon the grounds

and the extent ofsovereign authority. In the year 1651, shortly

after the death of Charles I and the proclamation of the

Commonwealth, appeared the first great Enjglish treatise on

political philosophy, the Leviathan of Thomas Hobbes.

Its aim was determined by the political crisis. Keenly

alive to the mischief brought upon his native country by civil

strife, and firmly convinced that this strife sprang from

perverted ideas of morality and religion, Hobbes sought to

convince mankind that all resistance to an established govern-

ment must be wicked and must be absurd. To justify

sovereignty and to explain its scope are thus the principal

objects of the Leviathan. Sovereignty is justified by an

audacious tissue of legal fictions combined to show that total

subjection is perfect freedom, since the subject never suffers

any evil from the sovereign but with his own full and free

consent. Sovereignty is shown to be unlimited either by

law or by morality, since the interpretation of law or of

morality, if left to the subject, will virtually make his

likings or his aversions the measure of his obedience, so

as to make the very existence of society a mere matter of

taste. Thus the assertion of the right of sovereignty is the

burthen of the whole treatise. Its motive is the desire

to strengthen authority. To the party of authority such

a treatise might be welcome. But the party of resistance

could not let it pass without a rejoinder. They also needed
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a doctrine of sovereignty, and this was supplied by John
Locke.

In his Treatise of Civil Government Locke did not seek
j

for his theory of sovereignty a basis more substantial than the

basis which had contented Hobbes. He accepted without

question the doctrine of an original state of nature and the

doctrine of a deliberate contract as the charter of political

society. But he maintained that by the law of nature every-

body seeks his own preservation or welfare and enters into

political society for the better assurance which it affords

;

that sovereigns are established only in order to promote the

good of the subject, and that when they repudiate their duty

they may lawfully be resisted or even deposed. Locke does

not assert that sovereignty is limited by positive law ; but he

does assert that sovereignty is limited by the moral law>
\

Sovereignty he allows to include various functions legislative

and executive; but the legislative function he regards as the

highest and most truly sovereign. In substance his theory of

sovereignty is not far removed from the theory suggested by

Bentham and elaborated by Austin. But in expression it

is obscured by the perpetual use of phrases suggested by a

confused conception of nature and of natural law.

When the conflict between the English nation and its

Stuart kings had ended, questions as to the limits of authority

and the right of resistance lost much of their former interest.

A new series of disquisitions upon the nature of sovereignty

was opened by Montesquieu's doctrine of the divisibility of

sovereign power and of the advantages arising from its

division. In the sixth chapter of the eleventh book of the

Esprit des Lois Montesquieu declared that the separation

of the functions of sovereignty had been achieved in England

and was the secret of English freedom. So great was the

influence of this statement upon the development of political

theory and political institutions that it deserves to be quoted

in the words of the author.

' In every state there are three species of powers ; the

F
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legislative power, the power concerned in the execution of

the matters comprised under the law ofnations, and the power

concerned in the execution of the matters comprised under

the civil law. In virtue of the first of these powers the prince

orthe magistrate makes laws whether temporary or permanent,

and amends or repeals those already made. In virtue of the

second he makes peace or war, sends or receives embassies,

establishes public safety and prevents invasions. In virtue

of the third he punishes the crimes or decides the disputes

of private persons. The last of these powers may be

termed the judicial and the second simply the executive

power.

' Political liberty in the case of any particular citizen is

that tranquillity of mind which springs from the belief that

he is safe ; and in order that he may enjoy this liberty the

government must be so constructed that no one citizen can

stand in fear of any other citizen.

' When the legislative power is united with the executive

power in the same person, or in the same body of magis-

trates, there is no liberty, because it may well be feared

that the single ruler or the single senate will enact ty-

rannical laws in order to execute them in a tyrannical

manner.

' Again there is no liberty where the judicial power is not

separated from the legislative and the executive power.

Were the judicial joined with the legislati-^ power, there

would result an arbitrary control over the life and liberty

of the citizens ; for the judge would be the legislator. Were
the judicial joined with the executive power, the judge might

have the strength of an oppressor.

' Everything would be lost, if the same man or the same
body of rulers, nobles or populace, exercised all three powers,

that of making the laws, that of executing the will of the

state, and that of judging crimes or suits between private

persons.'

' In most of the kingdoms of Europe the government is
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moderate, because the prince, whilst possessing the first and

second of these powers, leaves to his subjects the exercise of

the third. Among the Turks, where the Sultan unites all

three, there prevails a terrible despotism. In the Italian

republics, where all three are united, liberty exists less than

in our monarchical states.

' As in a free state, every man who is supposed to have a free

spirit ought to be governed by himself; it would be necessary

that the people collectively should enjoy the legislative power

;

but as this is impossible in large and involves many inconven-

iences in small states, it is necessary that the people should

do by its representatives all that it cannot do by itself. . .
.*

' There are always in a state persons distinguished by birth,

riches or dignities; but if they were confounded with the

people and had each but one voice like the others, the common

liberty would be their servitude and they would have no in-

terest in defending it, inasmuch as most of the resolutions

taken would be unfavourable to them. The part which they

have in the legislature should therefore be proportioned to

the other advantages which they enjoy in the state ; and this

will be the case, if they form a body entitled to defeat the

attempts of the people, as the people are entitled to defeat

their attempts.'

' Thus the legislative power will be entrusted to the body

of the nobles and the body of representatives of the people,

which will have their meetings and their deliberations apart

and will have distinct views and interests. . .

.'

'The executive power ought to be in the hands of a

monarch ; because this part of the government, which nearly

always requires to have an instantaneous action, is better ad-

ministered by one than by many ; whereas matters of legisla-

tion are often better ordered by many than by one. . .
.'

' If the executive power does not possess the right of dc''

feating the attempts of the legislative body, the latter will be

despotic ; for being able to invest itself with every imaginable

authority, it will annihilate every other power. , .
.'

F 2
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' This then is the fundamental constitution of the govern-

ment which we are describing. The legislative body being

composed of two distinct parts, they will limit each other by

their mutual veto. Both will be restrained by the executive

power, and this in its turn will be restrained by the legislative

power. It is not my part to enquire whether or no the

English actually enjoy this liberty, It is enough for me to

say that this liberty is established by their laws, and I enquire

no further.'

It is easy to see how Montesquieu was led to lay so much

stress upon the separation of sovereign powers. The arbir

trary and oppressive methods of government then prevailing

in most of the Continental states contrasted strongly with the

reign of law and sense of personal freedom already assured

in England. Most of the Continental states were subject to

the absolute power either of a single person who was mon-

arch both in title and in fact, or of a small and exclusive

body of nobles. England enjoyed a constitutional monarchy,

in which the titular monarch had to share his power with the

two Houses of Parliament and to acknowledge the indepen-

dence of the judges. That such a form of government was
free from many of the worst abuses incidental to the unlimited

sway of one or of a few could not be gainsaid. That it really

involved a division of sovereign powers was, in the period

following the Revolution of 1688, an extremely plausible

hypothesis. For the king had ceased to claim, whilst the

Commons had not yet begun to exercise, the plenitude of

sovereignty. Nay this hypothesis does possess more truth than
has been generally allowed by writers in revolt against old-

fashioned theories ofgovernment. Once brilliantly expressed
by Montesquieu, it rapidly found vogue in England. Black-

stone adopted it, with some reservations regarding the omni-
potence of the king in Parliament. What Montesquieu had
asserted and Blackstone had approved was invested with the
double authority of reason and of law. That the excellence

of a constitution is to be measured by the skill with which it
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separates and balances the supreme powers in the state

became a commonplace in political literature and a truism

with all educated men. The axiom thus generally received

was put to a practical test by the founders of the American

commonwealth. The American constitution was framed to

satisfy its requirements ; and the success of the American

constitution may suggest that its first principle was not

altogether erroneous. .

We have now traced the discussion of sovereignty down to

the time at which Bentham published his Fragment on Govern-

ment. The Fragment,we have said, takes the form of a minute

dissection of a small part of Blackstone's Commentaries. It

is in form a criticism minute, tedious, and often captious.

This criticism need not be followed in detail. What is need-

ful is to seize the doctrine of sovereignty expressed, or rather

concealed, in this vexatious form. We want to know what

Bentham thought regarding the nature, the origin and the

possible forms of sovereign power. But this we can best do

by abandoning the inconvenient order of inquiry which

Bentham has adopted.

I. What is sovereignty? Bentham's answer to this ques-

tion must be collected from several passages.

' When a number of persons whom we may style subjects

are supposed to be in the habit of paying obedience to a

person or an assemblage of persons, of a known and certain

description whom we may call governor or governors, such

persons altogether (subjects and governors) are said to be in

a state of political society.'

' Let us avow then that_the authority. ofjJie supreme

body cannot unless where limited byjexpress convention be

said to have any assignable, any certain bounds.—That to say

there is any act they cannot do, to speak of anything of theirs

as being illegal, as being void ; to speak of their exceeding

their authority (whatever be the phrase), their power, their

right,— is, however common, an abuse of language.'

The proviso for the case of a government limited by express
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convention Bentham explains to refer to the case ' where one

state has upon terms submitted itself to the government of

another ; or where the governing bodies of a number of states

agree to take directions in certain specified cases from some

body or other that is distinct from them all ; consisting of

members for instance appointed out of each.'

'To say,' he adds later, 'to say that not even by convention

can any limitation be made to the power of that body in a

state which in other respects is supreme would be say-

ing that there is no such thing as government in the German

Empire ; nor in the Dutch provinces ; nor in the Swiss Can-

tons ; nor was of old in the Achaean league.'

^~From these passages we may collect the following conclu-

sions. First, a sovereign is a person or set of persons of

a definite descriptionjojadiora-a^numier of other_persons are

in the habit of paying_^edi£nce. Secondly, the authority of

this sovereign is indefinite, unless restrained by an express

convention whereby that sovereign agrees to submit to another

sovereign, as when the sovereign of a beaten state agrees to

1 terms imposed by the victorious state ; or whereby that sove-

reign agrees to submit along with other sovereigns to a

body distinct from all, as where the sovereigns of states de-

siring to form a federation agree to submit themselves to the

federal council. With these exceptions every sovereign, the

sovereign of a free state no less than the sovereign of a des-

jotic state, is unlimited by law. The distinction between free

md despotic states turns not on the more or less of sovereign

)ower, but ' on the manner in which that whole mass of power,

Jrhich taken together is supreme, is in a free state distributed

mong the several ranks of persons that are sharers in it'

Readers of Hobbes and of Austin will observe in this

account of sovereignty points of resemblance as well as of

difference with the theories of these writers. The sovereign

power of Bentham in so far resembles the sovereign power of

Hobbes that its authority is normally indefinite. It may be

limited by express convention, but this convention must
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apparently be either a treaty or a federal pact ; not merely

a law binding on the members of the state ruled by the

sovereign in question. The authority of the sovereign can-

not be limited by law in the ordinary sense. Moreover this

unlimited authority belongs to the sovereign in a free as well

as in a despotic state. Bentham therefore agrees with

Hobbes that sovereignty is unlimited by law ; but he does

not agree with Hobbes that sovereignty is morally unhmited.

Bentham allows what Hobbes denies,, that resistance to the

sovereign mav be morally right in certain cases ; in those

cases, namely, where it is agreeable to utility. Again the

sovereign of Austin is defined by him in terms almost the

same as those used by Bentham. Austin holds, like Bentham,

that a sovereign authority cannot be limited by law, although

it may be limited by treaty, with a foreign state, at least to the

extent of paying obedience to the occasional commands of its

sovereign. For all that Austin requires of his sovereign

authority is that it should not be in the habit of obedience

to any other power whilst itself the object of habitual obe-

dience on the part of the bulk of its subjects. But Austin

differs from Bentham in thinking that the obligation of a

federal pact is inconsistent with the character of a sovereign.

Sovereignty Austin thinks can be ascribed neither to the pre-

siding authority in any one state of the federation nor to the

federal authority in which all the states are represented, but

only to the authority which can alter the terms of the federal

pact. For only such an authority can modify law as it pleases;

in other words, only such an authority has an indefinite power

of issuing commands.

These attempts to define sovereignty are valuable chiefly

as they serve to emphasize the distinction between sove-

reignty de facto and formal sovereignty. For the student of

politics this distinction is essential. The real governing

power in a state may differ widely from the sovereign so

styled in etiquette, and even from the sovereign as described

by law. But it is the real governing power which gives the
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state its political individuality. It is the presence of a de

facto sovereign which distinguishes a body politic single and

complete in itself from an assemblage of human beings which-

is part of some larger body politic, or which contains several

bodies politic, or which is a mere swarm of individuals in a

state of anarchy. | It is the character of the de facto sove-

reign which discriminates the several types of body politic,

monarchy, aristocracy and democracy. |
Thus a clear con-

ception of sovereignty in fact, as distinguished from sove-

reignty in courtesy or sovereignty in law, is requisite at

every step in political and historical enquiry. But the

conception of sovereignty embodied in these definitions,

although clear, is abstract, so abstract that if not cautiously

used, it may mislead us into looking for forms of political

organization more simple and logical than have ever actually,

existed, or into ignoring differences of political organization

which are not the less momentous because they are not at

once apparent.

Thus these definitions state and restate in various forms

the one idea that a sovereign is that element in a political

association which is in the habit of issuing commands and is

not in the habit of receiving commands. The sovereign has

an indefinite power of commanding and an indefinite im-

munity from obeying. Now this indefinite power of com-

mand in practice is of the most variable compass. A sove-

reign may conceivably issue commands in the discharge of

any one of the functions which are roughly distinguished as

legislative, executive and judicial. But Maine has shown
that whilst legislation is the paramount function of sovereigns

in highly civilized states, sovereigns in less civilized states

are almost altogether taken up with executive and judicial

functions. In a half-developed society the needful guidance

of individual action is afforded chiefly by rules of custom or

rules of religion.

Moreover the position of the sovereign power, with respect

to rules which it has not itself enacted, differs markedly in
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successive periods of history. At one period the sovereign

may have httle to do even with enforcing these rules. If

they have been developed by a group within the body politic,

inferior to it in extent, but superior to it in antiquity, in

firmness of structure and in moral energy, the ruling part of

such a group will rarely need the assistance of the sovereign

to enforce its peculiar law. A Highland chief of the fifteenth

century would not have dreamt of calling to the support of

his patriarchal jurisdiction the authority of the Scottish king

and parliament. If such rules have been developed by a

great religious body transcending the state in numbers and

in vitality, the conscience of the faithful will often supply the

ecclesiastical rulers with material strength sulHcient to,

enforce them unaided by the secular arm. The laws of the

Church in Gaul, after the breaking up of the Carlovingian

Empire, or in England during the civil wars of Stephen and

Matilda, certainly did not owe to the power of the civil ruler

even such imperfect observance as they may still have found.

In cases of this kind the sovereign does little more towards

enforcing than towards enacting the rules which hold society

together. In times less confused, the sovereign is called in

to enforce such rules either immediately or in default of any

other power to enforce them. It is then that the sovereign,

in person or by deputy, holds what are known as the king's

courts and administers what is known as royal justice. He
who acts as supreme judge can scarcely help becoming a

legislator. But when sovereigns begin to legislate they

do little more than confirm customs already regarded as

legally binding. They merely ratify, or at most amend, in

this or that particular, the rules which they did not make.

It is only in the height of sovereign power that rules not

enacted by the sovereign pretend to no more than moral

force, and rules enacted by the sovereign are acknowledged

to have legal force merely because of that enactment. To
blur all these shades of political development by the applica-

tion of monotonous formulas, such as 'whatever rule the
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sovereign enforces he enacts,' or still worse, 'whatever the

sovereign permits he commands,' is merely to falsify history

by ascribing our notions to all mankind.

So long as the sovereign can enforce the commands which

he is in the habit of issuing he is truly sovereign. To take

the instance given by Maine, Runjeet Singh within his nar-

rower sphere was as truly sovereign as the Queen in Parlia-

ment within her wider sphere. The difference of a wide or

narrow sphere is but a difference of degreej No sovereign

a\ithority attempts to control more than a fraction of men's

lives. Al} the rest it leaves to individual conscience, prudence

or taste. J All sovereigns make a large allowance for custom,

and all sovereigns fear to come in conflict with religion. All

spvereigns know that some forms of oppression are safe and

that some forms of improvement are dangerous. It is not so

much the extent as the indeterminate boundary of the pro-

vince of command which gives a special character to sove-

reign power. Sovereign power differs from subordinate

power chiefly in the boundless possibility of expansion thus

secured. Its actual expansion in any given age or country

will be relative to the degree of political development at-

tained. The piore deeply a people feels its political unity,

and the more clearly it conceives the objects of political

action, the more active and powerful will its sovereign

become.

As sovereigns differ widely in respect of the range of

matters which they seek to regulate by their commands, so

they differ widely in respect of the compliance which their

commands obtain. As Bentham and Austin both allow, the

most potent sovereign can boast of no more than habitual

obedience paid by the bulk of the community. Many
persons occasionally, and some persons frequently,* break the

laws even of the best ordered state. In an ill-ordered state

the proportion of hardened law-breakers may be great

indeed, and may go on augmenting until the state dissolves

into anarchy. Such dissolution has been observed frequently
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in the East and at rare intervals in Europe. But it is

impossible to say when precisely the disobedience of the

subject amounts to the annihilation of the sovereign. This

also is a matter of degree, which must be determined rather

by impression than by arithmetic.

Similarly the sovereign's freedom from dependence upon

any external authority admits of innumerable gradations.

Most states have had to submit at one time or another to

commands given by some stronger state. These commands

have often prescribed not merely one action or forbearance,

but a continuous course of conduct. It is impossible to

determine the point at which such commands become so

numerous and so comprehensive as to extinguish the in-

dependence of the state which receives them and to put an

end to the authority of its sovereign. Most people would

agree that the Sultan of Turkey, often as he has to comply

with the will of the Czar of Russia, remains a sovereign.

Everybody would agree that the native princes of India who
have come under our suzerainty are no longer sovereign.

But between these cases might be found many others

admitting of endless debate. Who will venture to say

whether the government of Servia is sufficiently independent

of all external powers to merit the name of sovereign ? The
truth is that no definition which can be framed will supply a

solution of these difficulties. Nor will any definition enable

us to fix the exact point at which the restraints imposed on

the members of a league or confederation amount to a

deprivation of sovereignty. i^ovieFM^itjLJs., a com^lex^fact

admittiriig__of . endless gradations ;| not a mathematical

quantity admitting of definition at once abstract and useful.

These observations apply to the unity as well as to the

extent of sovereign power. The definitions which we have

been discussing suggest that sovereign power is indivisible.

The sovereign of Hobbes is so unreservedly absolute as to

imply a perfect singleness of authority. The sovereign of

Bentham may be limited by express convention, but only by
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express convention with other sovereigns. The sovereign

of Austin is legally no less absolute than the sovereign of

Hobbes and is characterized by no less a degree of unity.

But, as a matter of feet, the unity of sovereign power, like

the extent of sovereign power, admits of many degrees. Its

most perfect unity is seen in the government of an able and

popular and well-served despot. A unity less perfect but

still striking is seen in the government of one compact,

disciplined and homogeneous assembly. In singleness of

purpose and contrivance such an assembly cannot equal an

individual, but it surpasses the complex sovereign of a con-

stitutional monarchy and the still more complex sovereign of

a federal state. In these last forms of government the

separation of powers is something more than a mere fiction of

publicists. Although the ultimate supremacy may be lodged

in the hands of some one person or body of persons, it may
be a supremacy not recognized by law or a supremacy which

does not admit of continuous enforcement. The ordinary

work of government is performed by a machine composed of

many parts, subject to much friction and liable to occasional

stoppage. In such a machine the power is great but the

movement is slow, because the work done is the product of a

complex system of forces.

r' In a constitutional monarchy the sovereign powers are at

least in appearance divided upon two distinct principles.

First, there is an apparent division of legislative power be-

tween the monarch and each of the two houses of parlia-

ment. Secondly, there is an apparent separation between

the legislative, the executive and the judicial authorities,

respectively represented by the monarch with his parliament,

the monarch with his ministers, and the highest courts of jus-

tice. This apparent division of authority was regarded in the

last century as a momentous fact, nay more, a contrivance ofthe

highest wisdom. In our own century its existence has very

generally been denied. Those who consider the question for

themselves may be disposed to al.ow that this division of
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authority, although it cannot be carried very far, is to a

certain degree possible and has considerable effects upon the

course of political affairs. Thus in the United Kingdom

although the House of Commons is generally certain of

overcoming the resistance of the House of Lords, the House

of" Lords is not altogether powerless. In the first place, it

has a constitutional right to take part in legislation, and this

constitutional right is always a source of power to the party

invested with it. In the second place, it may have the support

of a party in the House of Commons or in the country. For

although we talk of the will of the House of Commons as we

might talk of the will of one man, the will of the House of

Commons is merely the will of the majority, and a majority

in the House does not always represent a majority in the

constituencies. The minority in the House of Commons or

their following in the country may find its account in an alliance

with those whom the law recognizes as sharers in the sovereign

power. Thus a small majority in the House of Commons
will not be able to carry against the House of Lords measures

which it might have carried through its own chamber. Even

a considerable majority in the House of Commons will try to

lessen opposition in the House of Lords by qualifying

measures which it would otherwise,have put in an extreme

form. These admitted facts are enough to prove that the

House ofLords has kept, although the Crown has lost, a share

in legislation.

Similar observations apply to the supposed separation of

the legislative, the executive and the judicial powers. The

legislative and the executive functions are at present united

as closely as is compatible with the proper discharge of

either. But this intimate union dates only from the intro-

duction of cabinet government, which enables the Commons

to control, by means of persons whom they can trust, such

public business as does not admit of collective execution.

Before cabinet government had been established, the legis-

lative and the executive authorities were really distinguish-
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able. The king with the assistance of the Houses made

laws; the king with the assistance of the Privy Council

provided for their execution ; and the Privy Council acted

independently of the Houses, although it might by extraor-

dinary misconduct provoke the Commons to withhold sup-

plies or to threaten impeachment. The Houses could check

or punish misgovernment ; but they did not govern either

directly or by their nominees. The executive authority then

had a measure of real independence ; the judicial authority

has a measure of real independence still. The judges can be

removed by the Crown in pursuance of an address by both

Houses of Parliament; the Commons being the stronger

House and the Crown being little more than the ministry

which rests upon a majority in the Commons. Yet it would

be absurd to regard the judges as liable to be dismissed

by a vote of the Lower Hou^e. Not only is the legal and

time-honoured procedure so elaborate as to give opportunity

for argument and reflection, but the concurrence of many

wills and of two assemblies not necessarily unanimous must

be had before anjrthing can be effected. As the dismissal

of a judge is a matter of much difficulty, it has rarely been

attempted without grave reason. Thus the feeling has grown

up that to attempt it ^vithout grave reason is an offence

against the commonwealth. Such a feeling encircles the

judicial bench with a rampart even stronger than the rampart

of constitutional forms. It has made the English judges

virtually independent of the majority and the ministry of

the day, and in this sense has severed the judicial from the

legislative and executive powers.

What remains to the Crown and to the House of Lords

is just enough to make it incorrect to say that the House
of Commons is fully sovereign. But it must be remembered

that the relative importance of these three powers has

fluctuated incessantly through a long course of years. A
constant competition for power has prevailed between

them. Whichever element predominates in a constitutional
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monarchy generally seeks to complete the subjection of

the others. The Crown, which had gathered strength in

the time of the Tudors, sought, in the time of the Stuarts, to

break the power of the two Houses. The House of Commons
having gained the upper hand in later times tends more and

more to withdraw from the House of Lords and the Crown

the remnants of their ancient authority. But this secular

struggle, prompted rather by instinct than by calculation,

has admitted of long periods of truce, marked by at least an

apparent equilibrium of forces. It was in such a period,

following upon the contests of the Revolution, that Montes-

quieu's doctrine was promulgated, and as applied to the facts

of that period it was partially correct. Unequal as the

sovereign powers were even then, they were far more equal

than they are now.

But if the separation of sovereign powers has not yet lost

every vestige of meaning in England ; if it were once incom-

parably more real than we can suppose it now ; there must

be now, there must always have been a possibility of conflict

between the partners in sovereignty ; and in case of such a

conflict, it may be asked, where could an arbiter be found ?

The only possible arbiter is the nation itself, or the most in-

fluential part of the nation. This then, it may be said, is the

true, the ultimate sovereign. As a figure of speech, the ex-

pression may be allowed ; but for purposes of accurate dis-

cussion it is inadmissible. An uncertain and varying propor-

tion of the whole people, a crowd without unity, fixity or

organization, cannot be sovereign either in the legal or in the

practical sense. If the mere dread of its interposition move

one of the parties legally invested with power to submit

to the others, there need be no breach of formal law. If

its actual interposition becomes necessary, this amounts

to more than a breach of formal law; it amounts to a

revolution. Sooner or later a new governing power, a

new sovereign, whether a single person or a determinate

body of persons, will emerge; but until its emergence
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political society is dissolved, and the citizens are in a state of

anarchy.

In a federal state the separation of sovereign powers is

still more striking than in a constitutional monarchy. Under

a written constitution, the sovereign powers may be divided

into many parcels, and every parcel will be held by the same

equal title. Thus in the United States, the Federal and the

State governments are equal as regards their title, although

unlike in the extent of their powers. Within the Federal

government, the President, the Senate, the House of Repre-

sentatives and the Supreme Court hold their prerogatives by

the same charter and within their respective provinces are

alike independent. But since these various authorities derive

their jurisdiction from the written constitution, the authority

which can modify the constitution may be regarded as the

ultimate sovereign. It was thus that Austin reconciled the

facts of the American polity with his axiom that sovereignty

is indivisible. The unwieldy legislature which can amend

the constitution of the United States corresponds, according

to Austin, with the Parliament of the United Kingdom. In

a certain sense this may be true ; but in another sense it is

misleading. The authority which can revise the constitution

of the United States is an extraordinary authority, capable

only of extraordinary acts. The Parliament of the United

Kingdom is a standing authority which transacts the ordinary

business of the State. In the United States the Federal and

State authorities are supreme, until the extraordinary author-

ity can be set in motion and as soon as it has ceased to move.

They may disagree to any extent short of that which would

call the dormant sovereign into action. In the United Kingdom

every inferior authority is constantly reminded of its subor-

dination to the Imperial Parliament. If two such authorities

are legally entitled to counterwork each other, a new statute

disposes of the difference at once. Within the Imperial

Parliament such conflicts are also possible; but there they

are less likely to occur, because the possible parties are so
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few and less likely to be prolonged, because the possible

parties are so unequal in point of strength.

Obscure as is the unity of the sovereign authority in a

constitutional monarchy or in a federal state, it is still more

obscure in such a body politic as the British Empire. The

sovereign power of the Queen in Parliament legally com-

prises the whole Empire and certainly comprises the United

Kingdom, India, and the Crown Colonies. Whether it

practically comprises the self-governing colonies is a ques-

tion which might tax all the resources of casuistry. If,

for example, we consider the colony of Victoria we find

that it obeys laws made by two different legislatures, by

the Imperial Parliament and by the Victorian Parliament.

Inasmuch as the Imperial Parliament created the Victorian

Parliament and endowed it with the powers which it now

enjoys, the Victorian Parliament might appear to be merely

the delegate of the Imperial Parliament. But in fact it is

much more than a delegate. It is obeyed by the Victorian

people not because it represents the Imperial Parliament, but

because it represents themselves. It would be obeyed by

them even if its enactments were to clash with the enact-

ments of the Imperial legislature. It would have their

armed support if the dispute came to the arbitrament of

force. Evidently the Victorian legislature and the ministers

whom it appoints have a real and ample share of sovereign

power. Full sovereign power they do not indeed possess.

On some few subjects the law obeyed by Victoria is made by

the Imperial legislature. For some few purposes the exe-

cutive government of Victoria is in the hands of the British

ministry of the day. But whilst Victoria is not altogether a

sovereign state, neither is she a really subordinate com-

munity. The sovereign authority in Victoria is not actually

the same with the sovereign authority in the United

Kingdom.

When several self-governing colonies unite to form a

federal body such as the Dominion of Canada, the problem
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becomes still more complicated. To the difficulties which

occur when we try to state the real political relations of two

such communities as the United Kingdom and Victoria are

added the difficulties which occur when we try to describe

the political organisation of the United States. These diffi-

culties have no weight for the lawyer who finds in his books

that the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and the

Imperial Parliament are entitled to decide every constitu-

tional question affecting the colonies. But they must have

the greatest weight with the political enquirer who knows that

a decision of the Judicial Committee which was unpalatable

to the people of the Dominion would at once be overruled

by an Act of Parliament, and that an Act of Parliament would

not be obeyed by the people of the Dominion if it conflicted

with the will of their own Legislature.

Here again we must repeat that the types of political, like

the types of animal, organization are manifold and slide one

into another. In every type of political organization a dif-

ferent degree of unity is achieved. In none can absolute

unity be found, for absolute unity in the state would annul

the diversity of individual wills. More or less of unity may
be found in all, for even the laxest league causes or furthers

joint action for certain objects. Thus political unity, the

unity of sovereign power, is infinitely variable in mode and

quantity. To seek to define it as one would define a straight

line is to misconceive its nature. We may say that in dis-

cussing the unity, as in discussing the extent of sovereign

power, Austin embarrassed himself as well as his readers by
a method unsuitable to his matter. He took for his subject

sovereignty in fact, not sovereignty in law, but he discussed

it in the spirit of a lawyer. Legal conceptions maybe treated

by a method of rigorous dichotomy, by holding fast to un-

qualified Yea or Nay; but political facts cannot be treated by
this abstract method ; they can be described only by a series

of balanced and mutually qualifyingproportions) f^OfOSlT'C
(2) What is the origin of sovereignty ? This question had
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been often asked before Blackstone wrote his Commentaries.

In the seventeenth century the usual answer had been to the

effect that sovereignty had its origin in the social compact, in

the voluntary agreement of men, who had hitherto lived in a

state of nature, to form a political society and therefore to

acknowledge a sovereign. This answer, given in different

forms by Hobbes and by Locke, had been rejected by Hume.
Blackstone's passing reference to the subject shews dis-

cernment not acknowledged by Bentham. Blackstone had

gone so far as to disbelieve in ' a wild unconnected state of

nature' and in the formation of an express social contract.

In his observation that the first societies were single families

he anticipates a more rational theory which has since his time

found brilliant advocates. He is right in saying that 'when

society is once formed government results of course.' He
thus avoids the mistake of supposing political organization

to have followed immediately upon utter anarchy. His

inaccuracies and inconsistencies of expression afford many

small triumphs to Bentham. But in discussing the origin of

political society Bentham is equally at a loss with Blackstone,

for equally with Blackstone he writes a priori and has no sure

foundation of historical knowledge.

/ As to the origin of sovereignty Bentham can tell us only

this, that it did not originate in an express pact. If we press ,

him for a positive statement he will say that political society

was preceded by natural society. Natural society exists

;

' when a number of persons are supposed to be in the habit

of conversing with each other ' without paying habitual

obedience to any one person or set of persons. A natural
|

society passes into a political society when its members begin 1

to pay such obedience. But the line which parts natural from \

political society is according to Bentham. invisible, because
j

there are ' few if any instances of this habit being perfectly l

absent ; certainly none at all of its being perfectly present.' J
If it becomes necessary to determine at any given time

whether a given society be political or natural, the only

G 2
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distinguishing mark is the establishment of certain names of

office, ' the appearance of a certain man or set of men with a

certain name, serving to mark them out as objects of obe-

dience ; such as king, sachem, cacique, burgo-master and the

like.' If we further inquire into the motive which leads to

this change, Bentham would apparently answer that the^

motive was a desire of the advantages which government

would produce, a sense of the utility of government. At

least this is the answer of his disciple Austin. He would

make an exception for the many cases in which the strong for

their own good have established the'r authority over the

weak. But he does not rea'ly d'ffer upon this head from

Blackstone, who says that ' it is the sense of their weakness

and imperfection that keeps mankind together.'

In this account of the origin of sovereignty we trace the

last fading characters of the a priori philosophy which

invented the social contract. Bentham rejects the idea

of such a compact, but he retains the correlative idea of a

state of nature in which all men were free. He ridicules

Blackstone's remark that 'when society is once formed,

government results of course ; as necessary to preserve and

keep that society in order.' Nevertheless this remlrk is

true. The mere 'habit of conversing with one another'

is not enough to form societies out of which states

could be developed. Government does not begin with

the formation of the societies which we term political ; it

is found more or less in all societies of a more primitive type

and only disappears when we reach that level at which men
can scarcely be discriminated from beasts.

There we may find assemblages of human beings brought

together like herds of cattle or shoals of herrings by mere
gregarious and sexual instinct and destitute of government

as of organization. Such assemblages are, however, so far

remote from political associations that the student of politics

may leave them entirely out of view. To oppose them to

political societies under the title of natural societies, as does
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Bentham, is altogether misleading ; because this opposition

drops out all the numberless grades of social life which

intervene between the herd and the commonwealth. To
oppose to political societies all these earlier forms of society

under the one title of natural, as does Austin, is hardly less

misleading. For in one sense of the word all forms of

society, from the rudest tribe or village up to the best !

balanced freedom or the most ingenious tyranny, are alike

natural, since all alike come out of the character and
|

circumstances of mankind. In another sense no form of \

society is natural ; for nothing more than chance herding

would be possible without some constraint upon individual I

freedom ; a constraint which implies the existence of some I

authority to constrain. The antithesis between natural and
j

political perverts all that has been said by Bentham or by
f

Austin upon the present subject. Whilst we may conveni-~

ently limit the term political to describe the highest forms of

association and the term sovereign to describe the highest

forms of government, we had better reject the term natural as

misleading if applied to the lower forms, and unmeaning

if applied to all forms of government and of society.

The only pregnant remark upon this subject with which
^

we can credit Bentham is the denial of the existence of any

definite division between the various types of society. The

family shades into the village or. the clan and these into the

city or the canton, which in turn shade into states com-

prehending all who live in one country or speak the same

language. Thus we cannot say what precise degree of

extension entitles a society to the term political rather than

domestic or tribal. Somewhere a dividing line must be-

drawn, for common sense agrees with Austin that it would be

ridiculous to term a self-governing family a political society.

Maine seems inclined to dispute this observation on the ground

that the self-governed family has been in many instances the

germ of the state. But even if we could be sure of this, we

should rob the term state of all its usefulness by refining
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it to that degree of abstraction in which it can be employed

to denote as well a patriarchal family as the Roman Empire.

Granting that the political association may often have grown

out of the domestic association, the two things are so

different that they had better be called by different names.

Therefore it seems right to say that a society is not political

. unless it contains a considerable number of persons or at

least several distinct households. Such a conception of

the state does not exclude the smallest community which

took part in Greek or Italian history, whilst it impUes a

necessary distinction between the family and the common-

wealth.

In point of organization, as in point of bulk, the various

forms of human association also meet and pass into one an-

other. As Bentham remarks, we cannot fix the exact momenf

at which society developes the organ known as the sovereign.

A rudimentary sovereign power appears in the father, in the

chieftain, in the village elders ; more distinct in its lineaments

it appears in the kings of the heroic age or of the Eastern

world ; but only in certain mature phases of Western civili-

zation has it manifested itself in the fulness of strength.

Yet here again we may make a rough but serviceable dis^

tinction. Authority is not truly political until it has ceased

to be domestic. So long as the ruler is obeyed only as the

father, the husband, or the master, he is not truly sovereign.

He is truly sovereign only when distinct from, and superior

to, the head of this or that household. As the state includes

many households so the sovereign bears sway over many
heads of families.

A further distinction between the domestic and the poli-

tical association may be found in the circumstance that a

fixed seat, a definite territory, is needful to the state, but not

needful to the family. This necessity may no doubt be

regarded as a figment of theorists. It may seem unreason-

able to allow to some petty town of Ionia or Lombardy a

political character denied to those nomads who have so
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often overturned and founded empires. But a wandering

tribe, however numerous, seems never to transcend the

type of a patriarchal family. It is condemned to this social

barbarism by its inevitable barbarism in other respects. It

cannot go far in the division of labour, the accumulation

of wealth, or the pursuit of knowledge. Its individual

members are so much on a par, so like one another, that

a refined organization is to it useless and impossible. It

remains an enlarged family; it needs no more than a

domestic authority. But once settled upon a definite terri-

tory, the tribe will almost necessarily become a state. It

is the definition, not the extent of the territory, which is of

consequence. For whilst there can be no true civilization

without a fixed seat, an extremely high civilization may
flourish upon a small tract of ground, and a high civilization

at once supposes and furthers political organization. Where
there is high culture there must be a genuine state. The
sterile rock of Aegina and the shifting banks of Venice

were enough to base communities as truly political as those

which fill the wide extent of France or Germany. But we
should vainly seek for a political community in the deserts

traversed for so many ages by the Bedouin or Turcoman

myriads.

(3) What are the possible forms of sovereignty ? Upon thls^

question Bentham says little in the Fragment, and what he

says is chiefly negative. Blackstone had adopted the tra-

ditional classification of the possible forms of government

into monarchy, aristocracy and democracy. Bentham cavils

at his want of originality, but does not say whether or no he^

is wrong. Blackstone, following Montesquieu, had praised

the English constitution as reconciling the regal, the aristo-

cratic and the democratic principles, and guarding against the

perversions of each by committing supreme authority to

'three distinct powers entirely independent of each other,

the King, the Lords and the Commons.

Bentham had little difficulty in showing that the three
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powers were not independent of each other, and did not

represent distinct principles, but he did not attempt to give

another and a more accurate account of the English con-

stitution. In later life, he used to denounce it as aristocratic.

But in the Fragment he merely suggests this conclusion, by

showing that it is not a combination of aristocracy with

monarchy and democracy. The true commentary upon his

remarks is to be found in Austin's doctrine that constitutions

are to be classified primarily with reference to the number of

those who possess some share of actual power. All govern-

ments, says Austin, are governments either of one or of a

minority of the people. All governments are thus monar-

chical or aristocratical ; but aristocracies differ according as

they comprise a small, a considerable, or a very large minor-

ity and may be classified accordingly as oligarchies, aristo-

cracies, in the popular sense, and democracies. They also

differ accordingly as they are homogeneous or heterogene-

ous. That is to say, an aristocracy may be composed

either of persons who all answer to the same general

description, or of persons answering to different general

descriptions. The possible varieties of heterogeneous

sovereign bodies are numberless ; but the most familiar

example of such a body is the ruling part in a constitutional

monarchy.

The distinction between homogeneous and heterogeneous

sovereign bodies is valuable because it lays stress upon the

organization as well as upon the bulk of the sovereign. It

is a distinction of quality and not merely of quantity. It

throws light upon many historical facts, and in particular it

illustrates the principal difference which parts the free

constitutions of the middle ages from the free constitu-

tions of to-day. A mediaeval parliament was composed of

several descriptions of persons who represented not so much
numbers as conditions, not so much individual citizens as

bodies corporate. It represented the estates of the realm

and the local communities. A modern Parliament tends to
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reduce itself to one description of persons, each representing

equal numbers of electors. The estates and the communities

are more and more ground into their constituent atoms.

The effects of such a change must be considerable, even

apart from the effects produced by the extension of the

franchise. But the attempt to estimate them lies beyond the

scope of this introduction.

In point of elasticity again a heterogeneous sovereign

body seems to have a marked advantage over a homogeneous

sovereign body. Certainly the history of England points to

this conclusion. As the sovereign authority stood in the

eighteenth century it was distinctly aristocratic. Yet it never

became an unqualified aristocracy, like the aristocracy of

Venice. It always comprehended forces and gave effect to

sentiments and ideas which a rigid aristocracy must have

ignored. Of the three estates which formed the English

Parliament, two were recruited in some degree by merit

as well as by influence of rank or riches ; and the third

always maintained a composite character. It combined the

elements of town and country, of numbers and of opulence.

The representatives of great towns and shires spoke with a

weight not measurable merely by the number of votes which

they could bring to a division. The representatives of the

few constituencies distinguished by a popular franchise could

at least give utterance to griefs which they might not be able

to redress. Thus it came to pass that the English constituwon

of the days of Blackstone was the largest and most liberal, as

it has since proved the most flexible and expansive aris-

tocratic system of which history makes mention.

So long, however, as we persist in regarding the sovereign

apart from the entire society we shall never divine the

extraordinary diversity of forms which it can assume. It is

the character of the entire society which in normal circum- ,1

stances determines the character of its government. Ofil

political societies, as of individual men, it may truly be said U

that no two are really alike. What is true of the society
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is true of its sovereign. Sovereign authorities may be

roughly classified upon several principles, but none of these

classifications will do more than suggest the general character

of the objects classified. Everj^hing else must be learnt

from special study of particular constitutions. And even

when the student has completed his analysis of a constitution

he is far, very far, from having exhausted the catalogue of

circumstances upon which depend its strength, its durability,

its good or evil effects. For above and beyond the formaP

constitution either of a sovereign authority or of an entire

community there is the political capacity, the intellectual andl

moral endowment of rulers and ruled, which sets the limit of 1

their political achievement. A people endowed with political 1

genius makes good political institutions. But good political 1

institutions will not supply the want of political genius. --^
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PREFACE.

The age we live in is a busy age ; in which knowledge Preface.

is rapidly advancing towards perfection. In the natural Motives of

world, in particular, every thing teems with discovery and thepresent

with improvement. The most distant and recondite regions ing.

of the earth traversed and explored—the all-vivifying and

subtle element of the air so recently analyzed and made
known to us,—are striking evidences, were all others want-

ing, of this pleasing truth.

Correspondent to discovery and improvement in the

natural world, is reformation in the moral ; if that which

seems a common notion be, indeed, a true one, that in the

moral world there no longer remains any matter for dis-

covery. Perhaps, however, this may not be the case

:

perhaps among such observations as would be best calcu-

lated to serve as grounds for reformation, are some which,

being observations of matters of fact hitherto either incom-

pletely noticed, or not at all would, when produced, appear

capable of bearing the name of discoveries : with so little

method and precision have the consequences of this fund-

amental axiom, it is the greatest happiness of the greatest

number that is the measure of right and wrong, been as yet

developed.

Be this as it may, if there be room for making, and if

there be use in publishing, discoveries in the natural world,

surely there is not much less room for making, nor much
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Preface, iggg ygg jjj proposing, reformation in the moral. If it be a

matter of importance and of use to us to be made acquainted

with distant countries, surely it is not a matter of much less

importance, nor of much less use to us, to be made better

and better acquainted with the chief means of living

happily in our own. If it be of importance and of use to us

to know the principles of the element we breathe, surely it

is not of much less importance nor of much less use to com-

prehend the principles, and endeavour at the improvement

of those laws, by which alone we breathe it in security. If

to this endeavour we should fancy any Author, especially

any Author of great name, to be, and as far as could in such

case be expected, to avow himself a determined and per-

severing enemy, what should we say of him ? We should

say that the interests of reformation, and through them the

welfare of mankind, were inseparably connected with the

downfall of his works : ofa great part, at least, ofthe esteem

and influence, which these works might under whatever

title have acquired.

Such an enemy it has been my misfortune (and not mine

only) to see, or fancy at least I saw, in the Author of the

celebrated Commentaries on the Laws of England ; an

Author whose works have had beyond comparison a more
extensive circulation, have obtained a greater share of

esteem, of applause, and consequently ofinfluence (and that

by a title on many grounds so indisputable) than any other

writer who on that subject has ever yet appeared.

History It is on this account that I conceived, some time since,

the design of pointing out some ofwhat appeared to me the

capital blemishes of that work, particularly this grand and

fundamental one, the antipathy to reformation ; or rather,

indeed, oflaying open and ex.posing the universal inaccuracy

and confusion which seemed to my apprehension to pervade
the whole. For, indeed, such an ungenerous antipathy

seemed of itself enough to promise a general vein of obscure

and crooked reasoning, from whence no clear and sterling
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knowledge could be derived ; so intimate is the connexion Preface.

between some of the gifts of the understanding, and some

of the affections of the heart.

It is in this view then that I took in hand that part of the

first volume to which the Author has given the name of

Introduction. It is in this part of the work that is con-

tained whatever comes under the denomination of general

principles. It is in this part of the work that are contained

such preliminary views as it seemed proper to him to give

of certain objects real or imaginary, which he found con-

nected with his subject Law by identity of name : two or

three sorts of Laws of Nature, the revealed Law, and a

certain Law of Nations. It is in this part of the work that

he has touched upon several topics which relate to all laws

or institutions ' in general, or at least to whole classes of in-

stitutions without relating to any one more than to another.

To speak more particularly, it is in this part of his work

that he has given a definition, such as it is, of that whole

branch of law which he had taken for his subject ; that

branch, which some, considering it as a main stock, would

term LAW without addition ; and which he, to distinguish

it from those others its condivident branches '', terms law

municipal:—an account, such as it is, of the nature and

origin of Natural Society the mother, and of Political

Society the daughter, of Law municipal, duly begotten in

the bed of Metaphor :—a division, such as it is, of a law,

individually considered, into what he fancies to be its

parts

:

—an account, such as it is, of the method to be taken

for interpreting any law that may occur.

In regard to the Law of England in particular, it is here

that he gives an account of the division of it into its two

branches (branches, however, that are no ways distinct in

the purport of them, when once established, but only in

' I add here the word institutions, for the sake of including rules of

Comnton Law, as well as portions of Statute Law.
' Membra condividentia.—Saund. Log. L L. c. 46.
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Preface, respect of the Source from whence their establishment took

its rise) the Statute or Written law, as it is called, and the

Common or Unwritten

:

—an account of what are called

General Customs, or institutions in force throughout the

whole empire, or at least the whole nation ;—of what are

called Particular Customs, institutions of local extent

established in particular districts ; and of such adopted

institutions of a general extent, as are parcel of what are

called the Civil and the Canon laws ; all three in the

character ofso many branches of what is called the Common
Law

:

—in fine, a general account of Equity, that capricious

and incomprehensible mistress of our fortunes, whose

features neither our Author, nor perhaps any one is well

able to delineate ;—of Equity, who having in the beginning

been a rib of Law, but since in some dark age plucked from

her side, when sleeping, by the hands not so much of God
as of enterprizing Judges, now lords it over her parent

sister :

—

All this, I say, together with an account of the different

districts of the empire over which different portions of the

Law prevail, or over which the Law has different degrees

of force, composes that part of our Author's work which he

has styled the Introduction. His eloquent ' Discourse on
the study of the Law,' with which, as being a discourse of

the rhetorical kind rather than of the didactic, I proposed

not to intermeddle, prefaces the whole.

It would have been in vain to have thought of travelling

over the whole of so vast a work. My design, therefore,

was to take such a portion of it, as might afford a fair and
adequate specimen of the character and complexion of the

whole. For this purpose the part here marked out would, I

thought, abundantly suffice. This, however narrow in ex-

tent, was the most conspicuous, the most characteristic part

of our Author's work, and that which was most his own.

The rest was little more than compilation. Pursuing my
examination thus far, I should pursue it, I thought, as
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far as was necessary for my purpose : and I had little Preface.

stomach to pursue a task at once so laborious and so
^^~

invidious any farther. If Hercules, according to the old

proverb, is to be known ex pede : much more thought I, is

he to be known ex capite.

In these views it was that I proceeded as far as the

middle of the definition of the Law municipal. It was

there I found, not without surprise, the digression which

makes the subject of the present Essay. This threw me at

first into no small perplexity. To give no account of it at

all;— to pass wholly sub silentio, so large, and in itself so

material a part of the work I was examining, would seem

strange : at the same time I saw no possibility of entering

into an examination of a passage so anomalous, without

cutting in pieces the thread of the discourse. Under this

doubt I determined at any rate, for the present, to pass it

by ; the rather as I could not perceive any connection that

it had with any thing that came before or after. I did so

;

and continuing my examination of the definition from

which it digressed, I travelled on to the end of the

Introduction. It then became necessary to come to some

definitive resolution concerning this excentric part of it : and

the result was, that being loth to leave the enterprise I had

begun in this respect, imperfect, I sat down to give what I

intended should be a very slight and general survey of it.

The farther, however, I proceeded in examining it, the

more confused and unsatisfactory it appeared to me : and

the greater difficulty I found in knowing what to make of

it, the more words it cost me, I found, to say so. In this

way, and by these means it was that the present Essay

grew to the bulk in which the Reader sees it. When it

was nearly completed, it occurred to me, that as the

digression itself which I was examining was perfectly

distinct from, and unconnected with the text from which it

starts, so was, or so at least might be, the critique on that

digression, from the critique on the text. The former was

H
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Preface, by much too large to be engrafted into the latter: and

since if it accompanied it at all, it could only be in the

shape of an Appendix, there seemed no reason why the

same publication should include them both. To the former,

therefore, as being the least, I determined to give that

finish which I was able, and which I thought was necessary

:

and to publish it in this detached manner, as the first, if

not the only part of a work, the principal and remaining

part of which may possibly see the light some time or

other, under some such title as that of 'A Comment on the

Commentaries.'

In the mean time that I may stand more fully justified,

or excused at least, in an enterprise to most perhaps so

extraordinary, and to many doubtless so unacceptable, it

may be of use to endeavour to state with some degree of

precision, the grounds of that war which, for the interests

of true science, and of liberal improvement, I think myself

bound to wage against this work. I shall therefore

proceed to mark out and distinguish those points of view

in which it seems principally reprehensible, not forgetting

those in which it seems still entitled to our approbation

and applause.

The busi- There are two characters, one or other of which every

Ce^ordis- "^^"^ ^'^^ finds any thing to say on the subject of Law, may
tinguished be said to take upon him ;—that of the Expositor, and that

of the Ex- of the Censor. To the province of the Expositor it belongs
posttor.

J.Q explain to us what, as he supposes, the Law is : to that

of the Censor, to observe to us what he thinks it ought to

be. The former, therefore, is principally occupied in

stating, or in enquiring after facts'^: the latter, in dis-

' In practice, the question of Law has commonly been spoken of as

opposed to that offact : but this distinction is an accidental one. That a

Law commanding or prohibiting such a sort of action, has been estab-

lished, is as much a. fact, as that an individual action of that sort has been

commi|tted. The establishment of a Law may be spoken of as a fact, at

least for the purpose of distinguishing it from any consideration that may
be offered as a reason for such Law.
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cussing reasons. The Expositor, keeping within his sphere, Preface.

has no concern with any other faculties of the mind than

the apprehension, the memory, and Xhs.judgment: the latter,

in virtue of those sentiments of pleasure or displeasure

which he finds occasion to annex to the objects under his

review, holds some intercourse with the affections. That

which is Law, is, in different countries, widely different

:

while that which ought to he, is in all countries to a great

degree the same. The Expositor, therefore, is always the

citizen of this or that particular country : the Censor is, or

ought to be the citizen of the world. To the Expositor it

belongs to shew what the Legislator and his underworkraan

the Judge have done already : to the Censor it belongs to

suggest what the Legislator ought to do infuture. To the

Censor, in short, it belongs to teach that science, which when

by change of hands converted into an art, the Legislator

practises.

Let us now return to our Author. Of these two perfectly The latter

distinguishable functions, the latter alone is that which it Author's,

fell necessarily within his province to discharge. His

professed object was to explain to us what the Laws of

England were. ' Ita lex scripta est,' was the only motto

which he stood engaged to keep in view. The work of

censure (for to this word, in default of any other, I find it

necessary to give a neutral sense) the work of censure, as it

may be styled, or, in a certain sense, of criticism, was to

him but a parergon—a work of supererogation : a work,

indeed, which, if aptly executed, could not but be of great

ornament to the principal one, and of great instruction as

well as entertainment to the Reader, but from which our

Author, as well as those that had gone before him on the

same line, might, without being chargeable with any

deficiency, have stood excused : a work which, when

superadded to the principal, would lay the Author under

additional obligations, and impose on him new duties

:

which, notwithstanding, whatever else it might differ in

H 2
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be scruti- demner of what is established, may expose himself to
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Preface, from the principal one, agrees with it in this, that it ought

to be executed with impartiality, or not at all.

If, on the one hand, a hasty and undiscrin

demner of what is established, may expos«

freedom'"' Contempt; on the other hand, a bigoted or corrupt de-

fender of the works of power, becomes guilty, in a manner,

of the abuses which he supports : the more so if, by oblique

glances and sophistical glosses, he studies to guard from

reproach, or recommend to favour, what he knows not

how, and dares not attempt, to justify. To a man who

contents himself with simply stating an institution as he

thinks it is, no share, it is plain, can justly be attributed

(nor would any one think of attributing to him any share)

of whatever reproach, any more than of whatever applause

the institution may be thought to merit. But if not content

with this humbler function, he takes upon him to give

reasons in behalf of it, reasons whether made or found by

him, it is far otherwise. Every false and sophistical

reason that he contributes to circulate, he himself is

chargeable with : nor ought he to be holden guiltless even

of such as, in a work whereyarf not reason is the question,

he delivers as from other writers without censure. By
officiously adopting them he makes them his own, though

delivered under the names of the respective Authors : not

much less than if delivered under his own. For the very

idea of a reason betokens approbation : so that to deliver

a remark under that character, and that without censure,

is to adopt it. A man will scarcely, therefore, without

some note of disapprobation, be the instrument of intro-

ducing, in the guise of a reason, an argument which he

does not really wish to see approved. Some method or

other he will take to wash his hands of it : some method
or other he will take to let men see that what he means to

be understood to do, is merely to report the judgment of

another,* not to pass one of his own. Upon that other then

he will lay the blame : at least he will take care to repel it
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from himself. If he omits to do this, the most favourable Preface.

cause that can be assigned to the omission is indifference :

'^

indifference to the public welfare—that indifference which

is itself a crime.

It is wonderful how forward some have been to look

upon it as a kind of presumption and ingratitude, and

rebellion, and cruelty, and I know not what besides, not to

allege only, nor to own, but to suffer any one so much as

to imagine, that an old-established law could in any respect

be a fit object of condemnation. Whether it has been a

kind oipersonification that has been the cause of this, as if

the Law were a living creature, or whether it has been the

mechanical veneration for antiquity, or what other delusion

of the fancy, I shall not here enquire. For my part, I

know not for what good reason it is that the merit of justi-

fying a law when right should have been thought greater,

than that of censuring it when wrong. Under a govern-

ment of Laws, what is the motto of a good citizen ? To

obey punctually; to censurefreely.

Thus much is certain ; that a system that is never to be

censured, will never be improved : that if nothing is ever

to be found fault with, nothing will ever be mended : and

that a resolution to justify every thing at any rate, and to

disapprove of nothing, is a resolution which, pursued in

future, must stand as an effectual bar to all the additional

happiness we can ever hope for
;
pursued hitherto would

have robbed us of that share of happiness which we enjoy

already.

Nor is a disposition to find ' every thing as it should be,'

less at variance with itself, than with reason and utility.

The common-place arguments in which it vents itself

justify not what is established, in effect, any more than

they condemn it : since whatever now is established, once

was innovation.

Precipitate censure, cast on a political institution, does

but recoil on the head of him who casts it. From such an
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Preface, attack it is not the institution itself, if well grounded, that

" can suffer. What a man says against it either makes

impression or makes none. If none, it is just as if nothing

had been said about the matter : if it does make an im-

pression, it naturally calls up some one or other in defence.

For if the institution is in truth a beneficial one to the

community in general, it cannot but have given an interest

in its preservation to a number of individuals. By their

industry, then, the reasons on which it is grounded are

brought to light : from the observation of which those who

acquiesced in it before upon trust, now embrace it upon

conviction. Censure, therefore, though ill-founded, has

no other effect upon an institution than to bring it to that

test, by -which the value of those, indeed, on which

prejudice alone has stamped a currency, is cried down,

but by which the credit of those of sterling utility is con-

firmed.

Nor is it by any means from passion and ill-humour, that

censure, passed upon legal institutions, is apt to take its

birth. When it is from passion and ill-humour that men

speak, it is with men that they are in ill-humour, not with

laws : it is men, not laws, that are the butt of ' arrogance'.'

' 'Arrogance;^ our Author calls H the utmost arrogance*, 'to censure

what has, at least, a better chance to be right, than the singular notions

of any particular man :

' meaning thereby certain ecclesiastical institutions.

Vibrating, as it should seem, between passion and discretion, he has

thought it necessary, indeed, to insert in the sentence that, which being

inserted, turns it into nothing : After the word 'censure,' 'with contempt'

he adds, ' and rudeness :
' as if there needed a professor to inform us,

that to treat any thing with contempt and rudeness is arrogance. ' In-

decency,' he had already called it, ' to set up private judgment in

opposition to public :
' and this without restriction, quaUfication, or

reserve. This was in the first transport of a holy zeal, before discretion

had come in to his assistance. This passage the Doctors Priestley^ and

Fumeaux", who, in quality of Dissenting Ministers, and champions of

dissenting opinions, saw themselves particularly attacked in it, have not

suffered to pass unnoticed ; any more than has the celebrated Author of

" 4 Comm. p. 50.

* See Remarks, &c.

" See Letters to Mr. Justice Blackstone, 1771. Second Edition.
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Spleen and turbulence may indeed prompt men to quarrel Preface.

with living individuals : but when they make complaint of
~~"

the dead letter of the Law, the work of departed lawgivers,

against whom no personal antipathy can have subsisted, it

is always from the observation, or from the belief at least,

of some real grievance. The Law is no man's enemy:
the Law is no man's rival. Ask the clamorous and unruly

multitude—it is never the Law itself that is in the yi^rpng

:

it is always some wicked interpreter of the Law that has

corrupted and abused it *.

the ' Remarks on the Acts of the 13th Parliament \' who found it adverse
to his emterprize, for the same reason that it is hostile to every other
liberal plan of political discussio^.

My edition of the Commentaries happens to be the first : since the

above paragraph was written I have been directed to a later. In this

later edition the passage about ' indecency ' is, like the other about
'arrogance,' explained away into nothing. What \ve are now told is,

that 'to set up private judgment in [virulent and factious'] opposition |to

public authority ' (he might have added^or to private either) is ' indecen-

cy.' [See the 5th edit. 8vo. p. 50, as in the ist.] This we owe, I think,

to Dr. Furneaux. The Doctors Furneaux and Priestley, under whose
well-applied correction our Author has smarted so severely, have a good
deal to answer for : They have been the means of his adding a good deal

of this kind of rhetorical lumber to the plentiful stock there was of it

before. One passage, indeed, a passage . deep-tinctured with religious

gall, they have been the means of clearing away entirely * : and in this at

least, thej/have done good service. They have made him sophisticate

:

they have made him even expunge : but all the Doctors in the world, I

doubt, vfould not bring him to confession. See his answer to Dr.

Priestley.

* There is only one way in which censure, cast upon the Laws, has a

greater tendency to do harm than good ; and that is when it sets itself to

contest their validity: I mean, when abandoning the question of ex-

pediency, it sets itself to contest the right. But this is an attack to which

old-established Laws are not so liable. As this is the last though but

too common resource of passion and ill-humour ; and what men scarce

think of betaking themselves to, unless irritated by personal competitions,

it is that to which recent Laws are most exposed. I speak of what are

called written Laws : for as to unwritten institutions, as there is no such

thing^^sts-Mi3iL.certain symbol by which their authority is attested, their

validity, how deeply rooted soever, is what we see challenged without

remorse. A radical weakness, interwoven into the very constitution of

all »«written Law.
" In the Preface.

'' See Furneaux, Letter VII.
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Preface. Thus destitute of foundation are the terrors, or pretended

"
terrors, of those who shudder at the idea of a free censure

of established institutions. So little does the peace of

society require the aid of those lessons which teach men to

accept of any thing as reason, and to yield the same abject

and indiscriminating homage to the Laws here, which is

paid to the despot elsewhere. The fruits of such tuition

are visible enough in the character of that race of men who

have always occupied too large a space in the circle of the

profession : a passive and enervate race, ready to swallow

any thing, and to acquiesce in any thing : with intellects

incapable of distinguishing right from wrong, and with

affections alike indifferent to either: insensible, short-

sighted, obstinate : lethargic, yet liable to be driven into

convulsions by false terrors : deaf to the voice of reason

and public utility : obsequious only to the whisper of

interest, and to the beck of power.

This head of mischief, perhaps, is no more than what

may seem included under the former. For why is it an

evil to a country that the minds of those who have the Law
under their management should be thus enfeebled ? It is

because it finds them impotent to every enterprise of im-

provement.

Not that a race of lawyers and politicians of this enervate

breed is much less dangerous to the duration of that share

of felicity which the State possesses at any given period,

than it is mortal to its chance of attaining to a greater. If

the designs of a Minister are inimical to his country, what

is the man of all others for him to make an instrument ofor a

dupe ? Of all men, surely none so fit as that sort ofman who
is ever on his knees before the footstool of Authority, and

who, when those above him, or before him, have pronounced,

thinks it a crime to have an opinion of his own.

Those who duly consider upon what slight and trivial

circumstances, even in the happiest times, the adoption or

rejection of a Law so often turns ; circumstances with which
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the utility of it has no imaginable connection—those who Preface.

consider the desolate and abject state of the human intellect,
^

during the periods in which so great a part of the still sub-

sisting mass of institutions had their birth—those who con*

sider the backwardness there is in most men, unless when
spurred by personal interests or resentments, to run a-tilt

against the Colossus of authority—those, I say, who give

these considerations their due weight, will not be quite so

zealous, perhaps, as our Author has been to terrify men
from setting up what is now 'private judgment,' against

what once was ' public '

:

' nor to thunder down the harsh

epithet of ' arrogance' on those, who, with whatever success,

are occupied in bringing rude establishments to the test of

polished reason. They will rather do what they can to

cherish a disposition at once so useful and so rare''':

which is so little connected with the causes that make

popular discontentments dangerous, and which finds so

little aliment in those propensities that govern the multitude

of men. They will not be for giving such a turn to their

discourses as to bespeak the whole of a man's favour for the

defenders ofwhat is established : nor all his resentment for

the assailants. They will acknowledge that if there be

some institutions which it is ' arrogance ' to attack, there

may be others which it is effrontery to defend. Tourreil '

has defended torture: torture established by the 'public

' See note, p. 102.

^ One may well say tare. It is a matter of fact about which there can

be no dispute. The truth of it may be seen in the multitude of Expositors

which the Jurisprudence of every nation furnished, ere it afforded a single

Censor. When Beccaria came, he was received by the intelligent as an

Angel from heaven would be by the faithful. He may be styled the

father of Censorial Jurisprudence. Montesquieu's was a work of the

mixed kind. Before Montesquieu all was unmixed barbarism. Grotius

and Puffendorf were to Censorial Jurisprudence what the Schoolmen

were to Natural Philosophy.

' A French Jurist of the last age, whose works had like celebrity, and

in many respects much the same sort of merits as our Author's. He was

known to most advantage by a translation of Demosthenes. He is now
foi^otten.
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Preface , judgment' of SO many enlightened nations. Beccaria

('indecent' and 'arrogant' Beccaria!) has condemned it.

Our Ofthese two whose lot among men would one choose rather,

why at-
^the Apologist's or the Censor's ?

tacked in Of a piece with the discernment which enables a man to

ter of an perceive, and with the courage which enables him to avow,
iLxpositor.

|.jjg defects of a system of institutions, is that accuracy of

conception which enables him to give a clear account of it.

No wonder then, in a treatise partly of the expository class,

and partly of the censorial, that if the latter department is

filled with imbecility, symptoms of kindred weakness

should characterize the former.

The former department, however, of our Author's work,

is what, on its own account merely, I should scarce have

found myself disposed to intermeddle with. The business

of simple exposition is a harvest in which there seemed no

likehhood of there being any want of labourers : and into

which therefore I had little ambition to thrust my sickle.

At any rate, had I sat down to make a report of it in this

character alone, it would have been with feelings very

different from those of which I now am conscious, and in

a tone very different from that which I perceive myself to

have assumed. In determining what conduct to observe

respecting it, I should have considered whether the taint of

error seemed to confine itself to parts, or to diffuse itself

through the whole. In the latter case, the least invidious,

and considering the bulk of the work, the most beneficial

course would have been to have taken no notice of it at all,

but to have sat down and tried to give a better. If not the

whole in general, but scattered positions only had appeared

exceptionable, I should have sat down to rectify those

positions with the same apathy with which they were ad-

vanced. To fall in an adverse way upon a work simply

expository, if that were all there were of it, would have been
.alike ungenerous and unnecessary. In the involuntary

errors of the understanding there can be little to excite, or
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at least to justify, resentment. That which alone, in a Preface.

manner, calls for rigid censure, is the sinister bias of the

affections. If then I may still continue to mention as

separate, parts which in the work itself are so intimately,

and, indeed, undistinguishably blended, it is the censorial

part alone that has drawn from me that sort of animadver-

sion I have been led to bestow indiscriminately on the

whole. To lay open, and if possible supply, the imper-

fections of the other, is an operation that might indeed of

itself do service ; but that which I thought would do still

more service, was the weakening the authority of this.

Under the sanction of a great name every string ofwords

however unmeaning, every opinion however erroneous,

will have a certain currency. Reputation adds weight to

sentiments from whence no part of it arose, and which had

they stood alone might have drawn nothing, perhaps, but

contempt. Popular fame enters not into nice distinctions.

Merit in one department of letters affords a natural, and in

a manner irrecusable presumption of merit in another,

especially if the two departments be such between which

there is apparently a close alliance.

Wonderful, in particular, is that influence which is gained

over young minds, by the man who on account ofwhatever

class of merit is esteemed in the character of a preceptor.

Those who have derived, or fancy themselves to have

derived knowledge from what he knows, or appears to

know, will naturally be for judging as he judges : for

reasoning as he reasons ; for approving as he approves

;

for condemning as he condemns. On these accounts it is,

that when the general complexion of a work is unsound,

it may be of use to point an attack against the whole

of it without distinction, although such parts of it as are

noxious as well as unsound be only scattered here and

there.

On these considerations then it may be of use to shew,

that the work before us, in spite of the merits which recom-
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Preface, mend it SO powerfully to the imagination and to the ear, has

no better title on one account than on another, to that in-

fluence which, were it to pass unnoticed, it might continue

to exercise over the judgment.

The Introduction is the part to which, for reasons that

have been already stated, it was always my intention to

confine myself It is but a part even of this Introduction

that is the subject of the present Essay. What determined

me to begin with this small part of it is, the facility I found

in separating it from every thing that precedes or follows

it. This is what will be more particularly spoken to in

another place \

It is not that this part is among those which seemed

most open to animadversion. It is not that stronger traces

are exhibited in this part than in another of that spirit in

our Author which seems so hostile to Reformation, and to

that Liberty which is Reformation's harbinger.

It is not here that he tramples on the right of private

judgment, that basis of every thing that an Englishman

holds dear '. It is not here, in particular, that he insults

our understandings with nugatory reasons; stands forth

the professed champion of religious intolerance ; or openly

sets his face against civil reformation.

It is not here, for example, he would persuade us,

that a trader who occupies a booth at a fair is a fool for

his pains ; and on that account no fit object of the Law's

protection '.

Repre-
hensible

from the

work at

large.

' See the ensuing Introduction.
'^ See note.

' 'Burglary",' says our Author, 'cannot be committed in a tent or a
booth erected in a market fair ; though the owner may lodge therein : for
the Law regards thus highly nothing but permanent edifices ; a house, or
church ; the wall, or gate of a town ; and it is the/o/Zy of the owner to

lodge in so fragile a tenement.' To save himself from this charge of folly,

it is not altogether clear which of two things the trader ought to do : quit

his business and not go to the fair at all : or leave his goods without any
body to take care of them.

" 4 Comm. Ch. XVI. p. 226.
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It is not here that he gives the presence of one man at Preface.

the making of a Law, as a reason why ten thousand others

that are to obey it, need know nothing of the matter \

It is not here, that after telling us, in express terms,

there must be an ' actual breaking ' to make burglary, he

tells us, in the same breath, and in terms equally express,

where burglary may be piithout actual breaking ; and this

because ' the Law will not suiFer itself to be trifled with ^.'

' Speaking of an Act of Parliament*, 'There needs,' he says, 'no
formal promulgation to give it the force of a Law, as was necessary by
the Civil Law with regard to the Emperor's Edicts : because every man
in England is, in judgtnent of Law, party to the making of an Act of

Parliament, being present thereat by his representatives' This, for aught I

know, may be good judgtnent of Law ; because any thing may be called

judgment of Law, that comes from a Lawyer, who has got a name : it

seems, however, not much like any thing that can be caWeijudgment of

common sense. This notable piece of asiutia was originally, I believe,

judgment of Lord Coke : it from thence became judgment of our Author :

and may have been judgment of more Lawyers than I know of before

and since. What grieves me is, to find many men of the best affections

to a cause which needs no sophistry, bewildered and bewildering others

with the like jargon.

' His words are ', ' There must be an actual breaking, not a mere legal

clausum fregit (by leaping over invisible ideal boundaries, which may
constitute a civil trespass) but a substantial and forcible irruption.' In

the next sentence but two he goes on, and says,— ' But to come down a

chimney is held a burglarious entry ; for that is as much closed as the

nature of things will permit. So also to knock at a door, and upon

opening it to rush in with a felonious intent ; or under pretence

of taking lodgings, to fall upon the landlord and rob him ; or to pro-

cure a constable to gain admittance, in order to search for traitors, and

then to bind the constable and rob the house ; all these entries have been

adjudged burglarious, though there was no actual breaking ; for the Law
will not suffer itself to be trifled with by such evasions.' . . . Can it be

more egregiously trifled with than by such reasons ?

I must own I have been ready to grow out of conceit with these useful

little particles, for, because, since, and others of that fraternity, from seeing

the drudgery they are continually put to in these Commentaries. The
appearance of any of them is a sort of warning to me to prepare for some

tautology, or some absurdity : for the same thing dished up over again in

the shape of a reason for itself: or for a reason which, if a distmct one,

is of the same stamp as those we have just ?een. Other instances of the

like hard treatment given to these poor particles will come under observa-

tion in the body of this Essay. As to reasons of the first-mentioned class,

of them one might pick out enough to fill a volume.

» I Comm. Ch. II. p. 17a ^ 4 Comm. Ch. XVI. p. 226.
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Preface. It is not here, that after relating the Laws by which

peaceable Christians are made punishable for worshipping

' God according to their consciences, he pronounces with

equal peremptoriness and complacency, that every thing,

yes, 'every thing is as it should be'.'

It is not here, that he commands us to believe, and that

on pain of forfeiting all pretensions to either 'sense or

probity,' that the system of our jurisprudence is, in the

whole and every part of it, the very quintessence of

perfection ''.

• ' In what I have now said,' says he ", 'I would not be understood to

derogate from the rights of the national Church, or to favour a loose

latitude of propagating any crude undigested sentiments in religious

matters. Oipropagating, I say ; for the bare entertaining them, without

an endeavour to diffuse them, seems hardly cognizable by any human

authority. I only mean to illustrate the excellence of our present

establishment, by looking back to former times. Every thing is now as it

should be ; unless, perhaps, that heresy ought to be more strictly defined,

and no prosecution permitted, even in the Ecclesiastical Courts, till the

tenets in question are by proper authority previously declared to be

heretical. Under these restrictions it seems necessary for the support of

the national religion,' (the national religion being such, we are to

understand, as would not be able to support itself were anyone at liberty

to make objections to if) ' that the officers of the Church should have

power to censure heretics, but not to exterminate or destroy them."

Upon looking into a later edition (the fifth) I find this passage has under-

gone a modification. After ' Every thing is now as it should be^ is added,
' with respect to the spiritual cognizance, and spiritualpunishment of heresy.'

After ' the officers of the Church should have power to censure heretics' is

added, ' but not to harass them with temporal penalties, much less to exter-

minate or destroy them.'

How far the mischievousness of the original text has been cured by
this amendment, may be seen from Dr. Furneaux, Lett. II. p. 30, and
edit.

" I Comm. 140. I would not be altogether positive, how far it was he
meant this persuasion should extend itself in point of time : whether to

those institutions only that happened to be in force at the individual instant

of his writing : or whether to such opposite institutions also as, vrithin any
given distance of time from that instant, either had been in force, or were
about to be.

His words are as follow :
' All these rights and liberties it is our birth-

right to enjoy entire ; unless where the Laws of our country have laid

them under necessary restraints. Restraints in themselves so gentle and

» 4 Comm. Ch. IV. p. 49.
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1

It is not here that he assures us in point of fact, that Preface .

there never has been an alteration made in the Law that

^en have not afterwards found reason to regret^.

moderate, as will appear upon further enquiry, that no man of sense or

probity would wish to see them slackened. For all of us have it in our
choice to do every thing that a good man would desire to do ; and are

restrained from nothing, but what would be pernicious either to ourselves

or our fellow citizens.'

If the Reader would know what these rights and liberties are, I answer
him out of the same page, they are those, ' in opposition to one or other

of which euery species of compulsive tjrranny and oppression must act,

having no other object upon which it can possibly be employed.' The
liberty, for example, of worshipping God without being obliged to

declare a belief in the XXXIX Articles, is a liberty that no ' good man,'—
'no man of sense or probity,' 'would wish ' for.

' I Comm. 70. If no reason can be found for an institution, we are to

suppose one : and it is upon the strength of this supposed one we are to

cry it up as reasonable ; It is thus that the Law is justified of her

children.

The words are—' Not that the particular reason of every rule in the

Law can, at this distance of time, be always precisely assigned ; but it is

sufficient that there be nothing in the rule flatly contradictory to reason,

and then the Law will presume it to be well founded. And it hath been

an ancient observation in the Laws of England,' (he might with as good
ground have added

—

and in all other Laws) ' That whenever a standing

rule of Law, of which the reason, perhaps, could not be remembered or

discerned, hath been [uioKtonly] broke in upon by statutes or new reso-

lutions, the wisdom of the rule hath in the end appeared from the

inconveniences that have followed the innovation.'

When a sentiment is expressed, and whether from caution, or from

confusion of ideas, a clause is put in by way of qualifying it that turns

it into nothing, in this case if we would form a fair estimate of the ten-

dency and probable effect of the whole passage, the way is, I take it, to

consider it as if no such clause were there. Nor let this seem strange.

Taking the qualification into the account, the sentiment would make no

impression on the mind at all : if it makes any, the qualification is

dropped, and the mind is aifected in the same manner nearly as it would

be were the sentiment to stand unqualified.

This, I think, we may conclude to be the case with the passage above

mentioned. The word ' wantonly ' is, in pursuance of our Author's standing

policy, put in by way of salvo. With it the sentiment is as much as

comes to nothing. Without it, it would be extravagant. Yet in this

extravagant form it is, probably, if in any, that it passes upon the Reader.

The pleasant part of the contrivance is, the mentioning of ' Statutes ' and
' Resolutions ' (Resolutions to wit, that is Decisions, of Courts of Justice)

in the same breath ; as if whether it were by the one of them or the

other that a rule of Law was broke in upon, made no difference. By a
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Preface. jj jg not here that he turns the Law into a Castle, for—«

—

'

the purpose of opposing every idea of 'fundamental'

reparation ^.

Resolution indeed, a new Resolution, to break in upon a standing rule, is

a practice that in good truth is big with mischief. But this mischief on

what does it depend ? Upon the rule's being a reasonable one ? By no

means : but upon its being a standing, an established one. Reasonable

or not reasonable, is w^hat makes comparatively but a trifling difference.

A new resolution made in the teeth of an old established rule is

mischievous—on what account ? In that it puts men's expectations uni-

versally to a fault, and shakes whatever coniidence they may have in the

stability of any rules of Law, reasonable or not reasonable : that stability

on which every thing that is valuable to a man depends. Beneficial be

it in ever so high a degree to the party in whose favour it is made, the

benefit it is of to him can never be so great as to outweigh the mischief

it is of to the community at large. Make the best of it, it is general evil

for the sake of partial good. It is what Lord Bacon calls setting the

whole house on fire, in order to roast one man's eggs.

Here then the salvo is not wanted : a ' new resolution can never be

acknowledged to be contrary to a standing rule,' but it must on that very

account be acknowledged to be 'wanton.'' Let such a resolution be

made, and ' inconveniences ' in abundance will sure enough ensue : and
then will appear—what ? not by any means ' the wisdom of the rule,'

but, what is a very different thing, the folly of breaking in upon it.

It were almost superfluous to remark, that nothing of all this applies in

general to a statute : though particular Statutes may be conceived that

would thwart the course of expectation, and by that means produce

mischief in the same way in which it is produced by irregular resolutions.

A new statute, it is manifest, cannot, unless it be simply a declaratory

one, be made in any case, but it must break in upon some standing rule

of Law. With regard to a Statute then to tell us that a ' wanton ' one

has produced 'inconveniences,' w^hat is it but to tell us that a thing

that has been mischievous has produced mischief?

Of this temper are the arguments of all those doting politicians, who,
when out of humour with a particular innovation without being able to

tell why, set themselves to declaim against all innovation, because it is

innovation. It is the nature of owls to hate the light: and it is the

nature of those politicians who are wise by rote, to detest every thing

that forces them either to find (what, perhaps, is impossible) reasons for a

favourite persuasion, or (what is not endurable) to discard it.

' 3 Comm. 268, at the end of Ch. XVII. which concludes with three

pages against Reformation. Our Author had better, perhaps, on this

occasion, have kept clear of allegories : he should have considered

whether they might not be retorted on him with severe retaliation. He
should have considered, that it is not easier to him to turn the Law into

a Castle, than it is to the imaginations of impoverished suitors to people

it \vith Harpies. He should have thought of the den of Cacus, to whose
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It is not here that he turns with scorn upon those Preface.

beneficent Legislators, whose care it has been to pluck the "

mask of Mystery from the face of Jurisprudence '.

enfeebled optics, to whose habits of dark and secret rapine, nothing was
so hateful, nothing so dangerous, as the light of day.

' 3 Comm. 333. It is from the decisions of Courts of Justice that those

rules ofLaw are framed, on the knowledge of which depend the life, the

fortune, the Uberty of every man in the nation. Of these decisions the

Records are, according to our Author [i Comm. 71] the most authentic

histories. These Records were, till within these five-and-forty years, in

Law-Latin : a language which, upon a high computation, about one man
in a thousand used to fancy himself to understand. In this Law-Latin it

is that our Author is satisfied they should have been continued, because

the pyramids of Egypt have stood longer than the temples of Palmyra.

He observes to us, that the Latin language could not express itself on the

subject without borrowing a multitude of words from our own : which is

to help to convince us that of the two the former is the fittest to be em-
ployed. He gives us to understand that, taking it altogether, there could

be no room to complain of it, seeing it was not more unintelligible than

the jargon of the schoolmen, some passages of which he instances ; and

then he goes on, ' This technical Latin continued in use from the time of

its first introduction till the subversion of our ancient constitution under

Cromwell ; when, among many other innovations on the body ofthe Law,

some for the better and some for the worse, the language of our Records

was altered and turned into English. But at the Restoration of King

Charles, this novelty was no longer countenanced ; the practisers finding

it very difficult to express themselves so concisely or significantly in any
other language but the Latin. And thus it continued without any sensible

inconvenience till about the year 1730, when it was again thought proper

that the Proceedings at Law should be done into English, and it was
accordingly so ordered by statute 4 Geo. II. c. j26.

' This was done (continues our Author) in order that the common people

might have knowledge and understanding ofwhat was alleged or done for

and against them in the process and pleadings, the judgment and entries

in a cause. Which purpose I know not how well it has answered ; but

am apt to suspect that the people are now, after many years' experience,

altogether as ignorant in matters of law as before.'

In this scornful passage the words novelty—done into English— (ipt to

suspect—altoget/ter.as ignorant—sufficiently speak the affection of the mind

that dictated it. It is thus that our Author chuckles over the supposed

defeat of the Legislature with a fond exultation which all his discretion

could not persuade him to suppress.

The case is this. A large portion of the body of the Law was, by the

bigotry or the artifice of Lawyers, locked up in an illegible character, and

in a foreign tongue. The statute he mentions obliged them to give up

their hieroglyphics, and to restore the native language to its rights.

This was doing much; but it was not doing every thing. Fiction,
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Preface. If here', as every where, he is eager to hold the cup of

flattery to high station, he has stopt short, however, in

this place, of idolatry 'K

tautology, technicality, circuity, irregularity, inconsistency remain. But

above all the pestilential breath of Fiction poisons the sense of every in-

strument it comes near.

The consequence is, that the Law, and especially that part of it which

comes under the topic of Procedure, still wants much of being generally

intelligible. The fault then of the Legislature is their not having done

enough. His quarrel with them is for having done any thing at all. In

doing what they did, they set up a light, which, obscured by many remain-

ing clouds, is still but too apt to prove an ignisfatuus : our Author, instead

of calling for those clouds to be removed, deprecates all light, and pleads

for total darkness.

Not content vrith representing the alteration as useless, he woiJd per-

suade us to look upon it as mischievous. He speaks of ' inconveniences.'

What these inconveniences are it is pleasant to observe.

In the first place, many young practisers, spoilt by the indulgence of

being permitted to carry on their business in their mother-tongue, know
not how to read a Record upon the old plan. ' Many Clerks and Attor-

nies,' says our Author, ' are hardly able to read, much less to understand

a Record of so modern a date as the reign of George the First.'

What the mighty evil is here, that is to outweigh the mischief of almost

universal ignorance, is not altogether clear : Whether it is, that certain

Lawyers, in a case that happens very rarely, may be obliged to get assist-

ance : or that the business in such a case may pass from those who do
not understand it to those who do.

In the next place, he observes to us, ' it has much enhanced the expense

of all legal proceedings : for since the practisers are confined (for the sake

ofthe stamp-duties, which are thereby considerably increased 1 to vyrite only

a stated number of words in a sheet ; and as the English language, through

the multitude ofits particles, is much more verbose than the Latin ; it follows,

that the number of sheets must be very much augmented by the change.'

I would fain persuade myself, were it possible, that this unhappy soph-

ism could have passed upon the inventor. The sum actually levied on the

pubHc on that score is, upon the whole, either a proper sum or it is not.

If it is, why mention it as an evil 1 If it is not, what more obvious remedy
than to set the duties lower ?

After all, what seems to be the real evil, notwithstanding our Author's
unwillingness to believe it, is, that by means of this alteration, men at large

are in a somewhat better way of knowing what their Lawyers are about

:

and that a disinterested and enterprising Legislator, should happily such an
one arise,would nowwith somewhat less difficultybe able to see before him.

' V. infra, Ch. III. par. VII. p. 187.

' In the Seventh Chapter of the First Book. The King has ' a«Wft«fes ";

'

he possesses ' ubiquity"^; ' he is ' all-perfect and immortal".^

° I Comm. 242. "i
I Comm. Ch. VII. pp. 234, 238, 242, First Edition.

" I Comm. Ch. VII. p. 260, First Edition.
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It is not then, I say, this part, it is not even any part of Preface.

that Introduction, to which alone I have any thoughts of
**~"

extending my examination, that is the principal seat of that

poison, against which it was the purpose of this attempt

to give an antidote. The subject handled in this part of

the work is such, as admits not of much to be said in the

person of the Censor. Employed, as we have seen, in

settling matters of a preliminary nature—in drawing out-

lines, it is not in this part that there was occasion to enter

into the details of any particular institution. If I chose

the Introduction then in preference to any other part, it

was on account of its affording the fairest specimen of the

whole, and not on account of its affording the greatest

scope for censure.

These childish paradoxes, begotten upon servility by false wit, are not

more adverse to manly sentiment, than to accurate apprehension. Far
from contributing to place the institutions they are applied to in any clear

point of view, they serve but to dazzle and confound, by giving to Reality

the air of Fable. It is true, they are not altogether of our Author's in-

vention : it is he, however, that has revived them, and that with improve-

ments and additions.

One might be apt to suppose they were no more than so many transient

flashes of ornament : it is quite otherwise. He dwells upon them in sober

sadness. The attribute of ' ubiquity^ in particular, he lays hold of, and

makes it the basis of a chain of reasoning. He spins it out into conse-

quences : he makes one thing 'follow ' from it, and another thing be so

and so ' for the same reason
:

' and he uses emphatic terms, as if for fear

he should not be thought to be in earnest. ' From the ubiquity,' says our

Author [i Comm. p. 260] ' it follows, that the King can never be nonsuit;

for a nonsuit is the desertion of the suit or action by the non-appearance

of the plaintiff in Court.'—' For the same reason also the King is not said

to appear by his Attorney, as other men do ; for he always appears in

contemplation of Law in his own proper person.'

This is the case so soon as you come to this last sentence ofthe paragraph.

For so long as you are at the last but two, ' it is the regal office, and not

the royal person, that is always present.' All this is so drily and so strictly

true, that it serves as the groundwork of a metaphor that is brought in to

embellish and enliven it. The King, we see, is, that is to say is not, present

in Court. The King's Judges are present too. So far is plain downright

truth. These Judges, then, speaking metaphorically, are so many looking-

glasses, which have this singular property, that when a man looks at them,

instead of seeing his own face in them, he sees the King's. ' His Judges,'

says our Author, ' are the mirror by which the King's image is reflected.'

I 2
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The Fragment on Government.

Preface . Let US reverse the tablet. While with this freedom I

Its merits, expose our Author's ill deserts, let me not be backward in

acknowledging and paying homage to his various merits

:

a justice due, not to him alone, but to that Public, which

now for so many years has been dealing out to him (it

cannot be supposed altogether without title) so large a

measure of its applause,

Correct, elegant, unembarrassed, ornamented, the style

is such, as could scarce fail to recommend a work still more

vicious in point of matter to the multitude of readers.

He it is, in short, who, first of all institutional writers,

has taught Jurisprudence to speak the language of the

Scholar and the Gentleman : put a polish upon that rugged

science : cleansed her from the dust and cobwebs of the

office : and if he has not enriched her with that precision

that is drawn only from the sterling treasury of the

sciences, has decked her out, however, to advantage, from

the toilette of classic erudition : enlivened her with meta-

phors and ajlusions ; and sent her abroad in some measure

to instruct, and in still greater measure to entertain, the

most miscellaneous and even the most fastidious societies.

The merit to which, as much perhaps as to any, the

work stands indebted for its reputation, is the enchanting

harmony of its numbers : a kind of merit that of itself is

sufficient to give a certain degree of celebrity to a work
devoid of every other. So much is man governed by the

ear.

The function of the Expositor may be conceived to

divide itself into two branches : that of history, and that of

simple demonstration. The business of history is to repre-

sent the Law in the state it has been in, in past periods of

its existence : the business of simple demonstration in the

sense in which I will take leave to use the word, is to

represent the Law in the state it is in for the time being'.

^ The word demonstration may here seem, at first sight, to be out of
place. It will be easily perceived that the sense here put upon it is not
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Again, to the head of demonstration belong the several Preface.

businesses of arrangement, narration and conjecture.
"

Matter of narration it may be called, where the Law is

supposed to be explicit, clear, and settled: matter of

conjecture or interpretation, where it is obscure, silent,

or unsteady. It is matter of arrangement to distribute the

several real or supposed institutions into different masses,

for the purpose of a general survey; to determine the

order in which those masses shall be brought to view ; and

to find for each of them a name.

The business of narration and interpretation are con-

versant chiefly about particular institutions. . Into the

details of particular institutions it has not been my
purpose to descend. On these topics, then, I may say,

in the language of procedure; non sum informatus.

Viewing the work in this light, I have nothing to add to

or to except against the public voice.

History is a branch of instruction which our Author,

though not rigidly necessary to his design, called in, not

without judgment, to cast light and ornament on the dull

work of simple demonstration : this part he has executed

with an elegance which strikes every one : with what

fidelity, having not very particularly examined, I will not

take upon me to pronounce.

Among the most difficult and the most important of the

functions of the demonstrator is the business of arrange-

ment. In this our Author has, been thought, and not, I

conceive, without justice, to excel ; at least in comparison

of any thing in that way that has hitherto appeared. 'Tis

to him we owe such an arrangement of the elements of

Jurisprudence, as wants little, perhaps, of being the best

the same with that in which it is employed by Logicians and Mathema-

ticians. In our own language, indeed, it is not very familiar in any other

sense than theirs : but on the Continent it is currently employed in many
other sciences. The French, for example, have their demonstrateurs de

botanique, d'anatontie, dephysique experimentale, ^fc. I use it out of neces-

sity ; not knowring of any other that will suit the purpose.
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The Fragment on Government,

Preface, that a technical nomenclature will admit of. A technical

nomenclature, so long as it is admitted to mark out and

denominate the principal heads, stands an invincible

obstacle to every other than a technical arrangement.

For to denominate in general terms, what is it but to

arrange? and to arrange under heads, what is it but to

denominate upon a large scale ? A technical arrangement,

governed then in this manner, by a technical nomen-

clature, can never be otherwise than confused and un-

satisfactory. The reason will be sufficiently, apparent,

when we understand what sort of an arrangement that

must be which can be properly termed a natural one.

Idea of That arrangement of the materials of any scienpe may,

arrange- I take it, be termed a natural one, whic^ takes such

properties to characterize them by, as men in general

are, by the common constitution of man's nature, disposed

to attend to : such, in ^ther words, as naturally, that is

readily, engage, and firmly fix 'the attention of any one

to whom they are pointed out. ^he njiaterial% or elements

here in question, are such actions as are the objects of

what we call Laws or Institutions.

Now then, with respect to actions in general, there is

no property in them that is calculated so readily to

engage, and so firmly to fix the attention of an observer,

as the tendency they may have to, or divergency (if one may
so say) from, that which may be styled the common end of

all of them. The end I mean is Happiness '
: and this

tendency in any act is what we style its utility: as this

divergency is that to which we give the name of mischiev-

ousness. With respect then to such actions in particular

as are among the objects of the Law, to point out to a man

' Let this be taken for a truth upon the authority of Aristotle : I mean
by those, who like the authority of Aristotle better than that of their own
experience, riao-a rix^r), says that philosopher, koX vd&a itiSodos' iiiolais

Si irpS^is Tc Kal irpoaipeais, ayaSoS Tivos etpUaSai Soxei- Sib icaKSis amtjnjvmi-ro

TayaSbv, oS irivra kipUrai. Aia<j>opci Si ns tpalvtrat TiDi' (understand TOtoiToiv)

TEAHN.—Arist. Eth. ad Nic. L. I. c. i.
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the utility of them or the mischievousness, is the only way Preface.

to make him see clearly that property of them which every "*"

man is in search of; the only way, in short, to give him
satisfaction.

From utility then we may denominate a principle, that

may serve to preside over and govern, as it were, such

arrangement as shall be made of the several institutions

or combinations of institutions that compose the matter of

this science : and it is this principle, that by putting its

stamp upon the several names given to those combina-

tions, can alone render satisfactory and clear any arrange-

ment that can be made of them.

Governed in this manner by a principle that is recog-

nized by all men, the same arrangement that would serve

for the jurisprudence of anyone country, would serve with

little variation for that of any other.

Yet more. The mischievousness of a bad Law would

be detected, at least the utility of it would be rendered

suspicious, by the difficulty of finding a place for it in such

an arrangement: while, on the other hand, a technical

arrangement is a sink that with equal facility will swallow

any garbage that is thrown into it.

That this advantage may be possessed by a natural

arrangement, is not difficult to conceive. Institutions

would be characterized by it in the only universal way in

which they can be characterized; by the nature of the

several modes of conduct which, by prohibiting, they con-

stitute offences'^.

These offences would be collected into classes de-

nominated by the various modes of their divergency from

the common end; that is, as we have said, by their various

' Offences, the Reader will remember, may as well be offences of omis-

sion as of commission. I would avoid the embarrassment of making sepa-

rate mention of such Laws as exert themselves in commanding. 'Tis on

this account I use the phrase ^ mode of conduct^ which includes omissions

oxforbearances, as well as acts.
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Preface, forms and degrees of mischievousness : in a word, by those

" properties which are reasons for their being made offences

:

and whether any such mode of conduct possesses any such

property is a question of experience '. Now, a bad Law

is that which prohibits a mode of conduct that is not mis-

chievous '- Thus would it be found impracticable to place

the mode of conduct prohibited by a bad law under any

denomination of oifence, without asserting such a matter

of fact as is contradicted by experience. Thus cultivated,

in short, the soil of Jurisprudence would be found to repel

in a manner every evil institution ; like that country which

refuses, we are told, to harbour any thing venomous in its

bosom.

The synopsis of such aw afl-aingement would at once be

a compendium of expository zmi of censorial Jurisprudence:

nor would it serve more effectually to instruct the subject,

than it would to justify or reprove the Legislator.

Such a synopsis, in short, would be at once a map, and

that an universal one, of Jurisprudence as it is, and a

slight but comprehensive sketch of what it ought to be.

For, the reasons of the several institutions comprised

under it would stand expressed, we see, and that uni-

formly (as in our Author's synopsis they do in scattered

instances) by the names given to the several classes under

which those institutions are comprised. And what

reasons? Not technical reasons, such as none but a

Lawyer gives, nor any but a Lawyer would put up with
'

;

' See note 3, p. 122.

^ See note, p. 119.

' Technical reasons ; so called from the Greek rix^r), which signifies an
art, science, or profession.

Utility is that standard to which men in general (except in here and
there an instance where they are deterred by prejudices of the religious

class, or hurried away by the force of what is called sentiment or feeKtig).

Utility, as we have said, is the standard to which they refer a Law or in-

stitution in judging of its title to approbation, or disapprobation. Men of

Law, corrupted by interests, or seduced by illusions, which it is not here
our business to display, have deviated from it much more frequently, and
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but reasons, such as were they in themselves what they Preface.

might and ought to be, and expressed too in the manner
'^

they might and ought to be, any man might see the force

of as well as he.

Nor in this is there any thing that need surprise us.

The consequences of any Law, or of any act which is

made the object of a Law, the only consequences that

men are at all interested in, what are they but pain and

pleasure ? By some such words then as pain and pleasure,

they may be expressed : and pain and pleasure at least, are

words which a man has no need, we may hope, to go to a

Lawyer to know the meaning of. In the synopsis then of

that sort ofarrangement which alone deserves the name of

a natural one, terms such as these, terms which if they

can be said to belong to any science, belong rather

to Ethics than to Jurisprudence, even than to uni-

versal Jurisprudence, will engross the most commanding

stations.

What then is to be done with those names of classes

that are purely technical?—With offences, for example,

against prerogative, with misprisions, contempts, felonies,

praemunires''? What relation is it that these mark out

between the Laws that concern the sorts of acts they are

respectively put to signify, and that common end we have

been speaking of? Not any. In a natural arrangement

what then would become of them ? They would either be

banished at once to the region of quiddities and substantial

forms ; or if, and in deference to attachments too inveterate

with much less reserve. Hence it is that such reasons as pass with

Lawyers, and with no one else, have got the name of technical reasons

;

reasons peculiar to the art, peculiar to the profession.

' The reason of a Law, in short, is no other than the good produced by

the mode of conduct which it enjoins, or (which comes to the same thing)

the mischief produced by the mode of conduct which it prohibits. This

mischief or this good, if they be real, cannot but shew themselves some-

where or other in the shape oipain or pleasure.

" See in the Synoptical Table prefixed to our Author's Analysis, the

last page comprehending Book IV.
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Preface, to be all at once dissolved, they were still to be indulged a

"
place, they would be stationed in the corners and bye-

places of the Synopsis : stationed, not as now to give light,

but to receive it. But more of this, perhaps, at some

future time.

Merits of To return to our Author, Embarrassed, as a man must

resume? needs be, by this blind and intractable nomenclature, he

will be found, I conceive, to have done as much as could

reasonably be expected of a writer so circumstanced ; and

more and better than was ever done before by any one.

In one part, particularly, of his Synopsis', several frag-

ments of a sort of method which is, or at least comes near

to, what may be termed a natural one ^, are actually to be

found. We there read of ' corporal injuries ; ' of ' offences

against /^ace;' against 'health;' against 'personal security"
;'

'liberty:'—'property:'—light is let in, though irregularly,

at various places.

In an unequal imitation of this Synopsis that has lately

been performed upon what is called the Civil Law, all is

technical. All, in short, is darkness. Scarce a syllable

by which a man would be led to suspect, that the affair in

' It is that which comprises his IVth Book, entitled Public Wrongs.
° Fragmmia methodi naiuralis.—Linn^ei Phil. Bot. Tit. Systemata,

par. 77.

^ This title affords <>. pertinent instance to exemplify the use that a

natural arrangement may be of in repelling an incompetent institution.

What I mean is the sort of filthiness that is termed unnatural. This our

Author has ranked in his class of Offences against 'personal security^ and,

in a subdivision of it, intitled ' Corporal injuries.' In so doing, then, he
has asserted a fact : he has asserted that the offence in question is an

offence against personal security; is a corporal injury; is, in short,

productive of unhappiness in that way. Now this is what, in the case

where the act is committed by consent, is manifestly not true. Volenti

non fit injuria. If then the Law against the offence in question had no
other title to a place in the system than what was founded on this fact,

it is plain it would have none. It would be a bad Law altogether. The
mischief the offence is of to the community in this case is in truth of

quite another nature, and would come under quite another class. When
against consent, there indeed it does belong really to this class : but then

it would come under another name. It would come under that of Rape.
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hand were an affair that happiness or unhappiness was at Preface.

all concerned in'.
**

To return, once more, to our Author's Commentaries.

Not even in a censorial view would I be understood to

deem them altogether without merit. For the institutions

commented on, where they are capable of good reasons,

good reasons are every now and then given : in which way,

so far as it goes, one-half of the Censor's task is well ac-

complished. Nor is the dark side of the picture left abso-

lutely untouched. Under the head of ' Trial by Jury,' are

some very just and interesting remarks on the yet-remaining

imperfections of that mode of trial
'^

: and under that of 'As-

surances by matter of Record,' on the lying and extortious

jargon of Recoveries '. So little, however, are these parti- Manner in

cular remarks of a piece with the general disposition, that
pres^ent

^

shews itself so strongly throughout the work, indeed so Essay has

plainly adverse to the general maxims that we have seen, ducted.

that I can scarcebring myselfto attribute them to ourAuthor.

Not only disorder is announced by them, but remedies, well-

imagined remedies, are pointed out. One would think some

Angel had been sowing wheat among our Author's tares *.

^ I think it is Selden, somewhere in his Table-talk^ that speaks of a

whimsical notion he had hit upon when a school-boy, that with regard to

Ccesar and Justin, and those other personages of antiquity that gave him

so much trouble, there was not a syllable of truth in any thing they said,

nor in fact were there ever really any such persons ; but that the whole
affair was a contrivance of parents to find employment for their children.

Much the same sort of notion is that which these technical arrangements

are calculated to give us of Jurisprudence : which in them stands repre-

sented rather as a game at Crambo for Lawyers to whet their wits at, than

as that Science which holds in her hand the happiness of nations.

Let us, however, do no man wrong. Where the success has been

worse, the difficulty was greater. That detestable chaos of institutions

which the Analyst last-mentioned had to do with is still more embarrassed

with a technical nomenclature than our own.
« 3 Comm. Ch. XXIII. p. 387.

' a Comm. Ch. XXI. p. 360.

* The difference between a generous and determined affection, and an

occasional, and as it were forced contribution, to the cause of reformation,

may be seen, I think, in these Commentaries, compared with another

celebrated work on the subject of our Jiffisprudence. Mr. Barrington,
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Preface. With regard to this Essay itself, I have not milch to say.

The principal and professed purpose of it is, to expose the

errors and insufBciencies of our Author. The business of

it is therefore rather to overthrow than to set up ; which

latter task can seldom be performed to any great advantage

where the former is the principal one.

To guard against the danger of misrepresentatioh, and

to make sure of doing our Author no injustice, his own

words are given all along : and, as scarce any sentence is

left unnoticed, the whole comment wears the form of what

is called a perpetual one. With regard to a discourse that

is simply institutional, and in which the writer builds upon

a plan of his own, a great part of the satisfaction it can be

made to afford depends upon the order and connection

that are established between the several parts of it. In

A comment upon the work of another, no such connection,

or at least no such order, can be established commodiously,

if at all. The order of the comment is prescribed by the

order, perhaps the disorder, of the text.

The chief employment of this Essay, as we have said,

has necessarily been to overthrow. In the little, therefore,

which has been done by it in the way of setting up, my view

has been not so much to think for the Reader, as to put

him upon thinking for himself This I flatter myself with

having done on several interesting topics ; and this is all

that at present I propose.

Among the few positions of my own which I have found

occasion to advance, some I observe which promise to be

far from popular. These it is likely may give rise to very

whose agreeable Miscellany has done so much towards opening men's
eyes upon this subject ; Mr. Harrington, lilce an active General in the

service of the Public, storms the strongholds of chicane, wheresoever
they present themselves, and particularly fictions, without reserve. Our
Author, Uke an artful partizan in the service of the profession, sacrifices a
few, as if it were to save the rest.

Deplorable, indeed, would have been the student's chance for salutary

instruction, did not Mr. Barrington's work in so many instances, furnish

the antidote to our Author's poisons.
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warm objections : objections which in themselves I do not Preface.

wonder at, and which in their motive I cannot but approve.
^

The people are a set of masters whom it is not in a man's

power in every instance fully to please, and at the same

time faithfully to serve. He that is resolved to persevere

without deviation in the line of truth and utility, must have

learnt to prefer the still whisper of enduring approbation,

to the short-lived bustle of tumultuous applause.

Other passages too there may be, of which some farther

explanation may perhaps not unreasonably be demanded.

But to give these explanations, and to obviate those objec-

tions, is a task which, if executed at all, must be referred

to some other opportunity. Consistency forbad our expa-

tiating so far as to lose sight of our Author : since it was

the line of his course that marked the boundaries of ours.
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FRAGMENT ON GOVERNMENT.

INTRODUCTION.
Introduc- '

J_
TION.

> I

The subject of this examination, is a passage con- Division of

tained in that part of Sir W. BLACKSTONE'S thort'in-

Commentaries on the Laws of England, which the t™duction.

Author has styled the Introduction. This Introduc-

tion of his stands divided into four Sections. The

first contains his discourse '0« the Study of the Law.'

The second, entitled 'Of the Nature o/"Laws in gene-

ral,' contains his speculations concerning the various

objects, real or imaginary, that are in use to be men-

tioned under the common name of Law. The third,

entitled ' Of the Laws of England,' contains such

general observations, relative to these last mentioned

Laws, as seemed proper to be premised before he

entered into the details of any parts of them in parti-

cular. In the/owr/^, entitled, ^ Of the CoviiTRi^s subject

to the Laws of England,' is given a statement of

the different territorial extents of different branches

of those Laws.
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Introduc- 1 1

.

TION.

~Yf~" 'Tis in the second of these sections, that we shall

What part find the passage proposed for examination. It occu-

°o be^xa*^^ pies in the edition I happen to have before me, which
'"'"^'^-

is \h&first (and all the editions, I believe, are paged

alike) the space of seven pages ; from the 47th, to the

53d, inclusive.

III.

His dek- After treating of ' Law in general^ of the ' Law of

Law'muni- Nature' ' Law of Revelation' and ' Law of Nations'
cipai. branches of that imaginary whole, our Author comes

at length to what he calls ' Law municipal :' that sort

of Law, to which men in their ordinary discourse

would give the name of Law without addition ; the

only sort perhaps of them all (unless it be that of

Revelation) to which the name can, with strict pro-

priety, be applied : in a word, that sort which we see

made in each nation, to express the will of that body

in it which governs. On this subject of Law Muni-

cipal he sets out, as a man ought, with a definition of

the phrase itself; an important and fundamental

phrase, which stood highly in need of a definition,

and never so much as since our Author has de-

fined it.

IV.
IV.

A digres- This definition is ushered in with no small display
sion in the •-••• • • • i

middle of of accuracy. r irst, it is given entire : it is then taken

general to pieces, clause by clause ; and every clause by it-

contents,
ggjf^ justified and explained. In the very midst of

these explanations, in the very midst of the definition,

he makes a sudden stand. And now it bethinks him

that it is a good time to give a dissertation, or rather

a bundle of dissertations, upon various subjects—On
the manner in which Governments were established

—
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On the different forms they assume when they are Introduc-

established—On the pecuhar excellence of that form —«—
which is established in this country—On the right,

which he thinks it necessary to tell us, the Govern-

ment in every country has of making Laws—On the

duty of making Laws ; which, he says, is also incum-

bent on the Government.—In stating these two last

heads, I give, as near as possible, his own words

;

thinking it premature to engage in discussions, and

not daring to decide without discussion on the sense.

V.
V.

The digression we are about to examine, is, as This di-

it happens, not at all involved with the body of the fhe subject

work from which it starts. No mutual references or
°enJ'ex-'^^

allusions : no supports or illustrations communicated amination.

or received. It may be considered as one small work

inserted into a large one ; the containm^ and the con-

\3xcied, having scarce any other connection than what

the operations of the press have given them. It is

this disconnection that will enable us the better to

bestow on the latter a separate examination, without

breaking in upon any thread of reasoning, or any

principle- of Order.

VI.
VI.

A general statement of the topics touched upon Our Au-

in the digression we are about to examine has been sketch of

given above. It will be found, I trust, a faithful one.
'g^ts"""

It will not be thought, however, much of a piece, per-

haps, with the following, which our Author himself

has given us. ' This,' (says he ^, meaning an explan-

ation he had been giving of a part of the definition

above spoken of) ' will naturally lead us into a short

enquiry into the nature of society and civil govern-

' I Comm. p. 47.

K
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Introduc- merit ^ ; and the natural inherent right that belongs

."iT" to the sovereignty of a state, wherever that sover-

eignty be lodged, of making and enforcing Laws.'

VII.

i"=?r ^° ^^^y exphcit mention here, we may observe, of

the manner in which governments have been es-

tablished, or of the differentybrws they assume when

established : no very explicit intimation that thesewere

among the topics to be discussed. None at all of the

duty of government to make laws ; none at all of the

British constitution ; though, of the four other topics

we have mentioned, there is no one on which he has

been near so copious as on this last. The right of

Government to make laws, that delicate and invidious

topic, as we shall find it when explained, is that which

for the moment, seems to have swallowed up almost

the whole of his attention.

VIII.
VIII.

Division of ge this as it may, the contents of the dissertation
the present
Essay. before us, taken as I have stated them, will furnish us

with the matter of five chapters :—one, which I shall

entitle 'Formation 0/ Government'— a second,

' Forms 0/ Government '—a third, ' British Con-

stitution '—a fourth, ' Right of the Supreme Power
to make Laws'—a fifth,' Duty ofthe Supreme Power
to make Laws.'

' To make sure of doing our Author no injustice, and to shew what it

is that he thought would ' naturally lead us into ' this ' enquiry,' it may be
proper to give the paragraph containing the explanation above mentioned.
It is as follows :

—
' But farther : municipal law is a rule of civil conduct,

prescribed by the supremepower in a state.' ' For legislature, as was before

observed, is the greatest act of superiority that can be exercised by one
being over another. Wherefore it is requisite, to the very essence of a
law, that it be made' (he might have added, or at least supported) 'by
the supreme power. Sovereignty and legislature are indeed convertible

terms; one cannot subsist without the other.' i Comm. p. 46.



CHAPTER I.

FORMATION OF GOVERNMENT.
Chap.

I.

I.

The first object which our Author seems to have Subject of
til6 DSS"

proposed to himself in the dissertation we are about sage to be

to examine, is to give us an idea of the manner in
fn t^Jprl

which Governments were formed. This occupies ^f"'
- _ chapter.
the first paragraph, together with part of the second

:

for the typographical division does not seem to quad-

rate very exactly with the intellectual. As the

examination of this passage will unavoidably turn

in great measure upon the words, it will be proper

the reader should have it under his eye.

II.

II.

' The only true and natural foundations of society' The pas-

(says our Author^) 'are the wants and the fears ofduTd.'^^

individuals. Not that we can believe, with soroel

theoretical writers, that there ever was a time whenj —
there was no such thing as society; and that, fromj

the impulse of reason, and through a sense of their:

wants and weaknesses, individuals met together in a;

large plain, entered into an original ds^tract, and;

' I Comm. p. 47.

K 2
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Chap, chose the tallest man present to be their governor.

—^— This notion of an actually existing unconnected

state of nature, is too wild to be seriously admitted

;

and besides, it is plainly contradictory to the revealed

accounts of the primitive origin of mankind, and

their preservation two thousand years afterwards

;

both which were effected by the means of single

families. These formed the first society, among

themselves ; which every day extended its limits, and

when it grew too large to subsist with convenience

in that pastoral state, wherein the patriarchs appear

to have lived, it necessarily subdivided itself by

various migrations into more. Afterwards, as agri-

culture increased, which employs and can maintain a

much greater number of hands, migrations became

less frequent ; and various tribes which had formerly

separated, re-united again ; sometimes by compulsion

and conquest, sometimes by accident, and sometimes

perhaps by compact. But though society had not its

formal beginning from any convention of individuals,

actuated by their wants and their fears
;
yet it is the

sense of their weakness and imperfection that keep^

mankind together; that demonstrates the necessity!

of this union ; and that therefore is the solid and

:

natural foundation, as well as the cement of society:\

And this is what we mean by the original contract ofj

society; which, though perhaps in no instance it

has ever been formally expressed at the first in-

stitution of a state, yet in nature and reason must

always be understood and impHed, in the very act of
(

associating together : namely, that the whole should

protect all its parts, and that every part should

pay obedience to the will of the whole ; or, in other

words, that the community should guard the rights of

each individual member, and that (in return for this
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protection) each individual should submit to the laws Chap.

of the community ; without which submission of air ,",

it was impossible that protection could be certainly

extended to any.'

' For when society is once formed, government \ -

results of course, as necessary to preserve and to |

keep that society in order. Unless some superior V

were constituted, whose commands and decisions all V

the members are bound to obey, they would still j

remain as in a state of nature, without any judge upon / ^

earth to define their several rights, and redress their / '

several wrongs.'—Thus far our Author. -^

III.

When leading terms are made to chop and change Con&sion

their several significations ; sometimes meaning one f^dhfg

thing, sometimes another, at the upshot perhaps '^™®°'^''-

nothing ; and this in the compass of a paragraph

;

one may judge what will be the complexion of the

whole context. This, we shall see, is the case

with the chief of those we have been reading : for

instance, with the words ' Society,'
—

' State of nature,'

—'original contract,'—not to tire the reader with

any more. ^Society' in one place means the same

thing as ' a state of nature ' does : in another place

it means the same as ' Government.' Here, we are

required to believe there never was such a state as a

state of nature : there we are given to understand

there has been. In like manner with respect to

an original contract we are given to understand that

such a thing never existed; that the notion of it

is ridiculous : at the same time that there is no

speaking nor stirring without supposing there was

one.
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Chap.
I.

IV.

IV 15^, Society means a state of nature. For if by
'Society '^ sfate of nature' a man means any thing, it is
put syno- '

. J i_

nymous the State, I take it, men are in or supposed to be

ofnatoe in» before they are under government : the state men

to'Govern- ^^^^ when they enter into a state of government ; and
ment'— in which were it not for government they would
and spo- . t-> i i / • j • • i •

ken of as remam. But by the word society it is plain atone

isted"^^^ time that he means that state. First, according to

him, comes society; then afterwards comes govern-

ment. ' For when society,' says our Author, ' is once

formed, government results of course ; as necessary

to preserve and keep that society in order.'—And
again, immediately afterwards,

—'A state in which

a superior has been constituted, whose commands
and decisions all the members are bound to obey,'

he puts as an explanation (nor is it an inapt one) of a

state of 'government:' and 'unless' men were in a

state of that description, they would still ' remain,' he

says, ' as in a state of nature.' By society, therefore, he

means, once more, the same as by a ' state of nature :

'

he opposes it to government. And he speaks of it

as a state which, in this sense, has actually ex-

isted.

V.
v.

'Society', zdly, This is what he tells us in the besinninsr
put syno- . , 7 r 1

o o
nymous to oi the second of the two paragraphs : but all the time

the first paragraph lasted, society meant the same
as government. In shifting then from one paragraph

to another, it has changed its nature. 'Tis 'the

foundations of society S' that he first began to speak

of, and immediately he goes on to explain to us,

after his manner of explaining, the foundations of

' I Comm. p. 47.

' govern-
ment.'
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government. 'Tis of a 'formal beginning' of Chap,

' Society ^' that he speaks soon after; and by this —^
formal beginning, he tells us immediately, that he

means, ' the original contract oi society ^,' which contract

entered into, ' a state ^,' he gives us to understand,

is thereby 'instituted,' and men have undertaken

to 'submit to Laws'*.' So long then as this first

paragraph lasts, 'society' I think, it is plain cannot

but have been meaning the same as 'government.'

VI.
VI.

^dly. All this while too, this same 'state of nature' ^^^^^o^
1-1 / r- • 1 I-

nature
to which we have seen bociety (a state spoken of as spoken of,

existing) put synonymous, and in which were it hl^ng^'^

not for government, men, he informs us, in the next existed.

page, would ' remain *,' is a state in which they never

were. So he expressly tells us. This ' notion,' says

he, 'of an actually existing unconnected state of

nature
;

' (that is, as he explains himself afterwards ®,

' a state in which men have no judge to define their

rights, and redress their wrongs,) is too wild to be

seriously admitted''.' When he admits it then

himself, as he does in his next page, we are to

understand, it seems, that he is bantering us: and

that the next paragraph is (what one should not

otherwise have taken it for) a piece of pleasantry.

VII^
VII.

^hly, The original contract is a thing, we are to original

understand, that never had existence
;
perhaps not

tts"retiity

in any state : certainly therefore not in all. ' Perhaps, "denied—

' I Comm. p. 47. ^ I Comm. p. 47.

• I Comm. p. 47. * I Comm. p. 48.

° I Comm. p. 48. ' I Comm. p. 48. ''
i Comm. p. 47.
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Chap, in no instance,' says our Author, ' has it ever been

—hi— formally expressed at the first institution of a state ^.'

VIII.

viii. ...
—asserted, ^thly, Notwithstanding all this, we must suppose, it

seems, that it had in every state :
' yet in nature and

reason,' says our Author, 'it must always be under-

stood and implied ^.' Growing bolder in the compass

of four or five pages, where he is speaking of our

own Government, he asserts roundly^, that such a

Contract was actually made at the first formation of

it. ' The legislature would be changed,' he says,

' from that which was originally set up by the gene-

ral consent and fundamental act of the society.'

IX.

IX.
Attempt to Let US try whether it be not possible for something

thesecon- ^'^ ^^ donc towards drawing the import of these
tradictions terms out of the mist in which our Author has—Society

.

distin- mvolved them. The word ' Society,' I think it

^to
^ appears, is used by him, and that without notice, in

and"poii-
*^° senses that are opposite. In the one, society,

ticai. or a STATE of SOCIETY, is put synonymous to a state
of nature ; and stands opposed to government, or a

STATE OF government: in this sense it maybe styled,

as it commonly is, natural society. In the other, it

is put synonymous to government, or a state of gov-

ernment ; and stands opposed to a state of nature.
In this sense it may be styled, as it commonly is,

political SOCIETY. Of the difference between these
two states, a tolerably distinct idea, I take it, may be
given in a word or two.

' I Comm. p. 46. 2 J Comm. p. 46. ' i Coram, p. 52.
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Chap.

X. I.

The idea of a natural society is a negative one.
^gg^^f

The idea of a poUtical society is a positive one. 'Tis political

with the latter, therefore, we should begin.

When a number of persons (whom we may style 1

subjects) are supposed to be in the habit of paying

obedience to a person, or an assemblage of persons, of

a known and certain description (whom we may call

governor or governors) such persons altogether (sub-

jects and governors) are said to be in a state oipoliticaL

SOCIETY ^.

XI.
^ XI.

The idea of a state of natural society is, as wevideaof

have said, a negative one. When a number of per- society,

sons are supposed to be in the habit of conversing

with each other, at the same time that they are not

.

in any such habit as mentioned above, they are said

to be in a state of natural society^

XII.
XII.

If we reflect a little, we shall perceive, that, be- Difficulty

tween these two states, there is not that explicit the line
°

separation which these names, and these definitions \^^i^o
might teach one, at first sight, to expect. It is with states.

them as with light and darkness : however distinct

the ideas may be, that are, at first mention, suggested

by those names, the things themselves have no deter-

minate bound to separate them. [The circumstance

that has been spoken of as constituting the difference

between these two states, is the presence or absence

of an habit of obedience.J^ This habit, accordingly, has

been spoken of simply as present (that is as being

' v. infra, par. la, note i.
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Chap, perfectly present) or, in other words, we have spoken

—^— as if there were a perfect habit of obedience, in the

one case : it has been spoken of simply as absent (that

is, as being perfectly absent) or, in other words, we

have spoken as if there were no habit of obedience at

all, in the other. But neither of these manners of

speaking, perhaps, is strictly just. Few, in fact, if

any, are the instances of this habit being perfectly

absent; certainly none at all, of its being perfectly

present. Governments accordingly, in proportion as

the habit of obedience is more perfect, recede from,

in proportion as it is less perfect, approach to, a state

of nature : and instances may present themselves in

which it shall be difficult to say whether a habit, per-

fect, in the degree in which, to constitute a govern-

ment, it is deemed necessary it should be perfect, does

subsist or not ^.

I. A habit. ' i. A habit is but an assemblage of ads: under which name I would

also include, for the present, voluntary forbearances.

2 Ahabitof is. A habit of obedience then is an assemblage of acts of obedience.

obedience.

3. An act 3- A" "^^ of obedience is any act done in pursuance of an expression of

of obedi- will on the part of some superior.

ence.

4. An act ^. An act of political obedience (which is what is here meant) is any

of political act done in pursuance of an expression of will on the part of a person
obedience, governing,

5. An ex- 5. An expression of mil is either parole or tacit.

pression

of will.

6. Aparole 6. A parole expression of mil is that which is conveyed by the signs

expression called words. ,

of vrill.

7. A tacit 7. A tacit expression of will is that which is conveyed by any other signs

expression whatsoever : among which none are so efficacious as acts of punishment
of will. annexed in time past, to the non-performance of acts of the same sort

with those that are the objects of the will that is in question.

8. A com- 8. A parole expression of the will of a superior is a command.
mand.
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Chap.

XIII. I-

XITT
On these considerations, the supposition of a perfect a perfect

state of nature, or, as it may be termed, a state of ®'^'^ °*^

^•' ' '
-^ ' nature not

society perfectly natural, may, perhaps, be justly pro- more

nounced, what our Author for the moment seemed than a

to think it, an extravagant supposition : but then that
gtate'of

of a government in this sense perfect ; or, as it may be g°^«™-

termed, a state of society perfectly political, a state of

perfect political union, a state of perfect submission in

9. When a tacit expression of the will of a superior is supposed to have 9' " fi"'^''

been uttered, it may be styled z. fictitious command. mand

10. Were we at liberty to coin words after the manner of the Roman ^°'
V""""

lawyers, we might say a j«««-command.
"«<^!.^com-

mands.

11. The Statute Law is composed oi commands. The Common Law, "• I''"^''"^-

r . tion—Sta-
of j«a«-commands.

^^^^ Law,
*

Common
Law.

12. An act which is the object of a command actual or fictitious; such 12. Duty
an act, considered before it is performed, is styled a duty, or a point of~V°^'^^ of

duty. <i"'y-

13. These definitions premised, we are now in a condition to give such 13. Use of

an idea, of what is meant by ^e perfection or imperfection of a. habit of obe- the above

dience in a society as may prove tolerably precise.
j*«'"v?

14. A period in the duration of the society ; the number of persons it is 14. Habit

composed of during that period; and the number oipoints ofduty incum- of obedi-

bent on each person being given ;—the habit of obedience will be more ^"'^^

mP3RTn*p
or less perfect, in the ratio of the number of acts of obedience to those of r ^
disobedience. perfec-

tions,

15. The habit of obedience in this country appears to have been more 15. lUus-

perfect in the time of the Saxons than in that of the Britons : unques- tration.

tionably it is more so now than in the time of the Saxons. It is not yet

so perfect, as well contrived and well digested laws in time, it is to be

hoped, may render it. But absolutely perfect, till man ceases to be man,

it never can be.

A very ingenious and instructive view of the progress of nations, from

the least perfect states of political union to that highly perfect state of it

in which we live, may be found in Lord Kaims's Historical Law Tracts.
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Chap, the subject of perfect authority in the governor, is no

—t^— less so^.

16. Politi-

cal union
or con-
nection.

17. Sub-
mission

—

subjection.

18. Sub-
mission

—

subjection.

It is not a

family
union,
however
perfect,

that can
constitute

a political

society^

why.

16. For the convenience and accuracy of discourse it may be of use, in

this place, to settle the signification of a few other expressions relative

to the same subject. Persons who, with respect to each other, are in

a state oipolitical society, may be said also to be in a state otpolitical union

or connection.

17. Such of them as are subjects may, accordingly, be said to be in

a state of submission, or of subjection, with respect to governors : such as

are governors in a state of authority with respect to subjects.

18. When the subordination is considered as resulting originally from

the will, or (it may be more proper to say) the pleasure of the party

governed, we rather use the word ' submission :
' when from that of the

party govern««^, the word 'subjection.' On this account it is, that the

term can scarcely be used without apology, unless with a note of disap-

probation : especially in this country, where the habit of considering the

consent of the persons governed as being in some sense or other involved

in the notion of all lawful, that is, all commendable government, has gained

so firm a ground. It is on this account, then, that the term ' subjection,'

CArcluding as it does, or, at least, not racluding such consent, is used com-

monly in what is called a bad sense : that is, in such a sense as, together

with the idea of the object in question, conveys the accessary idea of dis-

approbation. This accessary idea, however, annexed as it is to the

abstract term 'subjection,' does not extend itself to the concrete term ' sub-

jects'—a kind of inconsistency of which there are many instances in

language.

' It is. true that every person must, for some time, at least, after his

birth, necessarily be in a state of subjection with respect to his parents,

or those who stand in the place of parents to him ; and that a perfect one,

or at least as near to being a perfect one, as any that we see. But for all

this, the sort of society that is constituted by a state of subjection thus

circumstanced, does not come up to the idea that, I believe, is generally

entertained by those who speak of a political society. To constitute what
is meant in general by that phrase, a greater number of members is re-

quired, or, at least, a duration capable of a longer continuance. Indeed,

for this purpose nothing less, I take it, than an indefinite duration is re-

quired. A society, to come within the notion of what is originally meant

by a political one, must be such as, in its nature, is not incapable of con-

tinuing for ever in virtue of the principles which gave it birth. This, it is

plain, is not the case with such a family society, of which a parent, or a

pair of parents are at the head. In such a society, the only principle of

union which is certain and uniform in its operation, is the natural weak-

ness of those of its members that are in a State of subjection; that is, the

children ; a principle which has but a short and limited continuance. I

question whether it be the case even with a family society, subsisting in

virtue of collateral consanguinity ; and that for the like reason. Not but

that even in this case a habit of obedience, as perfect as any we see
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XIV. ""T-

A remark there is, which, for the more thoroughly xiv.

clearing up of our notions on this subject, it may be nature ' a

proper here to make. To some ears, the phrases,
pfeggJon

''"

' state of nature,' ' state of political society,' may
carry the appearance of being absolute in their signifi-

cation : as if the condition of a man, or a company of

men, in one of these states, or in the other, were a

matter that depended altogether upon themselves.

But this is not the case. To the expression ' state of

nature,' no more than to the expression 'state of

political society,' can any precise meaning be annexed,

without reference to a party different from that one

who is spoken of as being in the state in question.

This will readily be perceived. The difference be-

tween the two states lies, as we have observed, in the

habit of obedience. With respect then to a habit of

obedience, it can neither be understood as subsisting

in %ny person, nor as not subsisting in any person,

but with reference to some other person. For one

party to obey^ there must be another party that is

obeyed. But this party who is obeyed, may at dif-

ferent times be different. Hence may one and the

same party be conceived to obey and not to obey at

the same time, so as it be with respect to different

persons, or as we may say, to different objects of obe-

dience. Hence it is, then, that one and the same party

examples of, may subsist for a time ; to wit, in virtue of the same moral

principles which may protract a habit oi filial obedience beyond the con-

tinuance of the physical ones which gave birth to it : I mean affection,

gratitude, awe, the force of habit, and the like. But it is not long, even

in this case, before the bond of connection must either become impercep-

tible, or lose its influence by being too extended.

These considerations, therefore, it will be proper to bear in mind in ap-

plying the definition of political society above given [in par. lo] and in

order to reconcile it with what is said further on [in par. 17].
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Chap, may be said to be in a state of nature, and not to be

—^ in a state of nature, and that at one and the same time,

according as it is this or that party that is taken for the

other object of comparison. The case is, that in com-

mon speech, when no particular object of comparison

is specified, all persons in general are intended: so

that when a number of persons are said simply to be in

a state of nature, what is understood is, that they are so

* as wellwith reference to one another, as to all the world.

XV.
XV.

Different jjj (.jjg game manner we may understand, how the
degrees of

. .

subjection same man, who is governor with respect to one man

governors, or Set of men, may be subject with respect to another

:

how among governors some may be in a perfect state

of nature, with respect to each other : as the Kings of

France and Spain : others, again, in a state of perfect

subjection, as the Hospodars of Walachia and

Moldavia with respect to the Grand Signior : others,

again, in a state of manifest but imperfect subjection, as

the German States with respect to the Emperor :

others, again, in such a state in which it may "be

difficult to determine whether they are in a state of

.. imperfect subjection or in a perfect state of nature: as

the King of Naples with respect to the Pope^

XVI.

In the sairie manner, also, it may be conceived,

alternately with(^t entering into details, how any single person,

of political b^h, as all persons are, into a state of perfect sub-

XVI.
The same
person

society
""^

jcSion to his parents ^, that is into a state of perfect

^ The Kingdom of Naples is feudatory to the Papal See ! and in token

of fealty, the King, at his accession, presents tlie Holy Father with a

white horse. The Royal vassal sometimes treats his Lord but cavalierly

:

but always sends him his white horse.
'^ V. supra, par. 13, note.
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political society with respect to his parents, may from Chap.

thence pass into a perfect state of nature ; and from —^

thence successively into any number of different ^^^'"^J

states of political society more or less perfect, by different.
^ ' '^ societies.

passing into different societies.

]

XVII.

In the same manner also it may be conceived how, in the

in any political society, the same man may, with poutlcai

respect to the same individuals, be, at different periods, j^^'^'^g

and on different occasions, alternately, in the state of persons

governor and subject : to-day concurring, perhaps governors

active, in the business of issuing a general command
,^"c*ts^"^"ith

for the observance of the whole society, amongst the respect to

r • ^• r T 1
*''e Same

rest of another man m quality of Judge : to-morrow, persons,

punished, perhaps, by a particular command of that

same Judge for not obeying the general command
which he himself (I mean the person acting in char-

acter of governor) had issued. I need scarce remind

the reader how happily this alternate state of authority

and submission is exemplified among ourselves.

XVIII.
XVIII.

Here might be a place to state the different shares Hints of

which different persons may have in the issuing of the topics

same command : to explain the nature of corporate be^p^sld

action : to enumerate and distinguish half a dozen or ''y-

more different modes in which subordination between

the same parties may subsist : to distinguish and ex-

plain the different senses of the words, 'consent'

'representation' and others of connected import:

consent and representation, those interesting but per-

plexing words, sources of so much debate: and

sources or pretexts of so much animosity. But the
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^^/-'^- limits of the present design will by no means admit
—^— of such protracted and intricate discussions.

XIX.
XIX.

The same In the Same manner, also, it may be conceived,

alternately how the Same Set of men considered among them-

ofnatare ^elves, may at one time be in a state of nature, at

and a state another time in a state of srovernment. For the habit
ofgovern- . . . . ,

ment. of obedience, m whatever degree of perfection it be

necessary it should subsist in order to constitute a

government, may be conceived, it is plain, to suffer

interruptions. At different junctures it may take

place and cease.

XX.
XX.

Instance Instances of this state of things appear not to be

gines of
' unfrequeut. The sort of society that has been ob-

Amenca.
ggj.vg(j jq subsist among the American Indians may
afford us one. According to the accounts we have of

those people, in most of their tribes, if not in all, the

habit we are speaking of appears to be taken up

only in time of war. It ceases again in time of peace.

The necessity of acting in concert against a common
enemy, subjects a whole tribe to the orders of a

common Chief. On the return of peace each warrior

resumes his pristine independence.

XXI.
XXI.

charac- One difficulty there is that still sticks by us. It has

po7fticai° been started indeed, but not solved.—This is to find

a note of distinction,—a characteristic mark, whereby

to distinguish a society in which there is a habit oft

obedience, and that at the degree of perfection which

:

is necessary to constitute a state of government, from i

a society in which there is not: a mark, I mean,

union.
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which shall have a visible determinate commence- Chap.

ment ; insomuch that the instant of its first appear- —m—
ance shall be distinguishable from the last at which it

had not as yet appeared. 'Tis only by the help of

such a mark that we can be in a condition to deter-

mine, at any given time, whether any given societyTs ;

in a state of government, or in a state of nature. I

can find no such mark, I must confess, any where,

unless it be this ; the establishment of names of office

:

the appearance of a certain man, or set of men, with

a certain name, serving to mark them out as objects

of obedience : such as King, Sachem, Cacique,

Senator, Burgomaster, and the like. This, I think^-

may serve tolerably well to distinguish a set of men
in a state of political union among themselves from the

same set of men not yet in such a state.

XXII.
XXII.

But suppose an incontestable political society, and Among

that a large one, formed ; and from that a smaller already in

body to break off: by this breach the smaller body
po^Mc^ai"*^

ceases to be in a state of political union with respect "nion.a*
'^ ^ what in-

to the larger: and has thereby placed itself, with stantanew

respect to that larger body, in a state of nature— be"aid to"

What means shall we find of ascertaining the precise ^ ^'^^^'

juncture at which this change took place ? What t'°" ^'^°^ »

shall be taken for the characteristic mark in this case ?

The appointment, it may be said, of new governors

with new names. But no such appointment, suppose,

takes place. The subordinate governors, from whom
alone the people at large were in use to receive their

commands under the old government, are the same

from whom they receive them under the new one.

The habit of obedience which these subordinate
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Chap.
I.

governors were in with respect to that single person,

we will say, who was the supreme governor of the

whole, is broken off insensibly and by degrees. The

old names by which these subordinate governors

were characterized, while they were subordinate,

are continued now they are supreme. In this case

it seems rather difficult to answer.

XXIII.
XXIII.

ist, in case If an example be required, we may take that of the
ofdefec- ... /-. rr-,

tionby DuTCH provmces With respect to spain. Ihese

bodies, in- provinces were once branches of the Spanish mon-
stance the archy. They have now, for a long time, been univer-

provinces. sally spoken of as independent states : independent

as well of that of Spain as of every other. They are

now in a state of nature with respect to Spain. They
were once in a state of political union with respect to

Spain : namely, in a state of subjection to a single

governor^ a King, who was King of Spain. At what

precise juncture did the dissolution of this political

union take place? At what precise time did these

provinces cease to be subject to the King of Spain ?

This, I doubt, will be rather difficult to agree upon ^.

XXIV.
adly, in

case of

defection

by indivi-

duals—in-

stances.

Rome

—

Venice

:

XXIV.

Suppose the defection to have begun, not by entire

provinces, as in the instance just mentioned, but by a

handful of fugitives, this augmented by the accession

of other fugitives, and so, by degrees, to a body of

men too strong to be reduced, the difficulty will be

increased still farther. At what precise juncture was

^ Upon recollection, I have some doubt whether this example vrould be

found historically exact. If not, that of the defection of the Nabobs of

Hindostan may answer the purpose. My first choice fell upon the former

;

supposing it to be rather better knovra.
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it that ancient Rome, or that modern Venice, became ^"Z^^-

an independent state ? —m—
XXV.

XXV -^
In general then, at what precise juncture is it, that a revolt, at

persons subject to a government, become, by dis-^eu"can

obedience, with respect to that government, in a state
^V^taken

of nature ? When is it, in short, that a revolt shall be place,

deemed to have taken place ; and when, again, is it,

that that revolt shall be deemed to such a degree

successful, as to have settled into independence ?

XXVI.
XXVI

As it is the obedience of individuals that constitutes DUobedi-

a state of submission, so is it their disobedience that jTm^
^'

must constitute a state of revolt. Is it then every actV™"""' '°
•' a revolt

:

of disobedience that will do as much ? The affirma- \

tive, certainly, is what can never be maintained : for \

then would there be no such thing as government to
j

be found any where. Here then a distinction or two '

obviously presents itself. Disobedience may be

distinguished into conscious or unconscious : and that,

with respect as well to the law as to the facf^.

' I. Disobedience may be said to be unconscious with respect to the fact, i. Dis-

when the party is ignorant either of his having done the act itself, which obedience

is forbidden by the law, or else of his having done it in those circumstances, ""con-

in which alone it is forbidden. _ „. ,respect to

the^rf.

2. Disobedience may be said to be unconscious, with respect to the law ; 2. Dis-

when although he may know of his having done the act that is in reality obedience

forbidden, and that, under the circumstances in which it is forbidden, he ""Con-

knows not of its being forbidden in these circumstances.
resoect to

the Law.

3. So long as the business of spreading abroad the knowledge of the 3; Hlustra-

law continues to lie in the neglect in which it has lain hitherto, instances '

of disobedience unconscious with respect to the law, can never be otherwise

than abundant.

L 2
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Chap. Disobedicnce that is unconscious with respect to

- !; . either, will readily, I suppose, be acknowledged not

to be a revolt. Disobedience again that is conscious

with respect to both, may be distinguished into secret

and open; or, in other words, into fraudulent and_

forcible^^ Disobedience that is only fraudulent, will

hkewise, I suppose, be readily acknowledged not to

amount to a revolt.

XXVII.
XXVII

Disobedi- The difficulty that will remain will concern such

X^amount disobedience only as is both conscious, (and that as

to a re- ^gU ^jth respect to law as fact^ and forcible. This

disobedience, it should seem, is to be determined

neither by numbers altogether (that is of the persons

supposed to be disobedient) nor by acts, nor by

intentions : all three may be fit to be taken into

consideration. But having brought the difficulty

to this point, at this point I must be content to leave

it. To proceed any farther in the endeavour to

solve it, would be to enter into a discussion of

particular local jurisprudence. It would be entering

upon the definition of Treason, as distinguished

from Murder, Robbery, Riot, and other such crimes,

as, in comparison with Treason, are spoken of as

being of a more private nature. Suppose the de-

finition of Treason settled, and the commission of

an act of Treason is, as far as regards the person

committing it, the characteristic mark we are in

search of.

Disobedi-

y'"^^v ,
^ If examples be thought necessary, Theft may serve for an example of

SlTlA forcible-f''''"'^'*^^
disobedience

;
Robbery oiforcible. In Theft, the person of the

the dif- disobedient party, and the act of disobedience, are both endeavoured to be

fei ence, kept secret. In Robbery, the act of disobedience, at least, if not the person

illustrated, of him who disobeys, is manifest and avowed.
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Chap.

XXVIII. -L-
_, , . , , XXVIII.
These remarks it were easy to extend to a much Unfinished

greater length. Indeed, it is what would be ne- the'above

cessary, in order to give them a proper fulness, and ''"'^•

method, and precision. But that could not be done

without exceeding the limits of the present design.

As they are, they may serve as hints to such as shall

be disposed to give the subject a more exact and

regular examination.

XXIX.
xxix.

From what has been said, however, we may judge Our

what truth there is in our Author's observation, that proposi-

* when society ' (understand natural society) ' is once ^^'^.^^^

formed, government ' (that is political society) (what- ™ent re-

ever quantity or degree of Obedience is necessary to course,'

constitute political society) ' results of course ; as "° "'^'

necessary to preserve and to keep that society in

order.' By the words, 'of course' is meant, I suppose,

constantly and immediately, at least constantly. Ac-

cording to this, political society, in any -sense Of it,

ought long ago to have been established all the

world over. Whether this be the case, let any one

judge from the instances of the Hottentots, of the

Patagonians, and of so many other barbarous tribes,

of which we hear from travellers and navigators.

XXX.
XXX.

It may be, after all, we have misunderstood his Ambiguity

meaning. We have been supposing him to have sentence.

been meaning to assert a matter offact, and to have

written, or at least begun, this sentence in the char-

acter of an historical observer : whereas, all he meant

by it, perhaps, was to speak in the character of a-
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Censor, and on a case supposed, to express a senti-

ment of approbation. In short, what he meant, per-

haps, to persuade us of, was not that ' government

'

does actually 'result' from natural 'society;' but

that it were better that it should, to wit, as being

necessary to ' preserve and keep ' men ' in that state

of order,' in which it is of advantage to them that they

should be. Which ofthe above-mentioned characters

he meant to speak in, is a problem I must leave to be

determined. The distinction, perhaps, is what never

so much as occurred to him ; and indeed the shifting

insensibly, and without warning, from one of those

characters to the other, is a failing that seems in-

veterate in our Author ; and of which we shall pro-

bably have more instances than one to notice.

XXXL
XXXI.

Darkness To Consider the whole paragraph (with its append-

whoie age) together, something, it may be seen, our Author

forther^''*'
Struggles to overthrow, and something to establish.

shewn. But how it is he would overthrow, or what it is he

would establish, are questions I must confess myself

unable to resolve. 'The preservation of mankind,'

he observes, ' was effected by single families.' This

is what upon the authority of the Holy Scriptures,

he assumes ; and from this it is that he would have

us conclude the notion of an original contract (the

same notion which he afterwards adopts) to be

ridiculous. The force of this conclusion, I must
own, I do not see. Mankind was preserved by
single families—Be it so. What is there in this to

hinder ' individuals ' of those families, or of families

descended from those families, from meeting together

'afterwards, in a large plain,' or any where else,

.'entering into an original contract,' or any other
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contract, 'and choosing the tallest man/ or any Chap.

other man, ' present,' or absent, to be their Governor ? —m—
The ' flat contradiction ' our Author finds between

this supposed transaction and the 'preservation of

mankind by single famiUes,' is what I must own
myself unable to discover. As to the 'actually

existing unconnected state of nature' he speaks of,

'the notion of which,' he says, 'is too wild to be

seriously admitted,' whether this be the case with it,

is what, as he has given us no notion of it at all, I

cannot judge of.

XXXII.
XXXII.

Something positive, however, in one place, we Farther

seem to have. These ' single families,' by which the the dark.

preservation of mankind was effected; these single ^^^,°*^ "'^

families, he gives us to understand, ' formed the first paragraph,

society.' This is something to proceed upon. A
society then of the one kind or the other ; a natural

society, or else a political society, was formed. I

would here then put a case, and then propose a

question. In this society we will say no conlraci\

had as yet been entered into ; no habit of obedience

as yet formed. Was this then a natural society

merely, or was it a political one ? For my part,

according to my notion of the two kinds of society as

above explained, I can have no difficulty. It was a

merely natural one. But, according to our Author's

notion, which was it ? If it was already a politicdT''

one, what notion would he give us of such an one as

shall have been a natural one ; and by what change

should such precedent natural one have turned into

this political one? If this was not a political one,

then what sort of a society are we to understand any

one to be which is political ? By what mark are we
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Chap. t6 distinguish it from a natural one ? To this, it i§

i plain, ouf Author has not given any answer. At the

same time, that to give an answer to it, was, if any

thing, the professed purpose of the long paragraph

before us.

XXXIII.
XXXIII.
A general It is time this passage of our Author were dis-

character. missed—As among the expressions of it are some of

the most striking of those which the vocabulary of

the subject furnishes, and these ranged in the most

harmonious order, on a distant glance nothing can

look fairer : a prettier piece of 'tinsel-work one shall

seldom see exhibited from the shew-glass of political

erudition. Step close to it, and the delusion vanishes.

It is then seen to consist partly of self-evident obser-

vations, and partly of contradictions
; partly of what

every one knows already, and partly of what no one

can understand at all.

XXXIV.
xxxiv.
Difficulty Throughout the whole of it, what distresses me is,

«iis°xami- Hot the meeting with any positions, such as, thinking

them false, I find a difficulty in proving so : but the

not meeting with any positions, true, or false, (unless

it be here and there a self-evident one,) that I can

find a meaning for. If I can find nothing positive to

accede to, no more can I to contradict. Of this latter

kind of work, indeed, there is the less to do for any
one else, our Author himself having executed it, as

we have seen, sb amply.

The whole of it is, I must confess, to me a riddle

:

more acute, by far, than I am, must be the Oedipus
that can solve it. Happily it is not necessary, on
account of any thing that follows, that it should be

nation.
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solved. Nothing is concluded from it. For aught I Chap.

can find, it has in itself no use, and none is made of —^—
it. There it is, and as well might it be any where

else, or no where.

XXXV.
XXXV.

Were it then possible, there would be no use in its Use that

may be
being solved: but being, as I take it, really unsolv-madeofit.

able, it were of use it should be seen to be so. Peace

may by this means be restored to the breast of many
a desponding student, who, now prepossessed with

the hopes of a rich harvest of instruction, makes a

crime to himself of his inability to reap what, in

truth, his Author has not sown.

XXXVI.
f _ _ -\ XXXVL
) As to the Original Contract, \by turns embraced Original— -* "^ Contract a
and ridiculed by our Author, a few pages, perhaps, fiction.

'

may hot be ill bestowed in endeavouring to come to

a precise notion about its reality and use. The stress

laid on it formerly, and still, perhaps, by some, is

such as renders it an object not undeserving of atten^

tion. I was in hopes, however, till I observed the

notice taken of it by our author, that this chimera had

been effectually demolished by Mr. Hume ^. I think

' I. In the third Volume of his Treatise on Human Nature. i. Notioij

Our Author, one would think, had never so much as opened that of the Ori-

celebrated book : of which the criminality in the eyes of some, and the gm^ Con-

merits in the eyes of others, have since been almost effaced by the splen- |.),,.„^_ ^J.

dour of more recent productions of the same pen. The magnanimity of
jij.. Hume.

our Author scorned, perhaps, or his circumspection feared, to derive in-

struction from an enemy : or, what is still more probable, he knew not

that the subject had been so much as touched upon by that penetrating

and acute metaphysician, whose works lie so much- out of the beaten track

of Academic reading. But here, as it happens, there is no matter for

such fears. Those men, who are most alarmed at the dangers of a free

enquiry ; those who are most intimately convinced that the surest way to

truth is by hearing nothing but on one side, will, I dare answer almost,

find nothing of that which they deem poison in this third volume. I
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we hear not so much of it now as formerly. LThe

indestructible prerogatives of mankind have no need

to be supported upon the sandy foundation of a

fiction.
\

would not wish to send the Reader to any other than this, which, if I

recollect aright, stands clear of the objections that have of late been

urged, with so much vehemence, against the work in general *. As to

the two first, the Author himself, I am inclined to think, is not ill dis-

posed, at present, to join with those who are of opinion, that they might,

without any great loss to the science of Human Nature, be dispensed

with. The like might be said, perhaps, of a considerable part, even of

this. But, after all retrenchments, there will still remain enough to have

laid mankind under indelible obligations. That the foundations of all

virtue are laid in utility, is there demonstrated, after a few exceptions

made, with the strongest force of evidence : but I see not, any more than

Helvetius saw, what need there was for the exceptions.

2. History 2. For my own part, I well remember, no sooner had I read that part

of a mind of the work which touches on this subject, than I felt as if scales had
perplexed fallen from my eyes. I then, for the first time, learnt to call the cause of
by fiction, jj^e people the cause of Virtue.

Perhaps it short sketch of the wanderings of a raw but well-

intentioned mind, in its researches after moral truth, may, on this

occasign, be not unuseful : for the history of one mind is the his-

tory of many. The writings of the honest, but prejudiced, Earl of

Clarendon, to whose integrity nothing was wanting, and to whose
wisdom little, but the fortune of living something later ; and the con-

tagion of a monkish atmosphere ; these, and other concurrent causes,

had lifted my infant aifections on the side of despotism. The Genius of

the place I dwelt in, the authority, of the state, the voice of the Church in

her solemn offices ; all these taught me to call Charles a Martyr, and

his opponents rebels. I saw innovation, where indeed innovation, but a

glorious innovation, was, in their efforts to withstand him. I saw false-

hood, where indeed falsehood was, in their disavowals of innovation. I

saw selfishness, and an obedience to the call of passion, in the efforts of

the oppressed to rescue themselves from oppression. I saw strong

countenance lent in the sacred writings to monarchic government : and

none to any other. I saw passive obedience deep stamped with the seal

of the Christian Virtues of humility and self-denial.

Conversing with Lawyers, I found them full of the virtues of their

Original Contract, as a recipe of sovereign efficacy for reconciling the

accidental necessity of resistance with the general duty of submission.

This drug of theirs they administered to me to calm my scruples. But

my unpractised stomach revolted against their opiate. I bid them open

to me that page of history in which the solemnization of this important

contract was recorded. They shrunk from this challenge ; nor could

they, when thus pressed, do otherwise than our Author has done, confess

* By Dr. Beattie, in his Essay on the Immutability of Truth.
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Chap.

XXXVII. I-

M

I
With respect to this, and other fictions, there was ^^?^^^

.
-1

. r ictions m
once a time, perhaps, when they had their use. J With general

instruments of this temper, I will not deny but that vous in'the

some poUtical work may have been done, and that P^te^^f

useful work, which, under the then circumstances of things.

things, could hardly have been done with any other.

[But the season of Fiction is now over : insomuch,

that what formerly might have been tolerated and

countenanced under that name, would, if now at-

tempted to be set on foot, be censured and stigmatized

under the- harsher appellations of incroachment or

imposture. \ To attempt to introduqfe any new one,

would be now a crime : for which \eason there is

much danger, without any use, in vaunting and pro-

pagating such as have been introduced already. (Jn

point of political discernment, the universal spread of

learning has raised mankind in a manner to a level

with each other, in comparison of what they have

been in any former time : nor is any man now so far

elevated above his fellows, as that he should be

indulged in the dangerous licence of cheating them

for their good. 3

the whole to be a fiction. This, methought, looked ill. It seemed to

me the acknowledgment of a bad cause, the bringing a fiction to support

it. 'To prove fiction, indeed,' said I, 'there is need of fiction; but it is

the characteristic of truth to need no proof but truth. Have you then

really any such privilege as that of coining facts? You are spending

argument to no purpose. Indulge yourselves in the licence of supposing

that to be true which is not, and as well may you suppose that propo-

sition itself to be true, which you wish to prove, as that other whereby

you hope to prove it.' Thus continued I unsatisfying, and unsatisfied, till I

learnt to see that utility was the test and measure of all virtue ; of loyalty

as much as any ; and that the obligation to minister to general happiness,

was an obligation paramount to and inclusive of every other. Having

thus got the instruction I stood in need of, I sat down to make my
profit of it I bid adieu to the original contract : and I left it to those to

amuse themselves with this rattle, who could think they needed it.
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.

XXXVIII.
XXXVIII. , „ . , ^ . ( 1 ^ r ,

This had a As to the fiction now before us, m the character 01

a^yuse!" ^^1 argumentum ad hominem coming when it did, and
j

managed as it was, it succeeded to admiration. \

l^hat compacts, by whomsoever entered into, ought\.

to be kept ;—that men are bound by compacts, are

propositions which men, without knowing or enquir-

ing why, were disposed universally to accede to.

The observance of promises they had been accus-

tomed to see pretty constantly enforced. They had

been accustomed to see Kings, as wdl as. others,

behave themselves as if bound by them. This pro-

position, then, 'that men are bound by compabts;'

and this other, 'that, if one party performs not his

part, the other is released from his,' being pro-

positions which no man disputed, were propositions

which no man had any call to prove. In theory they

were assumed for axioms : and in practice they were

observed as rules ^. If, on any occasion, it was

thought proper to make a shew of proving them, it

was rather for form's sake than for any thing else

:

and that, rather in the way of memento or instruction

to acquiescing auditors, than in the way of proof

against opponents. On such an occasion the com-

mon place retinue of phrases was at hand ; Justice,

Right Reason required it, the Law of Nature com-

manded it, and so forth ; all which are but so many

ways of Intimating that a man is firmly persuaded of

the truth of this or that moral proposition, though he

either thinks he need not, or finds he can't, tell why.

A compact, ' A compact or contract (for the two words on this occasion, at least,

or contract, are used in the same sense) may, I think, be defined, a pair of promises,

by two persons reciprocally given, the one promise in consideration of the

other.
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Men were too obviously and too generally interested Chap.

in the observance of these rules to entertain doubts —m—
concerning the force of any arguments they saw

employed in their support.—It is an old observation

how Interest smooths the road to Faith._2^

XXXIX.
XXXIX

A compact, then, it was said, was made by the Terms of

King and people : the terms of it were to this effect, pose^d c

The people, on their part, promised to the King a''^'^*^'^

general obedience. The King, on his part, promised]

to govern the people in such a particular manner

always, as should be subservient to their happiness/^

I insist not on the words : I undertake only for tlie

sense ; as far as an imaginary engagement, so loosely

and so variously worded by those who have imagined

it, is capable of any decided signification. Assuming

then, as a general rule, that promises, when made,

ought to be observed ; and, as a point of fact, that a

promise to this effect in particular had been made by

the party in question, men were more ready to deem
themselves qualified to judge when it was such a

promise was broken, than to decide directly and

avowedly on the delicate question, when it was that a

King acted so far in opposition to the happiness of his

people, that it were better no longer to obey him.

XL.
XL.

It is manifest, on a very little consideration, that stated thus

nothing was gained by this manoeuvre after all : no it could
'

difficulty removed by it. It was still necessary, and
penstllien

X^ that as much as ever, that the question men studied from enter-

to avoid should be determined, in order to determine the ques-

the question they thought to substitute in its room, ^mty, as

It was still necessary to determine, whether the King
J^^^^'
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Chap, jn question had, or had not acted so far in opposition

—M— to the happiness of his people, that it were better no

longer to obey him ; in order to determine, whether

the promise he was supposed to have made, had, or

had not been broken. For what was the supposed

purport of this promise ? It was no other than what

has just been mentioned.

XLI.
XLI

Nor, if" ] Let it be said, that part at least of this promise was

more^par-i' '^o govem in subservience to Law : that hereby a more
ticuiariy, precisc rulc was laid down for his conduct, by means

answer of this supposal of a promise, than that other loose

desfgned^ and general rule to govern in subservience to the

^y '*• happiness of his people : and that, by this means, it is

the letter of the Law that forms the tenor of the rule.

Now true it is, that the governing in opposition to/

Law, is one way of governing in opposition to thei

happiness of the people : the natural effect of such a

contempt of the Law being, if not actually to destroy,

at least to threaten with destruction, all those rights 1

and privileges that are founded on it: rights and(\l/////

privileges on the enjoyment of which that happiness
'

depends. But still it is not this that can be safely

taken for the entire purport of the promise here in

question : and that for several reasons. First, Be-

cause the most mischievous, and under certain

constitutions the most feasible, method of governing

in opposition to the happiness of the people, is, by

setting the Law itself in opposition to their happiness.

Secondly, Because it is a case very conceivable, that

a King may, to a great degree, impair the happiness

of his people without violating the letter of any single

Law. Thirdly, Because extraordinary occasions may
now and then occur, in which the happiness of the
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people may be better promoted by acting, for the Chap.

moment, in opposition to the Law, than in subservience —^—
to it. Fourthly, Because it is not any single violation

of the Law, as such, that can properly be taken for a

breach of his part of the contract, so as to be under-

stood to have released the people from the obhgation

of performing theirs. For, to quit the fiction, and

resume the language of plain truth, it is scarce ever

any single violation of the Law that, by being sub- \

mitted to, can produce so much mischief as shall

surpass the probable mischiefof resisting it. If every' /

single instance whatever of such a violation were to

be deemed an entire dissolution of the contract, a
^ /

man who reflects at all would scarce find anywhere,

I believe, under the sun, that Government which he

could allow to subsist for twenty years together. It

is plain, therefore, that to pass any sound decision

upon the question which the inventors of this fiction

substituted instead of the true one, the latter was still

necessary to be decided. All they gained by their

contrivance was, the convenience of deciding it

obliquely, as it were, and by a side wind—that is, in

a crude and hasty way, without any direct and steady

examination.

XLIL
> XLII.

I
But, after all, for what reason is it, that men omp-;^/ Nor is it

T-»i • 11' 'Li an original

to keep their promises r The moment any intelligible indepen-

reason is given, it is this : that it is for the advantage ciple.^"""

of society they should keep them ; and if they do not,

that, as far as punishment will go, they should be made

to keep them. It is for the advantage of the whole

number that the promises of each individual should

be kept : and, rather than they should not be kept,

that such individuals as fail to keep them should be
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Chap, punished. If it be asked, how this appears ? the

>'

"

answer is at hand :—Such is the benefit to gain, and

mischief to avoid, by keeping them, as much more

thap compensates the mischief of so much punish-

ment as is requisite to oblige men to it. - Whether

the dependence of benefit and mischief (that is, of

pleasure and pain) upon men's conduct in this behalf,

be as here stated, is a question oifad, to be decided,

in the same manner that all other questions of fact

are to be decided, by testimony, observation, and

experience ^.

XLIII.
XLIII. ^, . , , , , . ,

Nor can it This then, and no other, being the reason why men

prOTe any- shouM be made to keep their promises, viz. that it is

thing, but
fQj. tjjg advantage of society that they should, is a

be better reason that may as well be given at once, why Kings,

wUhoutit. on the one hand, in governing, should in general'

keep within established Laws, arid (to speak uni-

versally) abstain from all such measures as tend to

the unhappiness of their subjects :' and, on the other

hand, why subjects should obey Kings as long as they

so conduct themselves, and no longer; why tl?Hy

should obey in short so long as the probable mischiefs _

of obedience are less than the probable mischiefs of

resistance: why, in a word, taking the whole body

' The importance which the observance of promises is of to the

happiness of society, is placed in a very striking and satisfactory point of

view, in a little apologue of Montesquieu, entitled, The History of the

Troglodyies\ The Troglodytes are a people who pay no regard to

promises. By the natural consequences of this disposition, they fall from

one scene of misery into another ; and are at last exterminated. The
same Philosopher, in his Spirit of Laws, cop3dng and refining upon the

current jargon, feigns a Law for this and other purposes, after defining a

Law to be a relation. How much more instructive on this head is the

fable of the Troglodytes than the pseudp-metaphysical sophistry of the

Esprit ties Loix!

^ See the Collection of his Works.
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together, it is their duty to obey, just so long as it is ^hap.

their interest, and no longerj This being the case, —«—

•

what need of saying of the one, that he promised so ^^

to govern ; of the other, that they promised so to obey,

when the fact is otherwise ?

XLIV.
XLIV.

True it is, that, in this country, according to ancient The Com-
. natton-oath

forms, some sort of vague promise ofgoodgovernment does not

.

is made by Kings at the ceremony of their coronation : thrno"fon'

and let the acclamations, perhaps given, perhaps not °^ ''•

given, by chance persons out of the surrounding

multitude, be construed into a promise of obedience

on the part of the whole multitude : that whole

multitude itself, a small drop collected together by

chance out of the ocean of the state : and let the two

promises thus made be deemed to have formed

a perfect compact

:

—not that either of them is declared

to be the consideration of the other'.

XLV.
XLV.

Make the most of this concession, one experiment The obii-

• . gation of a

there is, by which every reflecting man may satisfy promise

himself, I think, beyond a doubt, that it is the con- ^Ind
°

sideration of utility, and no other, that, secretly ^^^"^^j.'

but unavoidably, has governed his judgment upon utility

:

all these matters. The experiment is easy and of utmty

decisive. It is but to reverse, in supposition, in ^^f^^^
the first place the import of the particular promise promise,

thus feigned; in the next place, the effect in point

of utility of the observance of promises in general.—
Suppose the King to promise that he would govern

his subjects not according to Law ; not in the view

V. supra, par. 38, note, p. 156.

M
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Chap, to promote their happiness :—would this be binding .

,'; upon him'^. Suppose the people to promise they

would obey him at all events, let him govern as he

will; let him govern to their destruction. Would

this be binding upon them'i Suppose the constant

and universal effect of an observance of promises

were to produce mischief, would it then be men's duty

to observe them? Would it then be fight to make

Laws, and apply punishment to oblige men to observe

them?

XLVI.

^b^afcA 'No;' (it may perhaps be replied) 'but for this

reason ; among promises, some there are that,

as every one allows, are void : now these you have

been supposing, are unquestionably of the number.

A promise that is in itself void, cannot, it is true,

create any obligation. But allow the promise to

be valid, and it is the promise itself that creates

the obligation, and nothing else.' The fallacy oi

this argument it is easy to perceive. For what is

it then that the promise depends on for its validity ?

what is it that being present makes it validl what

is it that being wanting makes it void'^ To acknow-

ledge that any one promise may be void, is to

acknowledge that if any other is binding, it is not

merely because it is a promise. That circumstance

then, whatever it be, on which the validity of a

promise depends, that circumstance, I say, and not

the promise itself must, it is plain, be the cause of the

obligation on which a promise is apt in general to

carry with it. __

XLVII.

^ation'of a
^^^ farther. Allow, for argument sake, what we

promise, havc disproved : allow that the obligation of a promise
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is independent of every other : allow that a promise Chap.

is binding propria vi—Binding then on whom ? On
him certainly who makes it. Admit this : For what ^^""^ !'

^... . .
even luae-

reason is the same individual promise to be binding /««</««/,

on those who never made it ? The King, fifty years he. extensive

ago, promised my Great-Grandfather to govern him
j^e pur-^""^

according to Law : my Great-Grandfather, fifty years pose,

agio, ' promised the King to obey him according to

Law. The King, y«s^ now, promised my neighbour to

govern him according to Law : my neighbour, just

now, promised the King to obey him according to

Law.—Be it so—What are these promises, all or any

of them, to me ? To make answer to this question,

some other principle, it is manifest, must be resorted

to, than that of the intrinsic obligation of promises

upon those who make them.

XLVIIL

IJ^ow this other principle that still recurs upon us, But the
'

what other can it be than the principle of utility ? o""tility

The principle which furnishes us with that reason, '* aii-suis-

,
cient.

.which alone depends not upon any higher reason,

but which is itself the sole and all-sufficient reason

for every point of practice whatsoever. 'H

M 2



CHAPTER II.

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT.

I.

I.

Subject The contents of the whole digression we are

present examining, were distributed, we may remember, at

chapter.
j.|^g outset of this Essay, into five divisions. . The
first, relative to the manner in which Government in

general was formed, has already been examined in

the preceding chapter. The next, relative to the

different species or forms it may assume, comes now
to be considered,

II.

II.

Theo- The first object that strikes us in this divi-

fl°ourish sion of our subject is the theological flourish

Author. ^'' ^^'^ °"'- ^^••^- ^" ^°^ "^^y ^^ said, though in

a pecuhar sense, to be our Author's strength. In

theology he has found a not unfrequent source, of

ornament to divert us, of authority to overawe us,

from sounding into the shallowness of his doc-

trine ^.

' This is what there would be occasion to shew at large, were what he
says of Law in general, and of the Laws of nature, and revelation in

particular, to be examined.
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Chap.
II.

III.
-—

That governors, of some sort or other, we must Gover-

have, is what he has been shewing in the manner we "ekstiai

have seen in the last chapter. Now for endowments «"«^°w-
^ ments

to qualify them for the exercise of their function, found for

These endowments then, as if it were to make them

shew the brighter, and to keep them, as much as

possible, from being soiled by the rough hands of

impertinent speculators, he has chosen should be

of sethereal texture, and has fetched them from the

clouds.

' All mankind ^' he says, ' will agree that govern-

ment should be reposed in such persons in whom
those qualities are most likely to be found, the

perfection of which are among the attributes of Him
who is emphatically styled the Supreme Being : the

three great requisites, I mean, of wisdom, of goodness,

and of power.'

But let us see the whole passage as it stands

—

IV.

' But as all the members of Society,' (meaning The pa's-

natural Society) ' are naturally equal,' (i. e. I suppose,
c^ted"^^

with respect to political power, of which none of them

as yet have any) ' it may be asked,' (continues he) ' in

whose hands are the reins of government to be in-

trusted ? To this the general answer is easy ; but the

application of it to particular cases, has occasioned

one half of those mischiefs which are apt to proceed

from misguided political zeal. In general, all man-

kind will agree that government should be reposed

in such persons in whom those qualities are most

^ I Comm. p. 48.
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Chap. Hkely to be found, the perfection of which are among
»"

the attributes of Him who is emphatically styled the

Supreme Being ; the three grand requisites, I mean,

of wisdom, goodness, and of power : wisdom, to dis-

cern the real interest of the community ;
goodness, to

endeavour always to pursue that real interest; and

strength or power, to carry this knowledge and

intention into action. These are the natural foun-

dations of sovereignty, and these are the requisites

that ought to be found in every well-constituted frame

of government.'

V.
v.

Theology Every thing in its place. Theology in a sermon, or

occasion as a catechism. But in this place, the flourish we have
this imper- • \ ^ c r j. i.' i_

tinent. Seen, might, for every purpose of mstruction, have

much better, it should seem, been spared. What
purpose the idea of that tremendous and incompre-

hensible Being thus unnecessarily introduced can

answer, I cannot see, unless it were to bewilder and

entrance the reader ; as it seems to have tewildered

and entranced the writer. Beginning thus, is be^a.-*-

ning at the wrong end : it is explaining ignotum per

ignotius. It is not from the attributes of the Deity,

that an idea is to be had of any qualities in men : on

the contrary, it is from what we see of the quaUties of

men, that we obtain the feeble idea we can frame

to ourselves, of the attributes of the Deity.

VI.
VI.

Difficulty We shall soon see whether it be light or darkness

himlnto. our Author has brought back from this excursion to

the clouds. The qualifications he has pitched upon

for those in whose hands Government is to be reposed

we see are three: wisdom, goodness, and power.
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Now of these three, one there is which, I doubt, will '-
j*^-

give him some trouble to know what to do with. I —^

—

mean that of Power: which, looking upon it as a

jewel, it should seem, that would give a lustre to the

royal diadem, he was for importing from the celestial

regions. In heaven, indeed, we shall not dispute its

being to be found; and that at all junctures alike.

But the parallel, I doubt, already fails. In the earthly

governors in question, or, to speak more properly,

candidates for government, by the very supposition

there can not, at the juncture he supposes, be any

such thing. Power is that very quality which, in

consideration of these other qualities, which, it is

supposed, are possessed by them already, they are

now waiting to receive.

VII.
vii.

By Power in this place, I, for my part, mean politi- Power,

cal power : the only sort of power our Author could natural or

mean : the only sort of power that is here in question. p° '''°^

'

A little farther on we shall find him speaking of

,this endowment as being possessed, and that in the

highest degree, by a King, a single person. Natural

power therefore, mere organical power, the faculty

of giving the hardest blows, can never, it is plain, be

that which he meant to number among the attributes

of this godlike personage.

VIII.
VIII.

We see then the dilemma our Author's theology in neither

has brought him into, by putting him upon reckoning ^ brattn-

power among the qualifications of his candidates.
aJJ-ribulgs^

Power is either natural or political. Political power it.

is what they cannot have by the supposition : for

that is the very thing that is to be created, and which.
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Chap, by the establishment of Government, men are going

—«— to confer on them. If any, then, it must be natural

power ; the natural strength that a man possesses of

himself without the help of Government. But of

this, then, if this be it, there is more, if we may beheve

our Author, in a single member of a society, than in

that member and all the rest of the society put

together ^

IX. >,
IX.

What it is This difficulty, if possible, one should be glad to

see cleared up. The truth is, I take it, that in what

our Author has said of power, he has been' speaking,

as it were, by anticipation : and that what he means

by it, is not any power of either kind actually pos-

sessed by any man, or body of men, at the juncture

he supposes, but only a capacity, if one may call it so,

of retaining and putting into action political power,

whensoever it shall have been conferred. Now, of

actual power, the quantity that is possessed is, in

every case, one and the same : for it is neither more

nor less than the supreme power. But as to the

capacity above spoken of, there do seem, indeed, to

be good grounds for supposing it to subsist in a

higher degree in a single man than in a body.

X.
X.

And for These grounds it will not be expected that I should

display at large : a slight sketch will be sufficient.

—

The efficacy of power is, in part at least, in proportion

to the promptitude of obedience : the promptitude of

obedience is, in part, in proportion to the promptitude

of command :—command is an expression of will: a

' V. infra, par. 32, p. 1 78. Monarchy, which is the government of one,

' is the most powerful form of government,' he says, ' of any :

' more
so than Democracy, which he describes as being the Government of all.

what rea

son.
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will is sooner formed by one than many. And ^"^p.

this, or something like it, I take to be the plain —"

—

English of our Author's metaphor, where he tells us ^,

as we shall see a little farther on ^, that ' a monarchy

is the most powerful ' [form of government] ' of any,

all the sinews of government being knit together,

and united in the hands of the prince.'

XI.

^, , . • . .
XI.

The next paragraph, short as it is, contains variety Heteroge-

of matter. The first two sentences of it are to let us "eTts of the

know, that with regard to the manner in which each next para-

of the particular governments that we know of have

been formed, he thinks proper to pass it by. A third

is to intimate, for the second time, that all govern-

ments must be absolute in some hands or other. In

the fourth and last, he favours us with a very com-

fortable piece of intelligence ; the truth of which, but

for his averment, few of us perhaps would have sus-

pected. This is, that the qualifications mentioned by

the last paragraph as requisite to be possessed by all

Governors of states are, or at least once upon a time

were, actually possessed by them : i. e. according to

the opinion of somebody ; but of what somebody is

not altogether clear : whether in the opinion of these

Governors themselves, or of the persons governed

by them.

XII.
XII.

' How the several forms of government we now The para-

see in the world at first actually began,' says ourf^gj
'^^"

Author, ' is matter of great uncertainty, and has oc-

casioned infinite disputes. It is not my business or

intention to enter into any of them. However they

• Comm. p. 50. ' Par. 3a.
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Chap.
II.

XIII.
Paradoxi-

cal asser-

tion in

the latter

part of it,

as if all

govern-
ments
were the

result of

a free pre-

ference.

began, or by what right soever they subsist, there is

and must be in all of them a supreme, irresistible,

absolute, uncontrolled authority, in which the jura

summi imperii, or the rights of sovereignty, reside.

And this authority is placed in those hands, wherein

(according to the opinion of the founders of such

respective states, either expressly given or collected

from their tacit approbation) the qualities requisite

for supremacy, wisdom, goodness, and power, are

the most likely to be found.'

XIII.

Who those persons are whom our Author means

here by the word founders ; whether those who be-

came the Governors of the states in question, or

those who became the governed, or both together,

is what I would not take upon me to determine.

For aught I know he may have meant neither the one

nor the other, but some third person. And, indeed,

what I am vehemently inclined to suspect is, that, in

our Author's large conception, the mighty and exten-

sive domains of Athens and Sparta, of which we
read so much at school and at college, consisting

each of several score of miles square, represented, at

the time this paragraph was writing, the whole uni-

verse : and the respective seras of Solon and Lycurgus,

the whole period of the history of those states.

XIV.
XIV.

Reasons The words 'founders,'—'opinion,'—'approbation,'

p°osfng this
~in short the whole complexion of the sentence is

bee^n the
^^'^^ ^^ brings to one's view a system of government

meaning Utterly different from the generality of those we have

before our eyes ; a system in which one would think

neither caprice, nor violence, nor accident, nor pre-

ofit.
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1

judice, nor passion, had any share : a system uniform, Chap.

comprehensive, and simultaneous; planned with phleg- — «

—

matic deliberation ; established by full and general

assent : such, in short, as, according to common
imagination, were the systems laid down by the two

sages above-mentioned. If this be the case, the object

he had in mind when he said Founders, might be

neither Governors nor governed?', but some neutral

person : such as those sages, chosen as they were in

a manner as umpires, might be considered with

regard to the persons who, under the prior constitu-

tion, whatever it was, had stood respectively in those

two relations.

XV.
XV.

All this, however, is but conjecture : In the pro- The doc-...,-., ,. ,
..' trine of it

position Itself neither this, nor any other restnction applied to

is expressed. It is delivered explicitly and emphati-
Pfgtanc'es"!

cally in the character of an universal one. ' In all of

THEM,' he assures us, 'this authority,' (the supreme

authority) ' is placed in thdse hands, wherein, accord-

ing to the opinion of the founders of such respective

states, these "quahties of wisdom, goodness, and ,

power," are the most likely to be found.' In this

character it cannot but throw a singular light on

history. I can see no end, indeed, to the discoveries

it leads to, all of them equally new and edifying.

When the Spaniards, for example, became masters

of the empire of Mexico, a vulgar politician might

suppose it was because such of the Mexicans as

remained unexterminated, could not help it. No such

thing—It was because the Spaniards were of ' opinion' Applied

or the Mexicans thenjselves were of 'opinion' (which Ja/in^ten-

of the two is not altogether clear) that in Charles Vth, c^-

and his successors, more goodness (of which they had
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Chap, such abundant proofs) as well as wisdom, was likely to

"•
be found, than in all the Mexicans put together. The

same persuasion obtained between Charlemagne and

the German Saxons with respect to the goodness and

wisdom of Charlemagne :—between William the Nor-

man and the English Saxons :—between Mahomet II

and the subjects of John Paleologus :—between

Odoacer and those of Augustulus :—between the Tar-

tar Gingiskan and the Chinese of his time :—between

the Tartars Chang-ti and Cam-ghi, and the Chinese

of their times :—between the Protector Cromwell and

the Scotch :—between William III and the Irish

Papists :—between Caesar and the Gauls :—in short,

between the Thirty Tyrants, so called, and the Athe-

nians, whom our Author seems to have had in view

:

—to mention these examples only, out of as many

hundred as might be required. All this, if we may

trust our Author, he has the 'goodness' to believe:

and by such lessons is the penetration of students to

be sharpened for piercing into the depths of politics.

XVI.
peneral XVI.
contents of

the six 5o much for the introductory paragraph.—The
remaining

. . ...
paragraphs main part of the subject is treated of in six others

:

the^su^ect the general contents of which are as follow.

of this

chapter. ITVT T

XVII.
Of the In the first he tells us how many different forms

graph. of government there are according to the division

of the ancients : which division he adopts. These

are three : Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy.

XVIII.

Second. The next is to tell us, that by the sovereign power

Jie means that of

'

making laws'
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Chap.
II.

XIX. -*^
XIX.

In a third he gives us the advantages and dis- Third,

advantages of these three different forms of govern-

ment.

XX.
XX.

In a fourth he tell us that these are all the ancients Fourth.

would allow of

XXI,
XXI.

A fifth is to tell us that the British form of govern- Fifth.

ment is different from each of them ; being a com-

bination of all, and possessing the advantages of all.

XXII.
XXII.

In the sixth, and last, he shews us that it could not Sixth,

possess these advantages, if, instead of being what it

is, it were either of those others : and tells us what it

is that may destroy it. These two last it will be

sufficient here to mention : to examine them, will be

the task of our next chapter.

XXIII.
XXIII.

Monarchy is that form of Government in which the Definitions

power of making Laws is lodged in the hands of a three sons

single member of the state in question. Aristocracy ^^en'tl^™'

is that form of Government in which the power of *'=™''<i'"e

to our
making laws is lodged in the hands of several mem- Author,

bers. Democracy is that form of government in

which the power of making laws is lodged in the

hands of 'a//' of them put together. These, ac-

cording to our Author, are the definitions of the

ancients ; and these, therefore, without difficulty, are

the definitions of our Author.
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^"l- XXIV.

XXIV. 'The political writers of antiquity/ says he, 'will

graph re^-"
^°^ allow morc than three regular forms of govern-

cited. ment ; the first, when the sovereign power is lodged

in an aggregate assembly, consisting of all the mem-

bers of a community, which is called a Democracy

;

the second, when it is lodged in a council composed

of select members, and then it is styled an Aristo-

cracy ; the last, when it is entrusted in the hands of

a single person, and then it takes the name of a

Monarchy. All other species of government they say

are either corruptions of, or reducible to these three.'

XXV.
XXV.

And the
' By the sovereign power, as was before observed,

"^^'"
is meant the making of laws ; for wherever that power

resides, all others must conform to, and be directed

by it, whatever appearance the outward form and

administration of the government may put. on. For it

is at any time in the option of the legislature to alter

that form and administration by a new edict or rule,

and to put the execution of the laws into whatever

hands it pleases; and all the other powers of the

state must obey the legislative power in the execution

of their several functions, or else the constitution is

at an end.'

XXVI.
XXVI

How he' Having thus got three regular simple forms of

theraTheir
Government (this anomalous complex one of our own

respective out of the questiou) and just as many qualifications to

tions. divide among them ; of each of which, by what he

told us a while ago, each form of Government must
have some share, it is easy to see how their allotments

will be made out. Each form of Government will
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possess one of these qualities in perfection, taking its C"^'"-

chance, if one may say so, for its share in the two

others.

XXVII.
XXVII.

Among these three different forms of Government ah appear-

then, it should seem according to our Author's LhgMel/

account of them, there is not much to choose. Each ^^^ °^

of them has a qualification, an endowment, to itself

Each of them is completely characterized by this

qualification. No intimation is given of any pre-

eminence among these qualifications, one above

another. Should there be any dispute concerning the

preference to be given to any of these forms of

government, as proper a method as any of settling

it, to judge from this view of them, is that of cross and

pile. Hence we may infer, that all the governments

that ever were, or will be (except a very particular

one that we shall come to presently, that is to say our

own) are upon a par : that of Athens with that of

Persia ; that of Geneva with that of Morocco : since

they are all of them, he tells us, 'corruptions of,

or reducible to,' one of these. This is happy. A
legislator cannot do amiss. He may save himself the

expense of thinking. The choice of a king was once

determined, we are told, by the neighing of a horse.

The choice of a form of Government might be

determined so as well.

XXVIII.
XXVIII.

As to our own form of government, however, this, How to

it is plain, being that which it seemed good to take for constitu-^

the theme of his panegyric, and being made out of ''°""

the other three, will possess the advantages of all of

them put together; and that without any of the
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^"*?- disadvantages; the disadvantages vanishing at the

—'^— word of command, or even without it, as not being

suitable to the purpose.

XXIX.
XXIX.

tion he'^''^
At the end of the paragraph which gives us the

falls into, above definitions, one observation there is that is

pos^g a little puzzling. 'Other species of government,'

ofgOTern-^
we are given to understand, there are besides these

;

ment than but then those Others, if not ' reducible to,' are but

three, ' Corruptions of these.' Now, what there is in any of

as they^are these to be Corrupted, is not so easy to understand.
by him. 'pjjg esscnce of these several forms of government, we

must always remember, is placed by him, solely and

entirely, in the article of number : in the ratio of the

number of the Governors, (for so for shortness we
will style those in whose hands is lodged this ' power

of making laws') to that of the governed. If the

number of the former be, to that of the latter, as one to

all, then is the form of Government a Monarchy : ifas

all to all, then is it a Democracy : if as some number

between one and all to all, then is it an Aristocracy.

Now then, if we can conceive a fourth number, which

not being more than all, is neither one nor all, nor

any thing between one and all, we can conceive a form

of Government, which, upon due proof, may appear to

be a corruption of some one or other of these three \

If not, we must look for the corruption somewhere
else :" Suppose it were in our Author's reason^.

' By the laws ofGermany, such and such states are to furnish so many
men to the general army of the empire : some ofthem so many men and one
half; others, so many and one third ; others again, if I mistake not, so

many and one fourth. One of these half, third-part, or quarter-men,

suppose, possesses himself of the Government : here then we have a kind

of corruption of a Monarchy. Is this what our Author had in view?
^ A more suitable place to look for corruption in, if we may take his

awn wold for it, there cannot be. 'Every man's reason,' he assures
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Chap.

XXX. -^
XXX.

Not but that we may meet, indeed, with several Govern-

other hard-worded names for forms of Government : same as

but these names were only so many names for one ^^^^

or other of those three. We hear often of a Tyranny :
o*er

but this is neither more nor less than the name a

man gives to our Author's Monarchy, when out of

humour with it. It is still the government of number

one. We hear now and then, too, of a sort of Govern-

ment called an Oligarchy : but this is neither more

nor less than the name a man gives to our Author's

Aristocracy, in the same case. It is still the Govern-

ment of some number or other, between one and all.

In fine, we hear now and then of a sort of govern-

ment fit to break one's teeth, called an Ochlocracy:

but this is neither more nor less than the name a

man gives to a Democracy in the same case. It is

still that sort of government, which, according to our

Author, is the Government of aU.

XXXI.
XXXI.

Let us now see how he has disposed of his three Quaiifica-

qualifications among his three sorts or forms of the three

Government. Upon Monarchy, we shall find, he has
a°™ted-"'

bestowed the perfection of power ; on Aristocracy, of the subject

wisdom ; on Democracy, of goodness ; each of these

forms having just enough, we may suppose, of the

two remaining qualifications besides its own peculiar

one to make up the necessary complement of ' quali-

us *, ' is corrupt
;

'and not only that, but ' his understanding full ofignorance

and error.' With regard to others, it were as well not to be too positive :

but with regard to a man's self, what he tells us from experience, it

would be ill manners to dispute with him.

" I Comm p. 41.

N
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^^^^- ties requisite for supremacy.' Kings are, (nay were

" before they were Kings, since it was this qualification

determined their subjects to make them Kings',) as

strong as so many Hercules's ; but then, as to their

wisdom, or their goodness, there is not much to say.

The members of an Aristocracy are so many Solo-

mons: but then they are not such sturdy folks as

your Kings ; nor, if the truth is to be spoken, have

they much more honesty than their neighbours. As

to the members of a Democracy, they are the best

sort of people in the world ; but then they are but a

puny sort of gentry, as to strength, put them all

together ; and are apt to be a little defective in point

of understanding.

XXXII. XXXII.
The para-

cited"

"^^
' I" a democracy,' says he, ' where the right of

making laws resides in the people at large, public

virtue or goodness of intention, is more likely to be

found, than either of the other qualities of govern-

ment. Popular assemblies are frequently foolish in

their contrivance, and weak in their execution ; but

generally mean to do the thing that is right and just,

and have always a degree of patriotism or public

spirit. In aristocracies there is more wisdom to be

found than in the other frames of Government ; being

composed, or intended to be composed, of the most

experienced citizens ; but there is less honesty than

in a republic, and less strength than in a monarchy.

A monarchy is indeed the most powerful of any, all

the sinews of government being knit together and

united in the hand of the prince ; but then there is

imminent danger of his employing that strength to

improvident or oppressive purposes.'

I Comm. p. 48.
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XXXIII.
Chap.

II.

XXXIII
' Thus these three species of government have all And the

"

of them their several perfections and imperfections. "^'''•

Democracies are usually the best calculated to direct

the end of a law ; aristocracies to invent the means

by which that end shall be obtained ; and monarchies

to carry those means into execution. And the

ancients, as was observed, had in general no idea of

any other permanent form of government but these

three ; for though Cicero declares himself of opinion,

esse optiine constitutam rempublicam, quae ex tribus

generibus tilts, regali, Optimo, et populari sit modice

confusa; yet Tacitus treats this notion of a mixed

government, formed out of them all, and partaking of

the advantages of each, as a visionary whim ; and

one, that if effected, could never be lasting or secure.'

XXXIV.
XXXIV.

In the midst of this fine-spun ratiocination, an Democra-

accident has happened, of which our Author seems scribed by

not to be aware. One of his accidents, as a logician Q™'g"°.

would say, has lost its subject: one of the qualifications ment at

he has been telling us of, is, somehow or other,

become vacant : the form of Government he designed

it for, having unluckily slipped through his fingers in

the handling. I mean Democracy; which he, and,

according to him, the Ancients, make out to be the

Government of all. Now ' all' is a great many ; so

many that, I much doubt, it will be rather a difficult

matter to find these high and mighty personages

power enough, so much as to make a decent figure

with. (^ The members of this redoubtable Common-

wealth will be still worse off, I doubt, in point of

subjects, than Trinculo in the play, or than the

N 2
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Chap.
II.

XXXV.
The quali-

fication

designed
for it be-

come va-

cant.

potentates, whom some late navigators found lording

it, with might and main, ' (cpare'/oTj^t ^I'l/^t,' over a

Spanish settlement: there were three members of

the Government ; and they had one subject among

them alP- Let him examine it a little, and it will

turn out, I take it, to be precisely that sort of Govern-

ment, and no other, which one can conceive to obtain,

where there is no Government at all. Our Author,

we may remember, had shrewd doubts about the

existence oi a state ofnafure^: grant him his Demo-

cracy, and it exists in his Democracy *.

XXXV.

The qualification of goodness, 1 think it was, that

belonged to the Government of all, while there was

such a Government. This having taken its flight, as

we have seen, to the region of nonentities, the quali-

fication that was designed for it remains upon his

hands : he is at liberty, therefore, to make a compli-

' See Hawkesworth's Voyages.

The condition of these imaginary sovereigns puts one in mind of the

story of, I forget vsrhat King's Fool. The Fool had stuck himself up one

day, with great gravity, in the King's throne, with a stick, by way of

a sceptre, in one hand, and a ball in the other ; being asked what he was

doing, he answered, ' reigning.' Much the same sort of reign, I take it,

would be that of the members of our Author's Democracy.
' v. supia, eh. I. par. VI.

^ What is curious is, that the same persons who tell you (having read

as much) that Democracy is a form of Government under which the

supreme power is vested in all the members of a state, will also tell you

(having also read as much) that the Athenian Commonvyealth -was a

Democracy. Now the truth is, that in the Athenian Commonwealth,
upon the most moderate computation, it is not one tenth part of the in-

habitants ofthe Athenian state that ever at a time partook of the supreme

power : women, children, and slaves, being taken into the account*.

Civil Lawyers, indeed, will tell you, wath a grave face, that a slave is

nobody ; as Common Lawyers will, that a bastard is the son of nobody.

But, to an unprejudiced eye, the condition of a state is the condition of

all the individuals, without distinction, that compose it.

° See, among Mr. Hume's Essays, that on the popithusness of ancient

nations.
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ment of it to Aristocracy or to Monarchy, which best ^'^*''

suits him. Perhaps it were as well to give it to

Monarchy ; the title of that form of Government to

its own peculiar qualification, power, being, as we
have seen, rather an equivocal one : or else, which,

perhaps, is as good a way of settling matters as any,

he may set them to cast lots.



CHAPTER III.

BRITISH CONSTITUTION.
Chap.
III.

I.

I.

Our Au- With a set of data, such as we have seen in the

panegyric last chapter, we may judge whether our Author can
on the

British

tion.

meet with any difficulty in proving the British Con-

Constitu- stitution to be the best of all possible governments,

or indeed any thing else that he has a mind. In his

paragraph on this subject there are several things

that lay claim to our attention. But it is necessary

we should have it under our eye.

II.
II.

The para- < gyj- happily for US in this island the British Con-
gi-aph re- i ir ./

cited. stitution has long remained, and I trust will long

continue, a standing exception to the truth of this

observation. For, as with us the executive power of

the laws is lodged in a single person, they have all

the advantages of strength and dispatch that are to

be found in the most absolute monarchy : and, as the

legislature of the kingdom is entrusted to three

distinct powers entirely independent of each other;

first, the King; secondly, the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, which is an aristocratical assembly of

persons selected for their piety, their birth, their
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wisdom, their valour, or their property; and Chap.

thirdly, the House of Commons, freely chosen ——
by the people from among themselves, which

makes it a kind of democracy; as this aggregate

body, actuated by different springs, and attentive to

different interests, composes the British Parliament,

and has the supreme disposal of every thing ; there

can no inconvenience be attempted by either of the

three branches, but will be withstood by one of the

other two ; each branch being armed with a negative

power sufficient to repel any innovation which it shall

think inexpedient or dangerous.'

III.
III.

' Here then is lodged the sovereignty of the British And that

„ . . ~ . ., . ... which fol-

Constitution ; and lodged as beneficially as is possible lows it.

for society. For in no other shape could we be so

certain of finding the three great qualities of Govern-

ment so well and so happily united. If the supreme

power were lodged in any one of the three branches

separately, we must be exposed to the inconvenien-

cies of either absolute monarchy, aristocracy, or

democracy; and so want two of the principal ingre-

dients of good polity, either virtue, wisdom, or power.

If it were lodged in any two of the branches-; for in-

stance, in the King and House of Lords, our laws

might be providently made and well executed, but

they might not always have the good of the people in

view : if lodged in the King and Commons, we should

want that circumspection and mediatory caution, which

the wisdom of the Peers is to afford : if the supreme

rights of legislature were lodged in the two Houses

only, and the King had no negative upon their pro-

ceedings, they might be tempted to encroach upon

the royal prerogative, or perhaps to aboUsh the
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Chap, kingly office, and thereby weaken (iif not totally

—^— destroy) the strength of the executive power. But

the constitutional government of this island is so

admirably tempered and compounded, that nothing

can endanger or hurt it, but destroying the equili^

brium of power between one branch of the legislature

and the rest. For if ever it should happen that the

independence of any one of the three should be lost,

or that it should become subservient to the views of

either of the other two, there would soon be an

end of our constitution. The legislature would be

changed from that which was originally set up by

the general consent and fundamental act of the

society; and such a change, however effected, is,

according to Mr. Locke (who perhaps carries his

theory too far) at once an entire dissolution of the

bands of Government, and the people would be

reduced to a state of anarchy, with liberty to con-

stitute to themselves a new legislative power.'

IV.
IV.

Executive In Considering the first of these two paragraphs, in

fhemen^ the first place, the phenomenon we should little

incong™-
expect to sce from any thing that goes before, is a

ousiyin- certain executive power, that now, for the first time,
troduced. , ,

^
.

,
.

'
'

bolts out upon us without warnmg or introduction.

The power, the only power our Author has been

Speaking of all along till now, is the legislative. 'Tis

to this, and this alone, that he has given the name of

' sovereign power! 'Tis this power, the different dis-

tributions of which he makes the characteristics of his

three different forms of government. 'Tis with these

different distributions, distributions made of the legis-

lative power, that, according to his account, are con-

nected the several qualifications laid down by him, ' as
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requisites for supremacy :

' qualifications in the pos- Chap.

session of which consist all the advantages which can —m-^

belong to any form of Government. Coming now then

to the British Constitution, it is in the superior degree

in which these qualifications of the legislative body

are possessed by it, that its peculiar excellence is

to consist. It is by possessing the qualification

of strength, that it possesses the advantage of a

monarchy. But how is it then that, by his account,

it possesses the qualification of strength? By any

disposition made of the legislative power? By the

legislative power's being lodged in the hands of a

single person, as in the case of a monarchy ? No

;

but to a disposition made of a new power, which

comes in, as it were, in a parenthesis, a new power

which we now hear of for the first time, a power

which has not, by any description given of.it, been

distinguished from the legislative, an executive.

V.
V.

What then is this same executive power ? I doubt Difficulty

of deter-

our Author would not find it a very easy matter to mining

inform us. ' Why not ?
' says an objector— ' is it not ^ contra-

that power which in this country the King has in distmct

addition to his share in the legislative ?
' Be it so : tive.

the difficulty for a moment is staved off. But that it

is far enough from being solved, a few questions will

soon shew us. This power, is it that only which the

King really has, or is it all that he is said to have ?

Is it that only which he really has, and which he

exercises, or is it that also, which although he be

said to have it, he neither does exercise, nor may
exercise? Does it include judiciary power or not?

If it does, does it include the power of making as

well particular decisions and orders, as general, per-
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^^^- manent, spontaneous regulations of procedure, such as

" are some of those we see made by judges ? Doth it

include supreme military power, and that as well in

ordinary as in a time of martial law ? Doth it include

the supreme7?5ca/ power ^ ; and, in general, that power

which, extending as well over the public money as

over every other article of public property, may be

styled the dispensatorial^ ? Doth it include the power

of granting patents for inventions, and charters of

incorporation ? Doth it include the right of making

bye-laws in corporations ? And is the right of making

bye-laws in corporations the superior right to that of

conferring the power to make them, or is it that there

is an executive power that is superior to a legislative?

This executive again, doth it include the right of sub-

'

stituting the laws of war to the laws of peace ; and

vice versa, the laws of peace to the laws of war?

Doth it include the right of restraining the trade of

subjects by treaties with foreign powers? Doth it

include the right of delivering over, by virtue of the

like treaties, large bodies of subjects to foreign laws ?

—He that would understand what power is executive

and not legislative, and what legislative and not

' By y!sc«/ power I mean that which in this country is exercised by

what is called the Board of Treasury.

^ By dispensatorial power I mean as well that which is exercised by

the Board of Treasury, as those others which are executed in the several

offices styled with us the War Office, Admiralty Board, Navy Board,

Board of Ordnance, and Board of Works : excepting from the business of

all these offices, the power of appointing persons to fill other subordinate

offices : a power Which seems to be of a. distinct nature from that of

making disposition of any article of public property.

Power, political power, is either overpersons or over things. The powers,

then, that have been mentioned above, in as far as they concern things,

are powers over such things as are the property of the public : powers
which differ in this from those which constitute private ownership, in that

the former are, in the main, not beneficial (that is, to the possessors them-

selves) and indiscriminate ; h\itfiduciary, and limited in their exercise to such

acts as are conducive to the special purposes oipublic beliefit and security.
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executive, he that would mark out and deUneate the '^"ap-

different species of constitutional powers, he that —<

—

would describe either what is, or what ought to be the

constitution of a country, and particularly of this

country, let him think of these things.

VI.
VI.

In the next place we are told in a parenthesis (it indepen-
^ denceinac-

bemg a matter so plam as to be taken for granted) curateiy

that ' each of these branches of the Legislature is ^o the'three

independent,'—yes, ' entirely independent,' of the two
''f^jh'^''Q^

others.—Is this then really the case ? Those who emment.

consider the influence which the King and so many
of the Lords have in the election of members of the

House of Commons ; the power which the King has,

at a minute's warning, of putting an end to the

existence of any House of Commons; those who
consider the influence which the King has over both

Houses, by offices of dignity and profit given and

taken away again at pleasure ; those who consider

that the King, on the other hand, depends for his

daily bread on both Houses, but more particularly on

the House of Commons ; not to mention a variety

of other circumstances that might be noticed in the

same view, will judge what degree of precision there

was in our Author's meaning, when he so roundly

asserted the affirmative.

One parenthesis more : for this sentence teems a happy
. ,.._,. discovery

:

with parenthesis withm parenthesis. To this we are merit in-

indebted for a very interesting piece of intelligence : from^igh

nothing less than a full and true account of the station.

personal merits of the members of the House of

Lords for the time being. This he is enabled to do

by means of a contrivance of his own, no less simple
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Chap, than it is ingenious : to wit, that of looking at their

—«— titles. It is by looking at men's titles that he per-

ceives, not merely that they ought to possess certain

merits, not that there is reason to wish they may
possess them, but that they do actually possess them,

and that it is by possessing those merits that they came

to possess these titles. Seeing that some are bishops,

he knows that they are pious : seeing that some are

peers, he knows that they are wise, rich, valiant ^.

' ' The Lords spiritual and temporal, [p. 50] which,' says our Author,
' is an aristocratical assembly of persons selected for their piety, their birth,

their wisdom, their valour, or their property.'

I have distributed, I think, these endowments, as our Author could not

but intend they should be distributed. Birth, to such of the members of

that assembly as have their seat in it by descent : and, as to those who
may chance from time to time to sit there by creation, wisdom, valour,

and property in common among the temporal peers ; and piety, singly

but entirely, among my Lords the Bishops. As to the other three endow-
ments, if there were any of them to which these right reverend persons

could lay any decent claim, it would be wisdom : but since worldly

wisdom is what it would be an ill compliment to attribute to them, and

the wisdom which is from above is fairly included under piety, I conclude

that, when secured in the exclusive possession of this grand virtue, they

have all that was intended them. There is a remarkable period in our

history, at which, measuring by our Author's scale, these three virtues

seem to have been at the boiling point. It was in Queen Anne's reign,

not long after the time of the hard frost. I mean in the year 1711. In

that auspicious year, these three virtues issued forth, it seems, with such

exuberance, as to furnish merit enough to stock no fewer than a dozen

respectable persons, who, upon the strength of it, were all made Barons

in a day. Unhappily indeed, so little read was a right reverend and
contemporary historian ", in our Author's method of ' discerning of spirits,'

as to fancy, it was neither more nor less than the necessity of making a
majority that introduced so large a body of new members thus suddenly

into the house. But I leave it to those who are read in the history of

that time, to judge of the ground there can be for so romantic an imagina-

tion. As to piety, the peculiar endowment of the mitre, the stock there

is of that virtue, should, to judge by the like standard, be, at all times,

pretty much upon a level : at all times, without question, at a maximum.
This is what we can make the less doubt of, since, with regard to ecclesias'

tical matters, in general, our Author, as in another place he assures us,

has had the happiness to find, that ' every thing is as it should be K'

' See Bishop Burnet's History of his own Times. Vol. 2.

> Vol. 4. Chap. IV. p. 49.
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Chap.

VIII.
VIII.

The more we consider the appHcation he makes of Supposed

the common-place notions concerning the three forms the three"

of Government to our own, the more we shall see the
forms"of

"*

wide difference there is between reading: and re- Govem-

fleeting. Our own he finds to be a combination of applicable

these three. It has a Monarchical branch, an Aris-
°°"''°^"-

tocratical, and a Democratical. The Aristocratical is

the House of Lords ; the Democratical is the House
of Commons. Much had our Author read, at school,

doubtless, and at college, of the wisdom and gravity

of the Spartan senate : something, probably, in Mon-

tesquieu, and elsewhere, about the Venetian. He had

read of the turbulence and extravagance of the

Athenian mob. Full of these ideas, the House of

Lords were to be our Spartans or Venetians; the

House of Commons, our Athenians. With respect

then to the point of wisdom, (for that of honesty

we will pass by) the consequence is obvious. The
House of Commons, however excellent in point of

honesty, is an assembly of less wisdom than that of

the House of Lords. This is what our Author makes

no scruple of assuring us. A Duke's son gets a seat

in the House of Commons. There needs no more tp

make him the very model of an Athenian cobbler.

IX.
IX.

Let us find out, if we can, whence this notion of the Wisdom:

want of wisdom in the members of a Democracy, and to h&want-

of the abundance of it in those of an Aristocracy, mfmbere

could have had its rise. We shall then see with what of a Demo-
cracy

—

degree of propriety such a notion can be transferred

to our Houses of Lords and Commons.

In the members of a Democracy in particular, there
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Chap, jg likely to be a want of wisdom—Why? The
—"— greater part being poor, are, when they begin to take

upon them the management of affairs, uneducated

:

being uneducated, they are iUiterate : being ilHterate,

they are ignorant. Ignorant, therefore, and unwise, if

that be what is meant by ignorant, they begin. De-

pending for their daily bread on the profits of some

petty traffic, or the labour of some manual occupation,

they are nailed to the work-board, or the counten

In the business of Government, it is only by fits and

starts that they have leisure so much as to act : they

have no leisure to reflect. Ignorant therefore they

continue.—But in what degree is this the case with

the members of our House of Commons ?

X.
X.

—and pre- Qu the Other hand, the members of an Aristocracy,
sent in . . , .

,

those of bemg few, are rich : either they are members of

cracy?^
° the Aristocracy, because they are rich ; or they are

rich, because they are members of the Aristocracy.

Being rich, they are educated : being educated, they

are learned : being learned, they are knowing. They
are at leisure to reflect, as well as act. They may
therefore naturally be expected to become, more

knowing, that is more wise, as they persevere. In

what degree is this the case with the members of the

House of Lords more than with those of the House of

Commons? The fact is, as every body sees, that

either the members of the House of Commons are as

much at leisure as those of the House of Lords ; or, if

-7, occupied, occupied in such a way as tends to give

them a more than ordinary insight into some par-

ticular department of Government. In whom shall we
expect to find so much knowledge of Law as in a

professed Lawyer? of Trade, as in a Merchant?
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Chap.
in.

XL —*-
XI.

But hold—Our Author, when he attributes to why, ac-

the members of an Aristocracy more wisdom than our Au-

to those of a Democracy, has a reason of his own.

Let us endeavour to understand it, and then apply

it, as we have applied the others. In Aristocratical

bodies, we are to understand there is more experience

;

at least it is intended by some body or other there

should be : which, it seems, answers the same purpose

as if there was. ' In Aristocracies,' says our Author,

' there is more wisdom to be found, than in the other

frames of Government; being composed,' continues

he, ' or intended to be composed, of the most expe-

rienced citizens ^.' On this ground then it is, that we
are to take for granted, that the members of the House

of Lords have more wisdom among them, than those

of the House of Commons. It is this article of

experience that, being a qualification possessed by the

members of an Aristocratical body, as such, in a

superior degree to that in which it can be possessed

by a democratical body, is to afford us a particular

ground for attributing a greater share of wisdom

to the members of the upper house, than to those

of the lower.

XII.
XIL

How it is that a member of an aristocracy, as such,
,^y^f"°^^.

is, of all things, to have attained more experience than «'«««,'how

A t 1 1 J
^'' ^ proof

the member of a democracy, our Author has not told of superi-

us ; nor what it is this experience is to consist of. Is widom.

it experience of things preparatory to, but different

from, the business of governing ? This should rather

go by the name of knowledge. Is it experience of the

P. 50.
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Chap, business itself of governing? Let us see. For the

—»— member of the one body, as of the other, there must

be a time when he first enters upon this business.

They both enter upon it, suppose on the same day.

Now then is it on that same day that one is more

experienced in it than the other ? or is it on that day

ten years ?

XIII.
XIII.

How far Thosc indeed who recollect what we observed but
attributa-

ble to aris- now ^, may answer without hesitation,— on that day

in general, ten years. The reason was there given. It is neither

more nor less, than that want of leisure which the

bulk of the numerous members of a Democracy must

necessarily labour under, more than those of an

Aristocracy. But of this, what intimation is there to

be collected, from any thing that has been suggested

by our Author ?

XIV.
XIV.

How far So much with respect to Aristocracies in general.

House of It happens also by accident, that that particular branch

particular, of o^r own government to which he has given the

name of the Aristocratical,—the House of Lords,

—

has actually greater opportunities of acquiring the

qualification of experience, than that other branch,

the House of Commons, to which he has given the

name of the democratical. But to what is this owing ?

not to any thing in the characteristic natures of those

two bodies, not to the one's being Aristocratical, and

the other Democratical; but to a circumstance, en-

tirely foreign and accidental, which we shall see

presently. But let us observe his reasoning. The
House of Lords, he says, is an assembly that behoves

' v. supra, par. 9.
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to have more wisdom in it, than the House of Com- Chap.

mons. This is the proposition. Now for the proof. —m-^

The first is an Aristocratical assembly ; the second a

Democratical. An Aristocratical assembly has more

experience than a Democratical ; and on that account

more wisdom. Therefore the House of Lords, as

was to be proved, has more wisdom than the House
of Commons. Now, what the whole of the argument

rests upon, we may observe, is this fact, that an Aris-

tocratical assembly, as such, has more experience than

a Democratical one ; but this, with Aristocratical as-

semblies in general, we see, is not, for any reason that

our Author has given us, the case. At the same time

with respect to our House of Lords in particular, in

comparison with the House of Commons, it does

happen to be the case, owing to this simple circum-

stance : the members of the House of Lords, when
once they begin to sit, sit on for life : those of the

House of Commons only from seven years to seven

years, or it may happen, less.

XV.
XV.

In speaking, however, in this place, of experience, what is to

I would rather be understood to mean opportunity of stood by

acquiring experience, than experience itself. For \el^!^^

actual experience depends upon other concurrent ^""-
(

causes.

XVL
. . - .

XVI.
It IS, however, from superiority ofexperience alone, Opportu-

that our Author derives superiority of wisdom. He perience^

has, indeed, the proverb in his favour :
' Experience,'

""'g^ause

it has been said of old, ' is the Mother of Wisdom :

' of wisdom.

be it so ;—but then Interest is the Father, There is

even an Interest that is the Father of Experience.

o
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Among the members of the House of Commons,

though none so poor as to be illiterate, are many

whose fortunes, according to the common phrase, are

yet to make. The fortunes of those of the House of

Lords (I speak in general) are made already. The
members of the House of Commons may hope to be

members of the House of Lords. The members of

the House of Lords have no higher House of Lords

to rise to. Is it natural for those to be most active

who have the least, or those who have the wos^ interest

to be so ? Are the experienced those who are the least,

or those who are the most active ? Does experience

come to men when asleep, or when awake ? Is it the

members of the House of Lords that are the most ac-

tive, or of the House of Commons? To speak plain,

is it in the House of Lords that there is most business

done, or in the House of Commons ? Was it after

the fish was caught that the successor of St. Peter

used the net, or was it before ^ ? In a word is there

most wisdorti ordinarily where there is least, or where

there is most to gain by being wise ^.

' Every body has heard the story of him who, from a fisherman, was
made Archbishop, and then Pope. While Archbishop, it was his custom

every day, after dinner, to have a fishing net spread upon his table, by
way of a memento, as he used to say, of the meanness of his original.

This farcical ostentation of humility was what, in those days, contributed

not a little to the increase of his reputation. Soon after his exaltation to

St. Peter's chair, one of his intimates was taking notice to him, one day,

when dinner was over, of the table's not being decked as usual. ' Peace,'

answered the Holy Father, ' when the fish is caught, there is no occasion

for the net.'

'' In the House of Commons itself, is it by the opulent and indepen-

dent Country gentlemen that the chief business ofthe House is transacted,

or by aspiring, and perhaps needy Courtiers ! The man who would per-

severe in the toil of Government, without any other reward than the

favour of the people, is certainly the man for the people to make choice

of. But such men are at best but rare. Were it not for those children

of Corruption we have been speaking of, the business of the state, I (Joubt,

would stagnate.
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XVII.
.

, . , ,
XVII.A word or two more with respect to the character- Mediatory

istic qualifications, as our Author states them, of the the pecu°'

higher assembly of our legislature. Experience is, in |j?[
p™^^

virtue of their being an aristocratical assembly, to the Lords,

afford them wisdom : thus far we were arrived before.

But he now pushes the deduction a step farther.

—

Wisdom is to afford them ' circumspection and media-

tory caution ;
' qualifications which it seems as if we

should see nothing of, were it not for them. Let us

now put a case. The business, indeed, that originates

in the House of Lords is, as things stand, so little,

that our Author seems to forget that there is any.

However, some there is. A bill then originates with

the Lords, and is sent down to the Commons.—As to

' circumspection ' I say nothing ; that, let us hope,

is not wanting to either House. But whose province

is ' mediatory caution,' now ?

XVIII.
„, , . , , , r XVIII.
Thus much concermng these two branches of our The De-

legislature, so long as they continue what, according bl-anchof

to our Author's principles, they are at present : the °"'' ^^^is-

House of Lords the Aristocratical branch : the House upon our

of Commons the Democratical. A little while and we principles,

shall see them so ; but again a little while, perhaps,
g°[shabie

and we shall not see them so. By what characteristic from the

, Aristo-

does our Author distmguish an Aristocratical legisla- craticai.

tive body from a Democratical one? By that of

number : by the number of the persons that compose

them : by that, and that alone : for no other has he

given. Now, therefore, to judge by that, the House
of Lords, at present, indeed, is the Aristocratical

branch : the House of Commons in comparison at

o 2
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Chap, jgast with the other, the Democratical. Thus far

—— is well. But should the list of nobility swell at the

rate we have sometimes seen it, there is an assignable

period, and that, perhaps, at no very enormous dis-

tance, at which the assembly of the Lords will be

more numerous than that of the Commons. Which

will then be the Aristocratical branch of our Legisla-

ture ? Upon our Author's principles, the House of

Commons. Which the Democratical ? The House

of Lords.

XIX.
XIX.

AU-perfec- The final cause we are to observe, and finishing
tion of the

, . , ,

,

> t i n
British exploit, the portus et sabbatum, as Lord Bacon

tion^mi'th- might perhaps have called it^, of this sublime and
ematicaiiy edifying dissertation, is this demonstration, he has

strated. been giving us, of the perfection of the British Form

of Government. This demonstration (for by no less

a title ought it to be called) is founded, we may have

observed, altogether upon the properties of numbers

:

properties, newly discovered indeed, and of an extra-

ordinary complexion, moral properties; but proper-

ties, however, so it seems, of numbers ^. 'Tis in the

nature then of numbers we shall find these charac-

teristic properties of the three Forms of Government,

if anjrwhere. Now the properties of numbers are

universally allowed to be the proper subject of that

mode of demonstration which is called mathematical.

The proof our Author has given has therefore al-

ready in it the essence of such a demonstration. To be

complete at all points, it wants nothing but the form.

This deficiency is no other than what an under-rate

workman might easily supply. A mere technical

' It is what he says of Theology with respect to the Sciences.—V.
Augm. Scient. L. VIII. c. III. p. 97.

^ v. supra, ch. II. pars. 24, 32, pp. 174, 178.
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operation does the business. That humble task it

shall be my endeavour to perform. The substantial

honour I ascribe wholly to our Author, to whom only

it is most due.

XX.

PROPOSITION. THEOREM.
The British Government is all-perfect.

Demonstration.^

By definition, i The British Government= Monar-
chy + Aristocracy + Democracy.

Monarchy= the Government of i.

Chap.
III.

XX.
The de-

monstra-
tion drawn
up in form.

Again, by defi-

nition,

Also,

Also,

Put

Put also

Now then, by

assumption,

Also, 8

ID

II

Democracy = the Government of

all.

Aristocracy= the Government of

some number between i and all.

All= 1,000,000.

The number of governors in an

Aristocracy= 1,000.

I has + strength — wisdom — ho-

nesty.

I 000 has + wisdom— strength — ho-

nesty.

1000,000 has + honesty— strength

—wisdom.

I has -I- strength.

Also,

Rejecting —

wisdom— ho-

nesty ' in [7]

Also rejecting

—strength —
wisdom in [8]

• Which is done without any sort of ceremony, the quantities marked

in the step with the negative sign, being as so many_/?w«Hfc, which are at

a maximum, or a minimum, just as happens to be most convenient.

1,000 has -f wisdom.

/
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Chap.
III.

Also rejecting

—strength —

wisdom in [9]

Putting toge-

ther the ex-

pressions

[10], [11], and

[12],

But by the de-

finitions [1],

[2], [3] [4],and

the supposi-

tions [5], [6],

Therefore, by

[13]

Changing the

expression,

But by defini-

tion

Therefore, by

[16] and [17]

12

13

14

1,000,000 has -<- honesty.

I + 1,000 -M,000,000 has strength

-f wisdom -I- honesty.

The British Government = i -h

1,000 -I- 1,000,000.

The British Government has-i-

strength -I- wisdom + honesty.

The British Government is all-

powerful -I- all-wise -I- all-honest.

All-powerful -f- all-wise -I- all-honest

= all-perfect.

The British Government is all-

perfect, Q. E. D.

0:1^ Scholium. After the same manner it may be

proved to be all-weak, all-foolish, and all-knavish.

XXL
XXI.

conciu- Thus much for the British Constitution ; and for the
sion of the

-i c \ • i • i i t
Chapter, grounds 01 that pre-eminence which it boasts, I trust,

indeed, not without reason, above all others that are

known: Such is the idea our Author gives us of

those grounds.— ' You are not satisfied with it then,'

says some one.—Not perfectly.
—'What is then your

own ?'—In truth this is more than I have yet quite

settled. I may have settled it with myself, and not

think it worth the giving : but if ever I do think it
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worth the giving, it will hardly be in the form of a Chap.

comment on a digression stuffed into the belly of a >

definition. At any rate it is not likely to be much
wished for, by those, who have read what has been

given us on this subject by an ingenious foreigner

:

since it is to a foreigner we were destined to owe
the best idea that has yet been given of a subject so

much our own. Our Author has copied : but Mr.

DE LoLME has thought.

The topic which our Author has thus brought

upon the carpet (let any one judge with what ne-

cessity) is in respect to some parts of it that we have

seen, rather of an invidious nature. Since, however,

it has been brought upon the carpet, I have treated

it with that plainness with which an Englishman of

all others is bound to treat it, because an Englishman

may thus treat it and be safe. I have said what the

subject seemed to demand, without any fear indeed,

but without any wish, to give offence : resolving not

to permit myself to consider how this or that man
might chance to take it. I have spoken without

sycophantical respects indeed, yet I hope not without

decency : certainly without any party spleen. I chose

rather to leave it to our Author to compliment men
in the lump : and to stand aghast with admiration at

the virtues of men unknown ^. Our Author will do

as shall seem meet to him. For my part, if ever I

stand forth and sing the song of eulogy to great men,

it shall be not because they occupy their station, but

because they deserve it.

^ V. supra, par. 7.



CHAPTER IV.

Chap.
IV.

I.

Subject of

the para-

graph in

question
as stated

by our
Author.

RIGHT OF THE SUPREME POWER TO MAKE LAWS.

I.

We now come to the third topic touched upon in

the digression; namely, the right, as our Author

phrases it, which the Supreme Power has of making

laws. And this topic occupies one pretty long para-

graph. The title here given to it is the same which

in the next succeeding paragraph he has found for it

himself. This is fortunate : for, to have been obliged

to find a title for it myself, is what would have been

to the last degree distressing. To entitle a discourse,

is to represent the drift of it. But, to represent the

drift of this, is a task which, so long at least as I con-

fine my consideration to the paragraph itself, bids

defiance to my utmost efforts.

II.

Drift of it,

as conjec-

tured.

II.

'Tis to another passage or two, a passage or two

that we have already seen starting up in distant parts

of this digression, that I am indebted for such conjec-

tures as I have been able to make up.

These conjectures, however, I could not have

ventured so far to rely on, as on the strength of them
to have furnished the paragraph with a title of my own
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framing. The danger of misrepresentation was too Chap.

great ; a kind of danger which a man cannot but lie —»—
imminently exposed to, who ventures to put a precise

meaning upon a discourse which in itself has none.

That I may just mention, however, in this place, the

result of them ; what he is really aiming at, I take it,

is, to inculcate a persuasion that in every state there

must subsist, in some hands or other, a power that is

absolute. I mention it thus prematurely, that the

reader may have some clue to guide him in his

progress through the paragraph; which it is now
time I should recite.

III.
III.

' Having,' says our Author, ' thus cursorily con- The para-

sidered the three usual species of government, and our dted.

own singular constitution, selected and compounded

from them all, I proceed to observe, that, as the power

of making laws constitutes the supreme authority, so

wherever the supreme authority in any state resides,

it is the right of that authority to make laws ; that is,

in the words ofour definition, to prescribe the rule of

civil action. And this may be discovered from the very

end and institution of civil states. For a state is a col-

lective body, composed of a multitude of individuals

united for their safety and convenience, and intending

to act together as one man. If it therefore is to act as

one man, it ought to act by one uniform will. But in as

much as political communities are made up of many
natural persons, each of whom has his particular will

and inclination, these several wills cannot by any

natural union be joined together, or tempered and

disposed into a lasting harmony, so as to constitute

and produce that one uniform will of the whole. It can

therefore be no otherwise produced than by a political
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Chap, union ; by the consent of ^11 persons to submit their

—*— own private wills to the will of one man, or of one, or

more assemblies of men, to whom the supreme

authority is entrusted : and this will of that one man,

or assemblage of men is, in different states, according

to their different constitutions, understood to be

law.'

IV.

The sense The Other passages which suggested to me the

sfdered"in
construction I havc ventured to put upon this, shall

itself. be "mentioned by and by. First, let us try what is to

be made of it by itself.

V.
V.

The lead- The obscurity in which the first sentence of this

mentinit paragraph is enveloped, is such, that I know not how
nugatory,

j.^ g^ about bringing it to light, without borrowing a

word or two of logicians. Laying aside the preamble,

the body of it, viz. ' as the power of making laws

constitutes the supreme authority, so wherever the

supreme authority in any state resides, it is the right

of that authority to make laws,' may be considered as

constituting that sort of syllogism which logicians call

an enthymeme. An enthymeme consists of two pro-

positions ] a consequent and an antecedent. ' The power

of making laws,' says our Author, ' constitutes the

supreme authority.' This is his antecedent. From
hence it is he concludes, that ' wherever the supreme

authority in any state resides, it is the right of that

authority to make laws.' This then is his consequent.

,
Now so it is, that this antecedent, and this consequent,

for any difference at least that I can possibly perceive

in them, would turn out, were they but correctly

worded, to mean precisely the same thing : for, after
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saying that ' the power ofmaking laws constitutes the Chap.

supreme authority,' to tell us that, for that reason, —h.—

' the supreme authority ' is (or has) the power (or the

right) of making laws, is giving us, I take it, much
the same sort of information, as it would be to us to

be told that a thing is so, because it is so : a sort of a

truth which there seems to be no very great occasion

to send us upon ' discovering, in the end and institu-

tion of civil states.' That by the ' sovereign power,'

he meant ' the power of making laws
;

' this, or some-

thing like it, is no more indeed than what he had told

us over and over, and over again, with singular

energy and anxiety, in his 46th page, in his 49th, and

in, I know not how many, pages besides : always

taking care, for precision's sake, to give a little variety

to the expression : the words '^power ^ and 'authority,'

sometimes, seemingly put for the same idea; some-

times seemingly opposed to each other : both of them

sometimes denoting the fictitious being, the abstract

quality; sometimes the real being or beings, the

person or persons supposed to possess that quality.—
Let us disentangle the sense from these ambiguities

;

let us learn to speak distinctly of the persons, and of

the quality we attribute to them ; and then let us make

another effort to find a meaning for this perplexing

passage.

VI.
VI.

By the ' supreme authority ' then, (we may suppose The ante-

our Author to say) ' I mean the same thing as when I stated

say the power of making laws.' This is the proposition
^"^^'''

we took notice of above, under the name of the antece-

dent. This antecedent then, we may observe, is a

definition : a definition, to wit, of the phrase ' supreme

authority.' Now to define a phrase is, to translate it
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Chap, into another phrase, supposed to be better understood,

and expressive of the same ideas. The supposition

here then is, that the reader was already, of himself,

tolerably well acquainted with the import of the phrase

' power of making laws
:

' that he was not at all, or

was however less acquainted with the import of the

phrase ' supreme authority.' Upon this supposition

then, it is, that in order to his being made clearly to

understand the latter, he is informed of its being

synonymous to the former. Let us now introduce

the mention of the person : let us add the word ^person'

to the definition ; it will be the same definition still

in substance, only a little more fully and precisely

worded. For a person topossess the supreme authority,

is for a person to possess the power of making laws.

This then is what in substance has been already laid

down in the antecedent.

VII.
VII.

Theconse- Now let US Consider the consequent; which, when

stated."^^ detached from the context, may be spoken ofas making

a sentence of itself. ' Wherever,' says he, ' the su-

preme authority in any state resides, it is the right of

that authority to make Laws.'—By 'wherever' I take

it for granted, he means, ' in whatever persons :
' by

'authority,' in the former part ofthe 5ea.t&nce,^power

;

by the same word, ' authority,' in the latter part of the

sentence,

—

persons. Corrected therefore, the sentence

will stand thus : In whatever persons in any state the

supreme power resides, it is the right of those persons to

make Laws.

VIII.
VIII.

identical
'^^^ °"'y ^^""^ "^^^ remaining undisposed of, is

with the the word ' right.' And what to think of this, indeed
antece
dent

:
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I know not : whether our Author had a meaning in ^rap.

it, or whether he had none. It is inserted, we may
observe, in the latter part only of the sentence: it

appears not in the former. Concerning this omission,

two conjectures here present themselves : it may
have happened by accident; or it may have been

made by design. If by accident, then the case is,

that the idea annexed to the word ' right' is no other

than what was meant to be included in the former

part of the sentence, in which it is not expressed, as

well as in the latter, in which it is. In this case it

may, without any change in the signification, be ex-
;

pressed in both. Let it then be expressed, and the

sentence, take it altogether, will stand thus: In

whatever persons the right of exercising supreme power

in any state resides, it is the right of those persons to

make Laws'. If this conjecture be the true one, and

I am apt to think it is, we see once more, and, I trust,

beyond all doubt, that the consequent in this enthymeme

is but a repetition of the antecedent. We may judge

then, whether it is from any such consideration as

that of ' the end and institution of civil states,' or any

other consideration that we are likely to gain any

further conviction of the truth of this conclusion, than

it presents us of itself. We may also form some

judgment beforehand, what use or meaning there

is likely to be in the assemblage of words that is to

follow.

IX.
IX.

What is possible, notwithstanding, however im-—or else
^ '

. . , , . , ndthing to

probable, is, that the omission we have been speak- the pur-

ing of was designed. In this case, what we are to
p°^^-

understand is, that the word ^ right' was meant to

introduce a new idea into this latter part of the sen-
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Chap, tence, over and above any that was meant to be
—"— suggested by the former. 'Right' then, according

to this construction, in the one place, is to be con-

sidered as put in contradistinction tofact in the other.

The sense is then, that whatever persons do actually

exercise supreme power, (or what, according to the

antecedent of the enthymeme, is the same thing, the

power of making laws) those persons have the right to

exercise it. But, in this case, neither does what is

given as a consequence in any respect follow from the

antecedent, nor can any thing be made of it, but what

is altogether foreign to the rest of the discourse. So

much indeed, that it seems more consonant to proba-

bility, as well as more favourable to our Author, to

conclude that he had no meaning at all, than that he

had this.

X.
X.

The rest of Let US uow try what we can make of the remainder
the para- -^

graph new of the paragraph. Being ushered in by the word

supposed 'fa^> it seems to lay claim to the appellation of an
drift of it. argument. This argument, setting out, as we have

seen, without an object, seems however to have

found something like one at last, as if it had picked

it up by the way. This object, if I mistake it not, is

to persuade men, that the supreme power, (that is the

person or persons in use to exercise the supreme

power in a state) ought, in all points without ex-

ception, to be obeyed. What men intend, he says,

to do when they are in a state, is to act, as if they

were but ' one man.' But one man has but one will

belonging to him. What they intend therefore, or

what they ought to intend, (a slight difference which

our Author seems not to be well aware of) is, to act as

if they had but one will. To act as if they had but
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one will, the way is, for them to 'join ' all their wills Chap.

' together.' To do this, the most obvious way would —**—
TliG rest of

be to join them ' naturally

:

' but, as wills will not the para-

splice and dovetail like deal boards, the only feasible ftTted"^™^

way is to join them ^politically! Now the only way
for men to join their wills together politically, is for

them all to consent to submit their wills to the will of

one. This one will, to which all others are to be

submitted, is the will of those persons who are in

use^cj to exercise the supreme power; whose wills

again, when there happens to be many of them,

have, by a process of which our Author has said

nothing, been reduced (as we must suppose) into one

already. So far our Author's argument. The above

is the substance of it fairly given ; not altogether with

so much ornament, indeed, as he has given it, but, I

trust, with somewhat more precision. The whole

concludes, we may observe, with our Author's

favourite identical proposition, or something like it,

now for the twentieth time repeated.

XL
XI.

Taking it altogether, it is, without question, a very Weakness
, . . , ,. of it as a

mgemous argument : nor can any thmg m the world persuasive

answer the purpose better, except just in the 5ase '° °''^''""

where it happens to be wanted. Not but that a veteran

antagonist, trained up in the regular and accustomed

discipline of legal fencing, such an one, indeed, might

contrive perhaps, with due managem.ent, to give our

Author the honour of the field. But should some

undisciplined blunderer, like the Commissary's land-

lady, thrust in quart, when he should have thrust in

tierce, I doubt much whether he might not get within

our KviCsxcys'^ guard.—I 'intend?'—I 'consent?'—

I

'submit' myself?—'Who are you, I wonder, that

ence.
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Chap, should know what I do better than I do myself? As
—•— to ^^submitting my will " to the wills of the people who

made this law you are speaking of,—^what I know is,

that I never " intended " any such thing : I abominate

them, I tell you, and all they ever did, and have al-

ways said so : and as to my ' consent,' so far have

I been from giving it to their law, that from the first

to the last, I have protested against it with all my
might.' So much for our refractory disputant.—What
I should say to him I know : but what our Author

could find to answer to him, is more than I can

imagine ^.

XII.
XII.

A prior Let us now return and pick up those other passages
paragraph ^ ^

.

i

supposed which we supposed to have a respect to the same

tive^to ti^e design that seems to be in view in this. First comes

°h\T^
°^ ^^^ short introductory paragraph that ushers in the

whole digression : a paragraph which, however short,

and however imperfect with respect to the purpose of

giving a general view of the contents of those which

follow it, was, in despite of method, to expatiate upon

this subject. Upon this subject, indeed, he does ex-

patiate with a force of argument and energy ofexpres-

sion which nothing can withstand. ' This,' it begins,

' will necessarily lead us into a short enquiry concern-

ing the nature of society and civil government ^.'

—

* One thing in the paragraph we are considering is observable ; it is

the concluding sentence, in which he brings together the ideas of law and

will. Here then, in the tail of a digression, he comes nearer in fact,

though without being aware of it, to the giving a just and precise idea of

a law, than in any part of the definition itself^om whence he is digressing.

If, instead of saying that a law is a will, he had called it the expression of

a will, and that sort of expression of a will which goes by the name of

a command, his definition would, so far as this goes, have been clear as

well as right. As it is, it is neither the one nor the other. But of this

more, if at all, in another place. The definition of law is a matter of too

much nicety and importance to be dispatched in a note.

' I Comm. 47.
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This isall the intimation itgives of the contents ofthose Chap.

paragraphs we have examined. Upon this before us ,

.."

it touches in energetic terms ; but more energetic

than precise.
—'And the natural' (it continues) 'and

inherent right that belongs to the sovereignty of a

state,' {natural right, observe, that belongs to the

sovereignty of a political society) ' wherever that

sovereignty be lodged, of making and enforcing

laws.'

XIII.
XIII

This is not all. The most emphatical passage is Another,

yet behind. It is a passage in that short para-

graph ^ which we found to contain such a variety of

matter. He is there speaking of the several forms

of government now in being. ' However they began,'

says he, ' or by what right soever they subsist, there

is and must be in all of them a supreme, irresistible, ab-

solute, uncontrolled authority, in which the.jura summi
imperii, or the rights of sovereignty, reside.'

XIV.
XIV.

The vehemence, the Setvo'rjjs, of this passage is Agitation

remarkable. He ransacks the language: he piles ^ ^'"^^

up, one upon another, four of the most tremendous

epithets he can find ; he heaps Ossa upon Pelion : and,

as if the English tongue did not furnish expressions

strong or imposing enough, he tops the whole with a

piece of foi^nidable Latinity. From all this agitation,

it is plain, I think, there is a something which he has

very much at heart; which he wishes, but fears,

perhaps, to bring out undisguised ; which in several

places, notwithstanding, bursts out involuntarily, as it

were, before he is well ready for it ; and which, a

' I Comm. p. 48, supra, ch. II. par. ii.

P
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^Iv^'
certain discretion, getting at last the upper hand of

propensity, forces, as we have seen, to dribble away

in a string of obscure sophisms. Thus oddly enough

it happens, that that passage of them all, which, if I

mistake not, is the only one that was meant to be

dedicatedexpressly to the subject, is the least explicit

on it ^.

XV.
XV.

Cause of it. A courage much stauncher than our Author's might

have wavered here. A task of no less intricacy was
here to be travelled through, than that of adjusting

the claims of those two jealous antagonists. Liberty

and Government. A more invidious ground is

scarcely to be found any where within the field of

politics. Enemies encompass the traveller on every

side. He can scarce stir but he must expect to

be assaulted with the war-whoop of political heresy

from one quarter or another. Difficult enough is the

situation of him, who, in these defiles, feels himself

impelled one way by fear, and another by affection.

XVI.
XVI.

Resource To retum to the paragraph which it was the more
he finds in . . . .

obscurity, immediate business of this chapter to examine :

—

Were the path of obscurity less familiar to our Author,
one should be tempted to imagine he had struck into

it on the particular occasion before us, in the view of

extricating himself from this dilemma. A discourse

thus prudently indeterminate might express enough
to keep fair with the rulers of the earth, without

setting itself in direct array against the prejudices

' Another passage or two there is which might seem to glance the same
way : but these I pass over as less material, after those which we have
seen.
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of the people. Viewed by different persons, it might Chap.

present different aspects : to men in power it might —»—
recommend itself, and that from the first, under the

character of a practical lesson of obedience for the use

of the people ; while among the people themselves it

might pass muster, for a time at least, in quality

of a string of abstract scientific propositions of juris-

prudence. It is not till some occasion for making

application of it should occur, that its true use and

efficacy would be brought to light. The people,

no matter on what occasion, begin to murmur, and

concert measures of resistance. Now then is the

time for the latent virtues of this passage to be called

forth. The book is to be opened to them, and in this

passage they are to be shewn, what of themselves,

perhaps, they would never have observed, a set of

arguments curiously strung together and wrapped

up, in proof of the universal expedience, or rather

necessity, of submission : a necessity which is to arise,

not out of the reflection that the probable mischiefs of

resistance are greater than the probable mischiefs of

obedience; not out ofany such debateable consideration

;

but out of a something that is to be much more cogent

and effectual : to wit, a certain metaphysico-legal im-

potence, which is to beget in them the sentiment, and

answer all the purposes of a natural one. Armed,

and full of indignation, our malcontents are making

their way to the royal palace. In vain. A certain

estoppel being made to bolt out upon them, in the

manner we have seen, by the force of our Author's

legal engineering, their arms are to fall, as it were by

enchantment, from their hands. To disagree, to

clamour, to oppose, to take back, in short, their wills

again, is now, they are told, too late : it is what cannot

be done : their wills have been put in hotchpot along

p 2
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CiTAP. with the rest: they have 'united,'—they have 'con-

—M— sented,'—they have ' submitted.'—Our Author having

thus put his hook into theirnose, they are to go back as

they came, and all is peace. An ingenious contri-

vance this enough : but popular passion is not to be

fooled, I doubt, so easily. Now and then, it is true,

one error may be driven out, for a time, by an oppo-

site error : one piece of nonsense by another piece of

nonsense : but for barring the door effectually and for

ever against all error and all nonsense, there is

nothing like the simple truth.

XVII.

inconsist- After all these pains taken to inculcate unreserved

present
*^ Submission, would any one have expected to see our

passage Author himselfamong the most eager to excite men to

former. disobcdience ? and that, perhaps, upon the most

frivolous pretences? in short, upon any pretence

whatsoever? Such, however, upon looking back

a little, we shall find him. I say, among the most

eager ; for other men, at least the most enlightened

advocates for liberty, are content with leaving it to

subjects to resist, for their own sakes, on the footing

oipermission : this will not content our Author, but

he must be forcing it upon them as a point of duty.

XVIII.
XVIII.

The former 'Tis in a passage antecedent to the digression we
cited. are examining, but in the same section, that, speaking

of the pretended law of Nature, and of the law of

revelation, ' no human laws,' he says, ' should be

suffered to contradict these ^.' The expression is

remarkable. It is not that no human laws should

^ I Comm. p. 42.
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contradict them : but that no human laws should be Chap.

SUFFERED to contradict them. He then proceeds '.T'

to give us an example. This example, one might

think, would be such as should have the effect of

softening the dangerous tendency of the rule:—on

the contrary, it is such as cannot but enhance it ^

;

and, in the application of it to the rule, the substance

of the latter is again repeated in still more explicit

and energetic terms. 'Nay,' says he, speaking of the

act he instances, ' if any human law should allow

or enjoin us to commit it, we are bound to trans-

gress that human law, or else we must offend both

the natural and the divine.'

XIX.
XIX

The propriety of this dangerous maxim, so far Dangerous

as the Divine Law is concerned, is what I must refer ^^^".^^""^y

to a future occasion for more particular consideration ^.

^s to the Law of Nature, if (as I trust it will appear)

it be nothing but a phrase * ; if there be no other

medium for proving any act to be an offence against

' It is that of murder. In the word here chosen there lurks a fallacy

which makes the proposition the more dangerous as it is the more plau-

sible. It is too important to be altogether past Over : at the same time

that a slight hint of it, in this place, is all that can be given. Murder is

M/m^ under certain circumstances.—Is the human law then to be allowed

to define, in dernier ressort, what shall be those circumstances, or is it not ?

If yes, the case of a 'human law allowing or enjoining us to commit it,'

is a case that is not so much as supposable : if «o, adieu to all human laws

:

to the fire with our Statutes at large, our Reports, our Institutes, and all

that we have hitherto been used to call our law books ; our law books, the

only law books we can be safe in trusting to, are Puffendorf and the Bible.

^ According to our Author, indeed, it should be to no purpose to

make any separate mention of the two laws ; since the Divine Law, he

tells us, is but ' a part of that of Nature *. Of consequence, with respect

to that part, at least, which is common to both, to be conti-ary to the one,

is, of course, to be contrary to the other.

" This is what there would be occasion to shew taore at large in

examining some former parts of this section.

* I Coram, p. 42.
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Chap, it, than the mischievous tendency of such act ; if there

—.^ be no other medium for proving a law of the state to be

contrary to it, than the inexpediency of such law, unless

the bare unfounded disapprobation of any one who
thinks of it be called a proof; if a test for distinguish-

ing such laws as would be contrary to the Law of

Nature from such as, without being contrary to it, are

simply inexpedient^^ that which neither our Author,

nor any man else, so much as pretended ever to give

;

\^, in a word, there be scarce any law whatever but

what those who have not liked it have found, on

some account or another, to be repugnant to some

text of scripture ; I see no remedy but that the

natural tendency of such doctrine is to impel a man,

by the force of conscience, to rise up in arms against

any law whatever that he happens not to like?] What
sort of government it is that can consist with such

a disposition, I must leave to our Author to inform us.

XX.
XX ^

Theprinci- \\X. is the principle of utility, accurately apprehended

ny'the'^'^ and Steadily applied, that affords the only clue to

un'/ef"'*^^
guide a man through these straits!\ It is for that,

these diffi- if any, and for that alone to furnish a decision which

neither party shall dare in theory to disavow. It is

something to reconcile men even in theory. They
are at least, something nearer to an effectual union,

than when at variance_as well in respect of theory as

of practice.

XXI.
XXI.

Juncture In Speaking of the supposed contract between

ance. King and people ^ I have already had occasion to

give the description, and, as it appears to me, the

' Ch. I.
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only general description that can be given, of that Chap.

juncture at which, and not before, resistance to gov- ! ^
ernment becomes commendable; or, in other words,

reconcileable to just notions, whether of legal or not,

at least of moral, and, if there be any difference,

religious duty^. What was there said was spoken,

at the time, with reference to that particular branch

of government which was then in question ; the branch

that in this country is administered by the King.

But if it was just, as applied to that branch of govern-

ment, and in this country, it could only be for the

same reason that it is so when applied to the whole

of government, and that in any country whatsoever.

It is then, we may say, and not till then, allowable to,

if not incumbent on, every man, as well on the score

of duty as of interest, to enter into measures of resist-

ance ; when, according to the best calculation he is

able to make, the probable mischiefs of resistance

(speaking with respect to the community in general)

appear less to him than the probable mischiefs of sub-

mission. This then is to him, that is to each man in

particular, \h& juncturefor resistance.

XXII.
XXII

A natural question here is—by what sign shall this Not cha-

juncture be known ? By what common signal alike aWe^bJ?

conspicuous and perceptible to all? A question
^J^'^^J^^

which is readily enough started, but to which, I

hope, it will be almost as readily perceived that it is

impossible to find an answer. Common sign for

such a purpose, I, for my part, know of none : he

must be more than a prophet, I think, that can

shew us one. For that which shall serve a

See Ch. V. par. 7, note i.
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Chap, particular person, I have already given one—his own
—U— internal persuasion of a balance of utility on the side

of resistance.

XXIII.
XXIII.

Freedom Unless such a sign then, which I think impossible,
in a ffov-

ernment Can be shcwn, the field, if one may say so, of the

nofupon supreme governor's authority, though not infinite^

any limita- must Unavoidably, I think, unless where limited by ex-
tion to the j i t y

Supreme press Convention '^, be allowed to be indefinite. Nor can
'™^^'

I see any narrower, or other bounds to it, under this

constitution, or under any other yet/reer constitution,

if there be one, than under the most despotic. Before

the juncture I have been describing" were arrived,

resistance, even in a country like this, would come
too soon : were the juncture arrived already, the time

for resistance would be come already, under such

a government even as any one should call despotic.

XXIV.
X}fJV.

/'

PrincVpai \\n regard to a government that is free, and one

stances on that is despotic, wherein is it then that the difference

Zmfkt consists ?^Is it that those persons in whose hands
pend. that p'ower is lodged which is acknowledged to be

supreme, have less power in the one than in the

other, when it is from custom that they derive it?

By no means. Is it not that the power of one any
more than of the other has any certain bounds to it ?

yThe distinction turnsJupon circumstances of a very
different complexion :-|on the manner in which that

whole mass of power, which, taken together, is

^ This respects the case where one state has, upon terms, submitted
itself to the government of another : or where the governing- bodies of a
number of states agree to take directions in certain specified cases, from
some body or other that is distinct from all of them : consisting of
members, for instance, appointed out of each.
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supreme, is, in a free state, distributed among thei Chap.

several ranks of persons that are sharers in it:—on _!Z—
the source from whence their titles to it are succes-

sively derived :—on the frequent and easy changes of

condition between governors and governed/; whereby!

the interests of the one class are more or less indistin- 1;

guishably blended with those of the other :—on the i

responsibility of the governors ; or the right which a

subject has of having the reasons publicly assigned

and canvassed of every act of power that is exerted

over him :—on the liberty of the press; or the security

with which every man, be he of the one class or the

other, may make known his complaints and remon-

strances to the whole community ;—on the liberty of

public association ; or the security with which mal-

contents may communicate their sentiments, concert

their plans, and practise every mode of opposition

short of actual revolt, before the executive power can

be legally justified in disturbing thernj

XXV.
XXV

True then, it may be, that, owing to this last. Freedom

circumstance in particular, in a state thus circum- e"ifn,^'^^t—

stanced, the road to a revolution, if a revolution beE?"'*^'^^^^,
' '

_
favourable

necessary, is to appearance shorter ; certainly more p resist-

smooth and easy. More likelihood, certainly there f

is of its being such a revolution as shall be the work;
\

of a number ; and in which, therefore, the interests of

a number are likely to be consulted. Grant then,

that by reason of these facilitating circumstances, the

juncture itself may arrive sooner, and upon less pro-

vocation, under what is called a free government,

than under what is called an absolute one: grant

this ;—yet till it be arrived, resistance is as much too

soon under one of them as under the other.
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Chap.

'^l-
XXVI.

XXVI.
\ Let us avow then, in short, steadily but calmly,

preme ! what our AuthoF hazards with anxiety and agitation,

Halted hi' that the authority of the supreme body cannot, unless

Itself,
j jjuliere limited by express convention, be said to have

any assignable, any certain bounds.—That to say

there is any act they cannot do,—to speak of any

thing of their's as being illegal,—as being void;—to

I
speak of their exceeding their authority (whatever be

the phrase)—their power, their right,—is, however

common, an abuse of language.

XXVII.
XXVII.

Arguments The legislature cannot do it ? The legislature

pose it to / cannot make a law to this effect ? Why cannot ?

satfsfac"'
What is there that should hinder them ? Why not

tory— this, as well as so many other laws murmured at,

j

perhaps, as inexpedient, yet submitted to without any

ij' question of the rights. With men of the same party,

with men whose affections are already lifted against

the law in question, any thing will go down: any

rubbish is good that will add fuel to the flame. But

with regard to an impartial bystander, it is plain that

it is not denying the right of the legislature, their

authority, their power, or whatever be the word—it is

not denying that they can do what is in question—it

is not that, I say, or any discourse verging that way
than can tend to give him the smallest satisfaction.

XXVIII.
XXVIII.
—and in- Grant even the proposition in general :—What are

to particu- we the nearer ? \Grant that there are certain bounds
^^^- to the authority of the legislature :—Of what use is it

to say so, when these bounds are what no body has
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ever attempted to mark out to any useful purpose ; Chap.

that is, in any such manner whereby it might be ——
known beforehand what description a law must be of

to fall within, and what to fall beyond them ? Grant

that there are -things which the legislature cannot

do ;—grant that there are laws which exceed the

power of the legislature to establish. What rule

does this sort of discourse furnish us for determining

whether any one that is in question is, or is not of

the number ? As far as I can discover, none. Either

the discourse goes on in the confusion it began

;

either all rests in vague assertions, and no intelligible

argument at all is offered ; or if any, such arguments

as are drawn from the principle of utility : arguments

which, in whatever variety of words expressed, come
at last to neither more nor less than this; that the

tendency of the law is, to a greater or a less degree,

pernicious.^ If this then be the result of the argu-

ment, why not come home to it at once ? Why turn

aside into a wilderness of sophistry, when the path of

plain reason is straight before us ?

XXIX.
XXIX

What practical inferences those who maintain this What they

language mean should be deduced from it, is not eltherVn

altogether clear ; nor, perhaps, does every one mean
j^e bo.d°

the same. Some who speak of a law as being void of the

(for to this expression, not to travel through the

whole list, I shall confine myself) would persuade us

to look upon the authors of it as having thereby

forfeited, as the phrase is, their whole power : as well

that of giving force to the particular law in question,

as to any other. These are they who, had they

arrived at the same practical conclusion through the

principle of utility, would have spoken of the law as
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Chap, being to such a degree pernicious, as that, were the

—.^ bulk of the community to see it in its true light, the

probable mischief of resisting it would be less than the

probable mischief of submitting to it. These point, in

the first instance, at hostile opposition.

XXX.
XXX.

—or to the Thosc who Say nothing about forfeiture are com-

power. monly less violent in their views. These are they

who, were they to ground themselves on the principle

of utility, and, to use our language, would have

spoken of the law as being mischievous indeed, but

without speaking of it as being mischievous to the

degree that has been just mentioned. The mode of

opposition which they point to is one which passes

under the appellation of a legal one.

XXXI.
XXXI

Which Admit then the law to be void in their sense, and

givelt'a mark the consequences. The idea annexed to the
control epithet void is obtained from those instances in which
over the '

legislative, we See it applied to a private instrument. The con-

sequence of a private instrument's being void is, that

all pers.ons concerned are to act as if no such instru-

ment had existed. The consequence, accordingly, of

a lavifs being void must be, that people shall act as if

there were no such law about the matter : and there-

fore that if any person in virtue of the mandate of the

law should do anything in coercion of another person,

which without such law he would be punishable for

doing, he would still be punishable; to wit, by

appointment of the judicial power. Let the law for

instance, be a law imposing a tax : a man who should

go about to levy the tax by force would be punishable

as a trespasser : should he chance to be killed in the
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attempt, the person killing him would not be punish- chap,

able as for murder : should he kill, he himself would, .."
.

perhaps, be punishable as for murder. To whose
office does it appertain to do those acts in virtue of

which such punishment would be inflicted? To
that of the Judges. Applied to practice then, the

[

effect of this language is, by an appeal made to the .

Judges, to confer on those magistrates a controlling \/
power over the acts of the legislature.

XXXII.
XXX I

L'

By this management a particular purpose might Remedy

perhaps, by chance be answered : and let this be J^e'd!s*^"

supposed a good one. Still what benefit would, from e^^-

the general tendency of such a doctrine,, and such a

practice in conformity to it, accrue to the body of the

people is more than I can conceive. A Parliament,

let it be supposed, is too much under the influence

of the Crown : pays too little regard to the sentiments

and the interests of the people. Be it so. The
people at any rate, if not so great a share as they

might and ought to have, have had, at least, some

share in choosing it. Give to the Judges a power of

annulling its acts ; and you transfer a portion of the

supreme power from an assembly which the people

have had some share, at least, in choosing, to a set of

men in the choice of whom they have not the least

imaginable share : to a set of men appointed solely

by the Crown : appointed solely, and avowedly and

constantly, by that very magistrate whose partial and

occasional influence is the very grievance you seek to

remedy.

XXXIII. ^xxxui.
But not so

In the heat of debate, some, perhaps, would be for so^emight

saying of this management that it was transferring at represent
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Chap, once the supreme authority from the legislative power

..',. to the judicial. But this would be going too far on

the other side. There is a wide difference between a

positive and a negative part in legislation. There is a

wide difference again between a negative upon reasons

given, and a negative without any. The power oirepeal-

ing a law even for reasons given is a great power:

too great indeed for Judges : but still very distinguish-

able from, and much inferior to that of making one ^.

XXXIV.
XXXIV.
The su- Let us now go back a little. In denying the exist-

power ence of any assignable bounds to the supreme power,

by conlen- 1 added 2, ' ilnless where limited by express conven-

''°"- tion :
' for this exception I could not but subjoin. Our

Author indeed, in that passage in which, short as it is,

he is the most explicit, leaves, we may observe, no

room for it.
' However they began,' says he (speak-

ing of the several forms of government) ' however

they began, and by what right soever they subsist,

there is and must be in all of them an authority that

is absolute.'—To say this, however, of a// governments

without exception ;—to say that no assemblage of men
can subsist in a state of government, without being

subject to some one body whose authority stands

' Notwithstanding what has been said, it would be in vain to dissemble,

but that, upon occasion, an appeal of this sort may very well answer,

and has, indeed, in general, a tendency to answer, in some sort, the

purposes of those who espouse, or profess to espouse, the interests of the

people. A public and authorised debate on the propriety of the law is

fay this means brought on. The artillery of the tongue is played off

against the law, under cover of the law itself. An opportunity is gained

of impressing sentiments unfavourable to it, upon a numerous and

attentive audience. As to any other effects from such an appeal, let us

believe that in the instances in which we have seen it made, it is the

certainty of miscarriage that has been the encouragement to the attempt.

' v. supra, par. a6.
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unlimited so much as by convention ; to say, in short, Chap.

that not even by convention can any limitation be

made to the power of that body in a state which in

other respects is supreme, would be saying, I take it,

rather too much : it would be saying that there is

no such thing as government in the German Empire

;

nor in the Dutch Provinces ; nor in the Swiss Cantons ;

nor was of old in the Achaean league.

XXXV.
XXXV.

In this mode of limitation I see not what there is —So as

, , . 1-1 1 • • 1 1 the term of
that need surprise us. By what is it that any degree it be ex-

of power (meaning political power) is established ? It
p'"^'*'

it neither more nor less, as we have already had occa-

sion to observe ^, than a habit of, and disposition to

obedience : habit, speaking with respect to past acts

;

disposition, with respect tofuture. This disposition it

is as easy, or I am much mistaken, to conceive as

being absent with regard to one sort of acts ; as

present with regard to other. For a body then,

which is in other respects supreme, to be conceived

as being with respect to acertain sort of acts, limited,

all that is necessary is, that this sort of acts be in its

description distinguishable from every other.

XXXVI.
XXXVI.

By means of a convention then we are furnished vvhich fur-

with that common signal which, in other cases, we wLt may

despaired of finding ^. A certain act is in the instru- ^r 'a com-

ment of convention specified, with respect to which mo" signal

1 • 1 1 1 r • • ofresist-

the government is therein precluded from issuing ance.

a law to a certain effect : whether to the effect of com-

manding the act, of permitting it, or of forbidding it.

' v. supra, ch. I. par. 13, note.

' V. supra, par. sa.
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Chap. A law is issued to that effect notwithstanding. The
t»

"

issuing then of such a law (the sense of it, and Ukewise

the sense ofthat part of the convention which provides

against it being supposed clear) is a fact notorious and

visible to all : in the issuing then pf such a law we
have a fact which is capable of being taken for that

common signal we have been speaking of These

bounds the supreme body in question has marked out

to its authority : of such a demarcation then what is

the effect ? either none at all, or this : that the dis-

position to obedience confines itself within these

bounds. Beyond them the disposition is stopped

from extending : beyond them the subject is no more

prepared to obey the governing body of his own
state, than that of any other. What difficulty, I say,

there should be in conceiving a state of things to sub-

sist in which the supreme authority is thus limited,

—

what greater difficulty in conceiving it with this limita-

tion, than without any, I cannot see. The two states

are, I must confess, to me alike conceivable : whether

alike expedient,—alike conducive to the happiness of

the people, is another question.

XXXVII.
XXXVII.
A salvo for God forbid, that from any thing here said it should
reforma-

i i i i • . . .

tion. be concluded that in any society any convention is or

can be made, which shall have the effect of setting up
an insuperable bar to that which the parties affected

shall deem a reformation :—God forbid that any dis-

ease in the constitution of a state should be without its

remedy. Such might by some be thought to be the

case, where that supreme body which in such a con-

vention, was one of the contracting parties, having in-

corporated itself with that which was the other, no
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longer subsists to give any new modification to the Chap.

engagement. Many ways might however be found to —c-^

make the requisite alteration, without any departure

from the spirit of the engagement. Although that

body itself which contracted the engagement be no

more, a larger body, from whence the first is under-

stood to have derived its title, may still subsist. Let

this larger body be consulted. Various are the ways

that might be conceived of doing this, and that with-

out any disparagement to the dignity of the subsisting

legislature : of doing it, I mean to such effect, as that,

should the sense of such larger body be favourable to

the alteration, it may be made by a law, which, in this

case, neither ought to be, nor probably would be, re-

garded by the body of the people as a breach of the

convention ^.

' In Great Britain, for instance, suppose it were deemed necessary to

mali:e an alteration in the Act of Union. If in an article stipulated in

favour of England, there need be no difficulty ; so that there were a

majority for the alteration among the English members, without reckon-

ing the Scotch. The only difficulty would be with respect to an article

stipulated in favour of Scotland ; on account, to wit, of the small number
of the Scotch members, in comparison with the English. In such a case,

it would be highly expedient, to say no more, for the sake of preserving

the public faith, and to avoid irritating the body of the nation, to take-

some method for making the establishment of the new law, depend upon

their sentiments. One such method might be as follows. Let the new
law in question be enacted in the common form. But let its commence-

ment be deferred to a distant period, suppose a year or two : let it then,

at the end of that period, be in force, unless petitioned against, by persons

of such a description, and in such a number as might be supposed fairly

to represent the sentiments of the people in general : persons, for instance,

of the description of those who at the time of the Union, constituted the

body of electors. To put the validity of the law out of dispute, it would

be necessary the fact upon which it was made ultimately to depend,

should be in its nature too notorious to be controverted. To determine

therefore, whether the conditions upon which the invalidation of it was

made to depend, had been complied with, is what must be left to the

simple declaration of some person or persons ; for instance the King. I

offer this only as a general idea : and as one amongst many that perhaps

might be offered in the same view. It will not be expected that I should

here answer objections, or enter into details.
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Chap.
IV.

'""^*~
XXXVIII.

XXXVIII. ^ , , ,

Notion oi To return for a moment to the language used by

HmU to^he those who spcalc of the supreme power as being
supreme limited in its own. nature. One thing I would wish
power, °
difficult to to have remembered. What is here said of the

impropriety, and evil influence of that kind of dis-

course, is not intended to convey the smallest

censure on those who use it, as if intentionally

accessory to the ill effects it has a tendency to

produce. It is rather a misfortune in the language,

than a fault of any person in particular, The original

of it is lost in the darkness of antiquity. We in-

herited it from, our fathers, and, maugre all its incon-

veniencies, are likely, I doubt, to transmit it to our

children.

XXXIX.
XXXIX

Tills not a I canuot look upon this as a mere dispute of words.

"/words^"^ I cannot help persuading myself, that the disputes

between contending parties—between the defenders

of a law and the opposers of it, would stand a much
better chance of being adjusted than at present, were

they but explicitly and constantly referred at once to

the principle of utility. The footing on which this

principle rests every dispute, is that of matter of fact

;

that is, future fact—the probability of certain future

contingencies. Were the debate then conducted

under the auspices of this principle, one of two

things would happen : either men would come to an

agreement concerning that probability, or they would

see at length, after due discussion of the real grounds

of the dispute, that no agreement was to be hoped

for. They would at any rate see clearly and ex-
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plicitly, the point on T^ieh the disagreement turned. Chap

The discontented partyw^Quld then take their resolu- —Mo-

tion to resist or to submit, upon just grounds, ac-

cording as it should appear to them worth their

while—according towhat should appear to them, the

importance of the matter in dispute—according to

what should appear to them the probability or

improbabiUty of success

—

according, in short, as the

mischiefs ofsubmission should appear to bear a less, or

a greater ratio to the mischiefs of resistance. But the

door to reconcilement would be much more open,

when they saw that it might be not a mere affair of

passion, but a difference of judgment, and that, for

any thing they could know to the contrary, a sincere

one, that was the ground of quarrel.

XL.
XL.

All else is but womanish scolding and childish The above

altercation, whigh is sure to irritate, and which never petuates^"^^

can persuade.-^ / say, the legislature csianot do this wrangling.

—/ say, that it can. I say, that to do this, exceeds the

bounds of its authority—/ say, it does not.'—It is

evident, that a pair of disputants setting out in this

manner, may go on irritating and perplexing one

another for everlasting, without the smallest chance

of ever coming to an agreement, It is no more than

announcing, and that in an obscure and at the same

time, a peremptory and captious manner, their op-

posite persuasions, or rather affections, on a question

of which neither of them sets himself to discuss the

grounds."^The question of utility, all this while, most

probably, is never so much as at all brought upon the

carpet : if it be, the language in which it is discussed

is sure to be warped and clouded to make it match.

Q2
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^^^' ^''h ^^ obscure and entangled pattern we have

—M— seen.

XLI.
XLI. ^

The prin- ^On the Other hand, had the debate been originally

UTILITY and avowedly instituted on the footing of utility, the

end to"it
Parties might at length have come to an agreement

;

or at least to a visible and explicit issue.
—

' / say, that

the mischiefs of the measure in question are to such

an amount.—/ say, not so, but to a less.—/ say, the

benefits of it are only to such an amount.—/ say, not

so, but to a greater!—This, we see, is a ground of

controversy very different from the former. The
question is now manifestly a question of conjecture

concerning so many future contingent matters of

fact: to solve it, both parties then are naturally

directed to support, their respective persuasions by

the only evidence the nature of the case admits of;

—

the evidence of such past matters of fact as appear to

be analogous to those contingent /w/wre ones.J Now
these past facts are almost always numerous : so

numerous, that till brought into view for the purpose

of the debate, a great proportion of them are what

may very fairly have escaped the observation of one

of the parties : and it is owing, perhaps, to this and

nothing else, that that party is of the oersuasion

which sets it at variance with the other. (Here, then,

we have a plain and open road, perhaps, to present

reconcilement: at the worst to an intelligible and

explicit issue,—that is, to such a ground of difference

as may, when thoroughly trodden and explored, be

found to lead on to reconcilement at the last. Men,

let them but once clearly understand one another,

will not be long ere they agree. It is the perplexity

of ambiguous and sophistical discourse that, while it
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distracts and eludes the apprehension, stimulates and ^"a*"-

inflames the passions, j
»

"

But it is now high time we should return to our

Author, from whose text we have been insensibly

led astray, by the nicety and intricacy of the question

it seemed to offer to our view.



Chap.
V.

CHAPTER V.

DUTY OF THE SUPREME POWER TO MAKE LAWS.

I.

Subject of We now come to the last topic touched upon in

graph ex- this digression : a certain ' duty^ which, according to

amined in q^j. .^uthor's account, the supreme power lies under

:

thepresent ' '^ '^

chapter, —the duty ofmaking laws.

II.

The para- ' Thus far,' says he, ' as to the right of the supreme

?i^d.
^^' power to make laws ; but farther, it is its duty like-

wise. For since the respective members are bound

to conform themselves to the will of the state, it is

expedient that they receive directions from the state

declaratory of that its will. But since it is impossible^

in so great a multitude, to give injunctions to every

particular man, relative to each particular action,

therefore the state estabUshes general rules for the

perpetual information and direction of all persons, in

all points, whether of positive or negative duty. And
this, in order that every man may know what to look

upon as his own, what as another's ; what absolute

and what relative duties are required at his hands;

what is to be esteemed honest, dishonest, or indifferent;
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what degree every man retains of his natural Uberty ; Chap.

what he has given up as the price of the benefits X—
of society ; and after what manner each person is

to moderate the use and exercise of those rights

which the state assigns him, in order to promote and

secure the public tranquillity.'

III.

in.

Still as obscure, still as ambiguous as ever. The The first

^supreme power' we may remember, according to the examined.

definition so lately given of it by our Author, and so
ob^^jous^'

often spoken of, is neither more nor less than the sense of it

power to make laws. Of this power we are now told

that it is its ' duty ' to make laws. Hence we learn

—

what ?—that it is its ' duty ' to do what it does ; to be,

in short, what it is. This then is what the paragraph

now before us, with its apparatus of ^fors,' and * buts,'

and ^ sinces' is designed to prove to us. Of this

stamp is that meaning, at least, of the initial sentence,

which is apparent upon the face of it.

IV.
IV.

Complete the sense of the phrase, ' to make laws
;

' The next

7 . , . , 1 . •
1 1

most obvi-

add to It, in this place, what it wants in order to be an ous extrav-

adequate expression of the import which the preceding *^*"'"

paragraph seemed to annex to it ;
j'^ou have now, for

what is mentioned as the object of the ' duty,' another

sense indeed, but a sense still more untenable than

the foregoing. 'Thus far,' says our Author (reca-

pitulating what he had been saying before) ' as to the

right of the supreme power to make laws.'—By this

'right' we saw, in the preceding chapter, was meant,

a right to make laws in all cases whatsoever. ' But

further/ he now adds, ' it is its duty likewise.' Its
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Chap, duty then to do—^what ? to do the same thing that it

—,— was before asserted to be its right to do—to make

laws in all cases whatsoever : or (to use another word,

and that our Author's own, and that applied to the

same purpose) that it is its duty to be ' absolute ^.' A
sort of duty this which will probably be thought

rather a singular one.

V.
V.

A third Mean time the observation which, if I conjecture

posed.'' right, he really had in view to make, is one which

seems very just indeed, and of no mean importance,

but which is very obscurely expressed, and not very

obviously connected with the purport of what goes

before. The duty he here means is a duty, which

respects, I take it, not so much the actual making of

laws, as the taking of proper measures to spread abroad

the knowledge of whatever laws happen to have been

made : a duty which (to adopt some of our Author's

own words) is conversant, not so much about issuing

' directions,' as about providing that such as are

issued shall.be ' received!

VI.

VI.

Objection Mean time to speak of the duties of a supreme
to the use /• i • i , •

. , .

of the power;—01 a legislature, meanmg a supreme legis-

^db^y ' on
lature ;—of a set of men acknowledged to be absolute

;

this occa- —is what, I must own, I am not very fond of. Not
that I would wish the subordinate part of the com-

munity to be a whit less watchful over their governors,

or more disposed to unlimited submission in point of

conduct, than if I were to talk with ever so much
peremptoriness of the ' duties ' of these latter, and of

' I Comm. p. 49.
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the rights which the former have against them ^- what Chap.

I am afraid of is, running into solecism and confusion .."

in discourse.

• With this note let no man trouble himself who is not used, or does
not intend to use himself, to what are called metaphysical speculations :

in whose estimation the benefit of understanding clearly what he is speak-

ing of, is not worth the labour.

1. That may be said to be my duty to do (understand political duty) i. Duty
which you (or some other person or persons) have a right to have me (political),

made to do. I then have a duty towards you : you have a right as

against me.

2. What you have a right to have me made to do (understand a a. Right
political right) is that which 1 am liable, according to law, upon a requisi- (political),

tion made on your behalf, to be punished for not doing.

3. I say punished: for without the notion of punishment (that is oipain 3. Punish-
annexed to an act, and accruing on a certain account, and from a certain ment a

source) no notion can we have of either right or duty. fundamen-
tal idea.

4. Now the idea belonging to the word pain is a simple one. To 4. To de-

define or rather (to speak more generally) to expound a word, is to resolve, fi"' °^

or to make a progress towards resolving, the idea belonging to it into ^''P°""''-

simple ones.

5. For expounding the words duty, right, power, title, and those other 5. Words
terms of the same stamp that abound so much in ethics and jurisprudence, not to be

either I am much deceived, or the only method by which any instruction expounded

can be conveyed, is that which is here exemplified. An exposition Ji
oypara-

framed after this method I would term paraphrasis.

6. A word may be said to be expounded hyparaphrasis, when not that 6. Para-
word alone is translated into other words, but some whole sentence oi phrasis

which it forms a part is translated into another sentence ; the words of what,

which latter are expressive of such ideas as are simple, or are more
immediately resolvable into simple ones than those of the former. Such
are those expressive of substances and simple modes, in respect of such

abstract terms as are expressive of what Locke has called mixed modes.

This, in short, is the only method in which any abstract terms can, at the

long run, be expounded to any instructive purpose : that is in terms

calculated to raise images either of substances perceived, or of emotions ;

—

sources, one or other of which every idea must be drawn from, to be a

clear one.

7. The common method of defining—the method per genus et differ- 7. Defini-

entiam, as logicians call it, will, in many cases, not at all answer the tion/er

purpose. Among abstract terms we soon come to such as have no superior j^S-"*
'

genus. A definition, per genus et differentiam, when applied to these, ^j,^ „(,[

it is manifest, can make no advance ; it must either stop short, or turn universally

.back, as it were, upon itself, in a circulate or a repented. applicable.
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Chap.
V. Vll.

VII- I understand, I think, pretty we'll, what is meant by
The proper ' r j t •>

sense of it. the word ^M^ (political duty) when applied to myself;

and I could not persuade myself, I think, to apply it

in the same sense in a regular didactic discourse to

those whom I am speaking of as my supreme gover-

nors. That is my duty to do, which I am liable to be

punished, according to law, if I do not do : this is the

original, ordinary, and proper sense of the word

duty^- Have these supreme governors any such

8. Further 8. ' Fortitude is a virtue : '—^Very well :—but what is a virtue ? 'A
examples

; virtue is a disposition : '—Good again :—but what is a disposition ? ' A
—atsposi-

clisposition is a . . .

;
' and there we stop. The fact is, a disposition has no

Igfg ,,j_ superior genus ; a disposition is not a . . ., any thing :—this is not the way
terest,— to give us any notion ofwhat is meant by it. ' Apower,' again ' is a right

:

'

power. and what is a right 1 It is a power.—An estate is an interest, says our

Author somewhere ; vyhere he begins defining an estate :—as well might

he have said an interest was an estate. As well, in short, were it to define

in this manner, a conjunction or a preposition. As well were it to say of

the preposition through, or the conjunction because; a through is a . . .,

or a because is a ... , and so go on defining them.

g. An im- g. Of this stamp, by the bye, are some of his most fiindamental defini-

perfection tjons : of consequence they must leave the reader where they found him.
trequent

g^^j. ^^ jj^j^^ perhaps, more fully and methodically on some future occasion.

Author's I" '^^ mean time I have thrown out these loose hints for the considera-

method. tion of the curious.

1. Duties, ' 1. One may conceive three sorts of duties; political, moral, and
three sorts, religious ; correspondent to the three sorts of sanctions by which they

are enforced : or the same point of conduct may be a man's duty on

these three several accounts. After speaking of the one of these to put

the change upon the reader, and without -warning begin speaking of

another, or not to let it be seen from the first which of them one is

speaking of, cannot but be productive of confusion.

2. Political 2. Political duty is created by punishment : or at least by the will of

duty. persons who have punishment in their hands
;
persons stated and certain,

—pohtical superiors.

3. Religious 3. Religious duty is also created by punishment : by punishment
duty. expected at the hands of a person certain,—the Supreme Being.

4. Moral 4. Moral duty is created by a kind of motive, which from the un-

duty— certainty of the persons to apply it, and of the species and degree in which
the proper j(- -y^jii ^g applied, has hardly yet got the name of punishment : by
sense 01 11. venous mortifications resulting from the ill-will of persons ««certain and
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duty? No : for if they are at all liable to punishment Chap.

according to law, whether it be for not doing any

variable,—the community in general : that is, such individuals of that

community as he, whose duty is in question, shall happen to be con-

nected with.

5. When in any of these three senses a man asserts a point of conduct 5. Differ-

to be a duty, what he asserts is the existence, actual or probable, of an ence be-

extemal event : viz. of a punishment issuing from one or other of these tween

sources in consequence of a contravention of the duty ; an event extrinsic

,

to, and distinct from, as well the conduct of the partyspoken of, as the ^ fourth
sentiment of him who speaks. If he persists in asserting it to be a duty, which is

but without meaning it should be understood that it is on any one of figurative

these three accounts that he looks upon it as such ; all he then asserts is ^"^^ """

his own internal sentiment : all he means then is, that he feels himself P''°P^-

pleasedOT displeased at the thoughts of the point of conduct in question, but

without being able to tell why. In this case he should e'en say so : and not

seek to give an undue influence to his own siijgle suffrage, by delivering it

in terms that purport to declare the voice either of God, or of the law, or

of the people.

6. Now which of all these senses of the word our Author had in 6- Duty not

mind ; in which of them all he meant to assert that it was the duty of apphcable

supreme governors to make laws, I know not. Political duty is what • •

they cannot be subject to "
: and to say that a duty even of the moral or sense.

religious kind to this effect is incumbent on them, seems rather a

precipitate assertion.

In truth what he meant was neither more nor less, I suppose, than that

he should be glad to see them do what he is Speaking of ; to wit, ' make
laws :

' that is, as he explains himself, spread abroad the knowledge of

them. Would he so ? So indeed should I ; and if asked why, what
answer our Author would give I know not ; but I, for my part, have

no difficulty. I answer,—because I am persuaded that it is for the

benefit of the community that they (its governors) should do so. This

would be enough to warrant me in my own opinion for saying that they

ought to do it. For all this, I should not" at any rate say that it was
their duty in a political sense. No more should I venture to say it was in

a moral or religious sense, till I were satisfied whether they themselves

thought the measures useful and feasible, and whether they were gener-

ally supposed to think so.

Were I satisfied that they themselves thought so, God then, I might

say, knows they do. God, we are to suppose, will punish them if they

neglect pursuing it. It is then their religious duty. Were I satisfied

that the people supposed they thought so ; the people, 1 might say, in

case of such neglect,—the people, by various manifestations of its ill-will,

will also punish them. It is then their moral duty.

In any of these senses it must be observed, there can be no more

propriety in averring it to be the duty of the supreme power to pursue

the measure in question, than in averring it to be their duty to pursue any

" See the note following.
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^"^^^ thing, or for doing, then are they not, what they are

—"— supposed to be, supreme governors ^
: those are the

supreme governors, by whose appointment the former

are liable to be punished.

VIII.
VIII.

That in The word duty, then, if applied to persons spoken

We used^ of as Supreme governors, is evidently applied to them
figurative, y^ ^ sense which is figurative and improper: nor

therefore are the same conclusions to be drawn from

any propositions in which it is used in this sense, as

might be drawn from them if it were used in the other

sense, which is its proper one.

IX.
IX.

Thepropo- This explanation, then, being premised ;—under-

ceded to in standing myself to be using the word duty in its

this last
improper sense, the proposition that it is the duty of

sense.

the legislature to spread abroad, as much as possible,

the knowledge of their will among the people, is a

proposition I am disposed most unreservedly to ac-

cede to. If this be our Author's meaning, I join

myself to him heart and voice.

other supposable measure equally beneficial to the community. To usher

in the proposal of a measure in this peremptory and assuming guise,

may be pardonable in a loose rhetorical harangue, but can never be

justifiable in an exact didactic composition. Modes of private moral

conduct there are indeed many, the tendency whereof is so well known
and so generally acknowledged, that the observance of them may well be

styled a duty. But to apply the same term to the particular details of

legislative conduct, especially newly proposed ones, is going, I think, too

far, and tends only to confusion.

Governors
in what ' ^ mean for what they do, or omit to do, when acting in a body : in

way sub- that body in which, when acting, they are supreme. Because for any
ject to po- thing any of them do separately, or acting in bodies that are subordinate,
Itttcalduttes [jjgy j^^y ^ny of them be punished without any disparagement to their

J.
" supremacy. Not only any may be, but many are: it is what we see

thrir being examples of eversr day.

supreme.
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Chap.

X. -I-

What particular institutions our Author wished to obscured

see established in this view—what particular duties ^he'iiex^

he would have found for the legislature under this sentence—
.

** the Cm-
general head of duty, is not very apparent : though it sor's part

is what should have appeared more precisely than it ded vsi"h

does, ere his meaning could be apprehended to any ^^',°/,-^^^

purpose. What increases still the difficulty of ap-

prehending it, is a practice which we have already

had more than once occasion to detect him in ^,—

a

kind of versatility, than which nothing can be more

vexatious to a reader who makes a point of entering

into the sentiments of his Author. He sets out with

the word duty in his mouth ; and, in the character of

a Censor, with all due gravity begins talking to us of

what ought to be. 'Tis in the midst of this lecture

that our Proteus slips aside ; puts on the historian
;

gives an insensible turn to the discourse ; and, with-

out any warning of the change, finishes with telling

us what is. Between these two points, indeed, the is,

and the ought to be, so opposite as they frequently are

in the eyes of other men, that spirit of obsequious

quietism that seems constitutional in our Author, will

scarce ever let him recognise a difference. 'Tis in

the second sentence of the paragraph that he observes

that 'it is expedient that they' (the people) 'receive

directions from the state' (meaning the governing

body) ' declaratory of that its will.' 'Tis in the very

next sentence that we learn from him, that what it is

thus ^expedient' that the state should do, it does do.

' But since it is impossible in so great a multitude, to

give particular injunctions to every particular man

relative to each particular action, therefore,' says he

* V. supra, ch. II. par. ii, ch. III. par. 7, ch. IV. par. 10.
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Chap. < the State establishes ' (does actually establish) ' general

»'

"

rules' {the state generally, any state, that is to say,

that one can mention, all states, in short, whatever do

establish) ' general rules for the perpetual information

and direction of all persons in all points, whether of

positive or of negative duty,' Thus far our Author

;

so that, for aught appears, whatever he could wish to

see done in this view is done. Neither this state of

our owny nor any other, does he wish to see do any

thing more in the matter than he sees done already

;

nay, nor than what is sure to be done at all events

:

so that happily the duty he is here so forward to lay

on his superiors will not sit on them very heavy.

Thus far is he from having any determinate instructive

meaning in that part of the paragraph in which, to

appearance, and by accident, he comes nearest to it,

XI.
XI.

Fixed Not that the passage however is absolutely so
and par- ^ . , , . .

ticuiarised. remote irom meaning, but that the mventive com-

?™ recwn- pl^-is^nce of a commentator of the admiring breed
mended, might find it pregnant with a good deal of useful

matter. The design of disseminating the knowledge

of the laws is glanced at by it at least, with a show
of approbation. Were our Author's writings then

as sacred as they are mysterious ; and were they in

the number of those which stamp the seal of au-

thority on whatever doctrines can be fastened on

them ; what we have read might serve as a text, from

which the obligation of adopting as many measures

as a man should deem subservient to that design,

might, without any unexampled violence, be deduced.

In this oracular passage I might find inculcated, if not

totidem syllabts, at least totidem Uteris, as many points

of legislative duty as should seem subservient to the
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purposes of digestion and promulgation. Thus for- Chap.

tified, I might press upon the legislature, and that on m^
the score of ' duty' to carry into execution, and that

without delay, many a busy project as yet either un-

thought of or unheeded. I might call them with a

tone of authority to their work : I might bid them go

make provision forthwith for the bringing to light such

scattered materials as can be found of the judicial

decisions of time past,—sole and neglected materials

of common law ;—for the registering and publishing

of all future ones as they arise ;—for transforming, by

a digest, the body of the common law thus completed,

into statute-law ;—for breaking down the whole to-

gether into codes or parcels, as many as there are

classes of persons distinguishably concerned in it ;

—

for introducing to the notice and possession of every

person his respective code :—works which public

necessity cries aloud for, at which professional in-

terest shudders, and at which legislative indolence

stands aghast.

XII.
XII.

All these leading points, I say, of legislative eco- Therecom-

nomy, with as many points of detail subservient to enforced

each as a meditation not unassiduous has suggested,
^hor's'^con-

I might enforce, were it necessary, by our Author's eluding

oracular authority. For nothing less than what has

been mentioned, I trust, is necessary, in order that

every man may be made to know, in the degree in

which he might and ought to be made to know, what

(in our Author's words) 'to look upon as his own,

what as another's; what absolute and what relative

duties are required at his hands; what is to be es-

teemed honest, dishonest, or indifferent ; what degree

every man retains of his natural liberty ; what he has
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Chap, given up as the price of the benefits of society ; and

—tl— after what manner each person is to moderate the

use and exercise of those rights which the state

assigns him, in order to promote and secure the

pubhc tranquiUity.' In taking my leave of our Author,

I finish gladly with this pleasing peroration : a scru-

tinizing judgment, perhaps, would not be altogether

satisfied with it ; but the ear is soothed by it, and the

heart is warmed.

XIII.
XIII.

Necessity I now put an end to the tedious and intricate war

these ver- of words that has subsisted, in a more particular

c^nw"" manner during the course of these two last chapters :

a logomachy, wearisome enough, perhaps, and in-

sipid to the reader, but beyond description laborious

and irksome to the writer. What remedy? Had
there been sense, I should have attached myself to

the sense : finding nothing but words ; to the words

I was to attach myself, or to nothing. Had the

doctrine been \)\}Ltfalse, the task of exposing it would

have been comparatively an easy one : but it was

what is worse, unmeaning; and thence it came to

require all these pains which I have been here

bestowing on it : to what profit let the reader judge.

'Well then,'—(cries an objector)—'the task you

have set yourself is at an end ; and the subject of it

after all, according to your own representation, teaches

nothing ;—according to your own shewing it is not

worth attending to.—Why then bestow on it so much
attention ?

'

In this view—To do something to instruct, but

more to undeceive, the timid and admiring student

:

—to excite him to place more confidence in his own
strength, and less in the infalhbility of great names

:
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—to help him to emancipate his judgment from the Chap.

shackles of authority :—to let him see that the not —.—
understanding a discourse may as well be the writer's

fault as the reader's :—to teach him to distinguish

between showy language and sound sense :—to warn

him not to pay himself with words :—to shew him

that what may tickle the ear, or dazzle the imagina-

tion, will not always inform the judgment :—to shew

him what it is our Author can do, and has done : and

what it is he has not done, and cannot do :—to dispose

him rather to fast on ignorance than feed himself

with error : to let him see that with regard to an

expositor of the law, our Author is not he that should

come, but that we may be still looking for another.

—
' Who then,' says my objector, ' shall be that other?

Yourself?'—No verily.—My mission is at an end,

when I have prepared the way before him.

THE END.
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